
Category NOLA Series Title Episode Title Length Airdate Service Format CountOfFormat Segment Length Description
Abortion TTCY  003118 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 18 30 minutes 07/01/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Roe v. Wade: After the Supreme Court overturns this landmark abortion case, protests erupt, but will outrage last into the midterms? January 6th Hearings: Women take a lead role in the insurrection hearings. PANEL: Fmr. Rep. Donna Edwards, Genevieve Wood, Ann Stone, Tiana Lowe, Erin Matson
Abortion WWIR  006201 Washington Week Episode 1 30 minutes 07/01/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 The fallout from the Supreme Court’s ruling on Roe v. Wade continues. Plus, a former White House aide makes shocking claims about President Trump’s actions on Jan. 6. Join moderator Yamiche Alcindor, Peter Baker of The New York Times, Tia Mitchell of The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Pete Williams of NBC News, and Jacqueline Alemany of The Washington Post to discuss these stories and more.
Abortion FLMH  000601 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Christine Todd Whitman 30 minutes 07/01/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Pro-choice Republican and fmr. NJ Gov. Christine Todd Whitman calls the Supreme Court’s decision to overturn Roe judicial activism and says women will be harmed. She reflects on how the GOP became an anti-choice party and on polarization in America.
Abortion PNWE  001801 PBS News Weekend Episode 1 30 minutes 07/02/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:34 President Biden this week confronted the political and legal realities about abortion in America and protecting access to it, with a lack of votes from Democrats to reform the filibuster and legalize abortion nationally and limitations under the law. Leah Litman, assistant professor of law at the University of Michigan and host of the “Strict Scrutiny" podcast, joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Abortion PNWE  001801 PBS News Weekend Episode 1 30 minutes 07/02/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:25 The Supreme Court's reversal on Roe is setting off ripple effects as states implement abortion bans. Among them, rising concern for women abused by those close to them. Natalie Nanasi, a professor at SMU Law School, and Lori Gonzalez from Domestic Violence Intervention Services, a nonprofit in Tulsa, Oklahoma, joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Abortion MLNH  013605 PBS NewsHour Episode 5 60 minutes 07/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:40 In a post-Roe America, Democrats are increasingly turning to the White House for solutions and urging President Biden to use executive action to protect and expand abortion access. While Biden's power is limited, a group of veterans argues he could expand access to care with the Department of Veterans Affairs, an idea with potentially big impact. Laura Barrón-López joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Abortion MLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:15 President Biden issued an executive order to safeguard access to abortion and contraception, a move that comes amid heightened pressure on the White House since the Supreme Court reversed Roe v. Wade. Laura Barrón-López joins Judy Woodruff to discuss what it means and where some activists say it falls short.
Abortion PNWE  001803 PBS News Weekend Episode 3 30 minutes 07/09/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:45 States across the country are struggling to determine whether and how to provide the most vulnerable access to abortion through Medicaid. Alina Salganicoff, senior vice president at the Kaiser Family Foundation, and Marsha Jones of The Afiya Center, a reproductive justice organization in Texas, join Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Abortion PNWE  001804 PBS News Weekend Episode 4 30 minutes 07/10/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:08 Since the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade, online researchers say disinformation about abortion has flooded websites and social media, and some of that disinformation is influencing policy. Misleading and medically inaccurate information even found its way into the Dobbs decision. Jenna Sherman, program manager and researcher at Meedan Digital Health Lab, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Abortion MLNH  013609 PBS NewsHour Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:28 Poland has some of Europe’s strictest abortion laws, and further curbs in recent years have led to mass protests. But many in the historically Catholic nation are staunch supporters of government policy. Now, in what is a European first, one activist in Poland is facing jail time for helping another woman terminate an unwanted pregnancy. Special correspondent Rosie Birchard reports from Warsaw.
Abortion MLNH  013611 PBS NewsHour Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:30 In our news wrap Friday, House Democrats approved two bills to restore abortion rights after the Roe reversal with support falling along party lines, thousands of Shiites descended on a Baghdad suburb in a show of protest against a political stalemate in Iraq, an autopsy report shows police in Akron, Ohio shot Jayland Walker 46 times and nearly 1,500 monkeypox cases have been confirmed in the U.S.
Abortion PNWE  001806 PBS News Weekend Episode 6 30 minutes 07/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:19 In addition to the moral and political debates over abortion access, there is an economic dimension. For people living in states without access to abortions, the financial consequences of a pregnancy can be long lasting. PBS News Weekend’s Ali Rogin reports.
Abortion PNWE  001809 PBS News Weekend Episode 9 30 minutes 07/30/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:22 When Marlena Stell suffered a miscarriage last year in Texas, she says she begged her doctor for help but instead was forced to go for weeks with fetal remains inside of her because of strict anti-abortion laws. It's a story that could become more common after Roe v. Wade was overturned. She joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Abortion PNWE  001810 PBS News Weekend Episode 10 30 minutes 07/31/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:46 The Supreme Court decision overturning Roe v. Wade relied heavily on the argument that, in Justice Samuel Alito’s words, “a right to abortion is not deeply rooted in the nation’s history and traditions.” Paul Solman takes a look at that history, as part of our continuing coverage of America after Roe.
Agriculture MLNH  013616 PBS NewsHour Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:06 Russia and Ukraine signed agreements Friday that cleared the way for exporting millions of tons of desperately needed Ukrainian grain, as well as securing Russian exports of grain and fertilizers. Ukraine's one of the world’s largest exporters of wheat, corn and sunflower oil and halting its supply hurts global food security. UN Undersecretary-General Martin Griffiths joins John Yang to discuss.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction MLNH  013613 PBS NewsHour Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:47 A CDC report finds overdose deaths rose significantly for people of color from 2019 to 2020. The synthetic opioid fentanyl is largely to blame, combined with a disruption in treatment and prevention programs during the pandemic. Dr. Edwin Chapman, who specializes in treating addiction, joins John Yang to discuss.
American History/Biography FIYO  000508 Finding Your Roots Hard Times 60 minutes 07/01/22 02:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the family stories of filmmaker Michael Moore and actors Laura Linney and Chloe Sevigny -- three people whose distant ancestors overcame great hardships in ways that resonate with their lives today.
American History/Biography BDTB  000000 Bridging the Divide: Tom Bradley and the Politics of RaceNULL 60 minutes 07/02/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Learn how Los Angeles mayor Tom Bradley, the first black mayor elected in a major U.S. city with a white majority, united a divided city through a unique multi-racial coalition, ushered in police reform and transformed American politics.
American History/Biography FIYO  000510 Finding Your Roots All in the Family 60 minutes 07/05/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Radio host Joe Madison receives startling family news, and series host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. learns his own DNA story. Also features the "Finding Your Roots: The Seedlings" STEM Camp, with science and history inspiring the next generation.
American History/Biography GMAP  000101 The Great Muslim American Road TripLife is a Highway: Chicago to Joplin, Missouri60 minutes 07/05/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:55 Mona Haydar and Sebastian Robins drive the first leg of Route 66 and learn about Muslims in America.
American History/Biography FIYO  000501 Finding Your Roots Grandparents and Other Strangers 60 minutes 07/12/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actor Andy Samberg and author George R. R. Martin answer some family mysteries when DNA detective work uncovers new branches of their family trees. The DNA analysis upends family history and reveals new relatives.
American History/Biography GMAP  000102 The Great Muslim American Road TripA Bridge Over Troubled Waters: Tulsa to Albuquerque, New Mexico60 minutes 07/12/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Mona Haydar and Sebastian Robins learn why many African Americans converted to Islam, how Muslims excelled in modern jazz and why Catholics and Muslims revere the Virgin Mary. The couple celebrate their ninth anniversary on a mountaintop.
American History/Biography FIYO  000606 Finding Your Roots Secrets & Lies 60 minutes 07/19/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actors Sigourney Weaver, Justina Machado and Amy Ryan unearth surprising revelations about their family histories, forever altering how they see themselves.
American History/Biography FIYO  000607 Finding Your Roots Science Pioneers 60 minutes 07/26/22 08:00:00 PM PBS 0 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. traces the family trees of Francis Collins, Shirley Ann Jackson, and Harold E. Varmus — three pioneering scientists who’ve made dramatic contributions to our understanding of the world, all the while knowing little about their own ancestry.
American History/Biography PNWE  001810 PBS News Weekend Episode 10 30 minutes 07/31/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:37 Photographer Ernest Withers captured some of the most iconic images of the civil rights era. But Withers was also an FBI informant, funneling information to the bureau about the civil rights movement and its leaders. Journalist Wesley Lowery joins Geoff Bennett to discuss his new podcast, “Ernie's Secret.
Arts MLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:58 If you are looking for something good to read this summer, you might start with the books written by our very own NewsHour staff. Three of our colleagues are out now with a memoir, a novel and a non-fiction book, all with very different styles. Jeffrey Brown spoke with Frances Kai-Hwa Wang, Aaron Foley and Nicole Ellis for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS.
Arts APOC  005001 Amanpour and Company Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:36 Britain handed Hong Kong back to China 25 years ago. The last governor of Hong Kong discusses the 1997 handover, and how Hong Kong has changed. Michelle Zauner discusses her creative success in literature and in music. SCOTUS has voted to curb the EPA’s ability to regulate carbon emissions. Kristie Ebi says that death rates will increase unless response systems are improved.
Arts MLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:56 The classic American musical "The Music Man” has been a big hit this year with its revival on Broadway and on many regional and local stages across the country. John Yang went to the Olney Theatre Center in Maryland to see a novel take on the standard, and how art can be a model for a more inclusive society, where deaf and hearing communities live side by side.
Arts APOC  005007 Amanpour and Company Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:39 David Harbour plays the heroic police chief Jim Hopper in Netflix’s record-breaking smash hit series "Stranger Things." Even as the series is streamed to millions of homes worldwide, Harbour is starring in the play "Mad House" on the London stage. He speaks with Christiane about fame, mental health, and what’s next for him.
Arts MLNH  013611 PBS NewsHour Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:40 Artist Napoleon Jones-Henderson has been working with textiles and other media for more than 50 years, and his spirit and artistic prowess are now on display at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston. Special correspondent Jared Bowen of GBH met Jones-Henderson at his home for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013613 PBS NewsHour Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:00 When most people think about jazz greats, it's possible few faces of women and nonbinary musicians come to mind. But a new program is working to change that. Jeffrey Brown takes a look at a pipeline being developed to pump talent into clubs and onto stages across the country and the world. It’s part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:51 Playing her first full set in more than 20 years, legendary singer-songwriter Joni Mitchell made a surprise appearance at the Newport Folk Festival, where she last appeared in 1969.
Arts MLNH  013619 PBS NewsHour Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:03 Ada Limón has been named the nation's new poet laureate. Jeffrey Brown recently met with Limón to learn more about her life’s path, one that includes backyard groundhogs, Kentucky bluegrass, pokeweed and plenty of poetry. It's part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013620 PBS NewsHour Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:38 The 50-year-old Brandywine Workshop and Archives in Philadelphia draws in artists, both unknown and very well-known, to push boundaries by producing limited edition prints. It's also an opportunity to get their work into major museum collections like the Harvard Art Museums. That's where special correspondent Jared Bowen of GBH Boston recently took a look for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts TTCY  003049 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 49 30 minutes 07/29/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:16 For Black History Month, host Bonnie Erbe sits down with Debbie Sledge, one of the singers of the legendary group Sister Sledge. She tells us about Slegendary, the new group involving the second generation of Sister Sledge, as well as her thoughts on music and culture.
Business/Industry MLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:09 The ride-hailing company, Uber, is under scrutiny after a whistleblower leaked more than 100,000 documents detailing the company's aggressive tactics as it expanded abroad, including efforts to curtail laws and regulations. The Washington Post's Doug MacMillan, who has been covering the story, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Community Politics, Government INLE  001910 Independent Lens Rat Film 60 minutes 07/02/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Trace the history of Baltimore through this provocative film that uses the rat--as well as the humans who love them, live with them and kill them--to chronicle the systemized oppression in impoverished communities far beyond the city's borders.
Community Politics, Government BDTB  000000 Bridging the Divide: Tom Bradley and the Politics of RaceNULL 60 minutes 07/02/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Learn how Los Angeles mayor Tom Bradley, the first black mayor elected in a major U.S. city with a white majority, united a divided city through a unique multi-racial coalition, ushered in police reform and transformed American politics.
Community Politics, Government MLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:12 The scene of chaos in Highland Park, Illinois allegedly came from a calculated plan, weeks in the making. Officials say the shooter used an AR-15 style rifle, with a second one found with him when he was arrested. The rampage during the Fourth of July parade in the Chicago suburb has left the community there reeling. Highland Park Mayor Nancy Rotering joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Consumerism MLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:52 Problems with the global supply chain have impacted nearly every sector of the economy. Now Americans preparing to celebrate Independence Day may find increased prices on the fireworks aisle, or their cities canceling fireworks displays altogether. Stephanie Sy has the story.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPCMT  000104 The January 6th Hearings Day 4 120 minutes 07/02/22 10:00:00 AM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 04:31:20 The House committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack will hold its fourth public hearing June 21, focused on former President Donald Trump's efforts to pressure state legislators and local election officials to change the results of the 2020 presidential election.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001802 PBS News Weekend Episode 2 30 minutes 07/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:23 In our news wrap Sunday, authorities in Akron, Ohio say 25-year-old Black man Jayland Walker was unarmed when police fatally shot him last week, police in Copenhagen, Denmark say several people are dead after a mall shooting, at least five people are feared dead after a glacier collapse triggered an avalanche in the Italian Alps, and thousands evacuate flooding in Sydney, Australia.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013602 PBS NewsHour Episode 2 60 minutes 07/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:08 A mass shooting at a Fourth of July parade in a Chicago suburb Monday left at least six people dead and two dozen injured. Authorities have described a person of interest as a 22-year-old white male, with a manhunt now underway. Lynn Sweet, Washington bureau chief at the Chicago Sun-Times who was at the parade when the shots rang out, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013602 PBS NewsHour Episode 2 60 minutes 07/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:33 In our news wrap Monday, Akron, Ohio, declared a state of emergency amid protests over the police killing of Jayland Walker, an unarmed Black man. Also, U.S. basketball star Brittney Griner appealed directly to President Biden for her release from Russia, a probe found an Al Jazeera reporter likely died by gunfire from an Israeli position, and severe flooding spurred more evacuations in Sydney.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:41 A seventh person has died from the mass shooting in Highland Park, Illinois. Police said today the gunman pre-planned the July Fourth attack for several weeks. More than 30 other people were injured after the suspect fired over 70 rounds during a holiday parade. While the community grieves, law enforcement is still trying to determine a motive. Lisa Desjardins reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:12 The scene of chaos in Highland Park, Illinois allegedly came from a calculated plan, weeks in the making. Officials say the shooter used an AR-15 style rifle, with a second one found with him when he was arrested. The rampage during the Fourth of July parade in the Chicago suburb has left the community there reeling. Highland Park Mayor Nancy Rotering joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.



Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:28 Protesters demanded justice last night in Akron, Ohio, despite a citywide curfew, and dozens were arrested. It came one week after the fatal police shooting of 25-year-old Jayland Walker, an unarmed Black man who sustained more than 60 wounds. Bobby DiCello, a member of the legal team representing Walker’s family, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:47 Bail was denied Wednesday for the gunman who confessed to the July 4 massacre in Highland Park, Illinois that left seven people dead. Authorities also revealed new information about the gunman, raising questions about how he was able to get guns in the first place. Jeffrey Swanson, professor of psychiatry and behavioral sciences at Duke University School of Medicine, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:11 Seven people have died from the Highland Park shooting in a suburb of Chicago. We take a moment to remember the victims, the lives they led, and the legacies they leave behind.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013605 PBS NewsHour Episode 5 60 minutes 07/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 In our news wrap Thursday, American WNBA star Brittney Griner pleaded guilty in a Russian court to drug possession, Ukraine raised its national flag on Snake Island, Derek Chauvin was sentenced to 21 years in prison on federal charges, U.S. jobless claims rose to 235,000 last week, President Biden awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom to 17 people, and actor James Caan died at 82.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013605 PBS NewsHour Episode 5 60 minutes 07/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:35 As the Highland Park community mourns after the July Fourth shooting, there are many questions about the gunman. Illinois has some of the strictest gun laws in the country, but that didn’t stop the suspect from obtaining high-caliber firearms. Lake County State Attorney Eric Rinehart, part of the task force investigating what happened and making charging decisions, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:38 Authorities in Japan said a 41-year-old man who formerly served in the Japanese Navy was responsible for the death of former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, who was shot dead with a homemade gun in a nation that has largely eliminated gun violence. Professor Mike Mochizuki, the U.S.-Japan chair at George Washington University, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementWWIR  006202 Washington Week Episode 2 30 minutes 07/08/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:45 A mass shooting takes place in a Chicago suburb, President Biden takes executive action to try and protect abortion rights amid criticisms and former President Trump's White House counsel speaks to the Jan. 6 committee. Michael Shear of The New York Times, Jeff Zeleny of CNN, Laura Barrón-López of PBS NewsHour and Josh Dawsey of The Washington Post join moderator Yamiche Alcindor to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:16 The congressional committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol is scheduled to hold a hearing Tuesday focused on the role extremist groups played that day. This as the Senate gears up for a busy July. Lisa Desjardins has more on the latest developments.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementAPOC  005007 Amanpour and Company Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:14 Hate crime targeting Asian Americans is on the rise, and many are recalling the gruesome murder of Vincent Chin in 1980s Detroit. Helen Zia was on the front lines as an activist then and still leads the fight today. She speaks with Hari Sreenivasan about Chin’s story and the current danger to her community.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013608 PBS NewsHour Episode 8 60 minutes 07/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:55 The Jan. 6 committee held its seventh public hearing Tuesday afternoon with a focus on connections between extremist groups and the Trump White House. The hearing ended with a dramatic revelation that former President Trump recently called a witness the panel was talking to, an action referred to the Justice Department. Lisa Desjardins and Laura Barrón-López join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013608 PBS NewsHour Episode 8 60 minutes 07/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:42 Much of the evidence presented Tuesday during the Jan. 6 hearing was about what former President Trump did and didn't do surrounding the violent Capitol insurrection. Mary McCord, director of the Institute for Constitutional Advocacy and Protection, and Jamil Jaffer, a law professor at George Mason University and former associate counsel to President George W. Bush, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013608 PBS NewsHour Episode 8 60 minutes 07/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:39 It’s been seven weeks since a gunman opened fire inside Robb Elementary in Uvalde, Texas, killing 19 children and 2 teachers. Deep questions remain on why officers waited over an hour to confront the gunman. But new surveillance footage out on Tuesday is shedding light on what happened in those critical moments. Austin American-Statesman reporter Tony Plohetski joins William Brangham to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementAPOC  005011 Amanpour and Company Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:02 A new documentary investigates the Boy Scouts of America and some 82,000 claims of sexual abuse against the youth organization.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001806 PBS News Weekend Episode 6 30 minutes 07/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:09 In our news wrap, the Texas House of Representatives released a nearly 80-page report detailing the inaction of hundreds of law enforcement officials on the scene of the mass shooting in Uvalde. Plus, President Biden wrapped up his trip to the Middle East amid criticism of his friendly outreach to Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001806 PBS News Weekend Episode 6 30 minutes 07/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:09 Lawmakers on the January 6th Committee have already accused Donald Trump of failing to call off the Capitol insurrection for hours. This week's hearing is expected to reveal more evidence of what the former president was doing that day.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:55 From Indiana to Texas to Florida and many other places, communities, families and individuals are coping today with the aftermath of violence that remains all too routine amid the continuing epidemic of shootings and gun-related deaths in America. Amna Nawaz reports on the latest gun violence.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:20 A Texas House committee investigating the Uvalde elementary school massacre released a 77-page report Sunday detailing “egregiously poor decision making” by law enforcement. The report found 376 officers responded that day, representing 20 different agencies. But there was a lack of effective incident command. Austin American-Statesman reporter Tony Plohetski joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013614 PBS NewsHour Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:28 Ten years ago today, a gunman opened fire in a crowded movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, killing 12 and wounding 70 people. At the time, it was one of the worst mass shootings in the country’s history, and sparked familiar conversations about gun control and mental health. A decade later that massacre continues to take a daily toll on both individuals and the community. William Brangham reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013614 PBS NewsHour Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:17 President Biden this week signed an executive order to improve efforts to free more than 60 U.S. nationals held hostage or who are wrongfully detained abroad. Diane Foley's son was an American journalist kidnapped in Syria in 2012 and killed by ISIS in 2014. She now advocates for the freedom of Americans held abroad with the James W. Foley Legacy Foundation, and she joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013616 PBS NewsHour Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:11 The House committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack on the Capitol concluded its first round of public hearings Thursday night, with a nearly three-hour presentation centered on a crucial 187 minutes on that day featuring first-hand accounts inside the White House. This as new information showed that some law enforcement feared for their lives. Lisa Desjardins breaks it down.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013616 PBS NewsHour Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:51 Former President Trump's onetime adviser Steve Bannon was convicted Friday for contempt of Congress. It came a day after the Jan. 6 panel focused on Trump's inaction during the Capitol attack. Former Alabama Sen. Doug Jones, a Democrat, and former Virginia Rep. Barbara Comstock, a Republican, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013619 PBS NewsHour Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:12 The U.S. is now offering to trade prisoners with Russia to bring home basketball star Brittney Griner and Paul Whelan, a former U.S. Marine from Michigan. Michael McFaul, former U.S. ambassador to Russia during the Obama administration, and Jonathan Franks, a crisis management specialist who worked to free a former U.S. Marine from Russia earlier this year, join Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013619 PBS NewsHour Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:30 New reports indicate that the Department of Justice is investigating former President Donald Trump’s actions as part of its larger criminal probe into the Jan. 6 attacks on the U.S. Capitol. Former federal prosecutor Renato Mariotti joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Culture GARC  000102 The Great American Recipe The Daily Dish 60 minutes 07/01/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:56:46 Bring your appetites as the nine remaining home cooks share their favorite go-to quick meals and the dishes that always win over a crowd. Get ready for everything from mouth-watering shrimp tacos to a spicy sriracha pasta.
Culture FIYO  000510 Finding Your Roots All in the Family 60 minutes 07/05/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Radio host Joe Madison receives startling family news, and series host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. learns his own DNA story. Also features the "Finding Your Roots: The Seedlings" STEM Camp, with science and history inspiring the next generation.
Culture GMAP  000101 The Great Muslim American Road TripLife is a Highway: Chicago to Joplin, Missouri60 minutes 07/05/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:55 Mona Haydar and Sebastian Robins drive the first leg of Route 66 and learn about Muslims in America.
Culture MLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:07 A history-making racehorse, and the people around it, are re-imagined in a new work of fiction dealing with obsession and justice. Jeffrey Brown talks to Pulitzer Prize-winning author Geraldine Brooks about her latest novel, “Horse,” for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Culture GARC  000103 The Great American Recipe Love Language 60 minutes 07/08/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:56:46 Join us in the kitchen as the remaining eight cooks share favorite comfort foods and a dish inspired by a loved one. From first date cuisine to sentimental recipes passed down through generations, love is definitely in the air.
Culture MLNH  013609 PBS NewsHour Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:40 As the fighting in Ukraine continues, we take a musical journey to Odessa, Ukraine’s historic port city on the Black Sea. It is a personal vision of a Ukrainian-born pianist, Vadim Neselovskyi, who teaches at the Berklee College of Music in Boston. But it is also a deeper look at the city’s past and present amid war. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Culture GARC  000104 The Great American Recipe Moveable Feasts 60 minutes 07/15/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:49 Get ready to grab and go as the cooks prepare handheld treats and the ultimate in outdoor dining.
Culture AOUT  000103 America Outdoors with Baratunde ThurstonLA: It's a Vibe 60 minutes 07/19/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:53:00 Baratunde explores Los Angeles to see how Angelinos connect with the outdoors in the sprawling city.
Culture GMAP  000103 The Great Muslim American Road TripBack on the Road Again: Arizona, Nevada, California60 minutes 07/19/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:52:55 Driving the last leg of Route 66, a Muslim American couple meet setbacks and surprises.
Culture FLMH  000604 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Adam Grant 30 minutes 07/22/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Organizational psychologist and bestselling author Adam Grant examines the value of rethinking deeply-held beliefs in an ever-changing world. He discusses how that approach could reshape our work, politics, and daily discourse for the better.
Culture GARC  000105 The Great American Recipe Party On A Plate 60 minutes 07/22/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:49 Let’s party as the remaining home cooks share their favorite special occasion and holiday recipes.
Culture GARC  000106 The Great American Recipe Mix It Up 60 minutes 07/29/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:49 Watch as the cooks are surprised with a recipe swap and then wow the judges with a personal dish.
Culture ITOW  000101 In Their Own Words Queen Elizabeth II 60 minutes 07/31/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Follow Queen Elizabeth II’s remarkable life, from her youth to her uncle’s abdication, her father’s coronation as King George VI, her experience during World War II, her sudden ascension to the throne and her eventful reign of more than 60 years.
Economy APOC  005003 Amanpour and Company Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:20 With record high inflation rates around the world and skyrocketing gas prices, the risk of a recession is on the minds of many. In a recent article for The Washington Post, financial columnist Michelle Singletary offered seven ways to prepare for a recession. She joins Michel Martin to explain. Hungarian Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó discusses his country’s relationship with Russia. Singer and songwriter Carole King looks back on her legendary career.
Economy MLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:24 Amid high inflation and rising housing costs, some seniors are turning to home-sharing. Economics correspondent Paul Solman has the story about a growing number of baby boomers who are becoming "boommates."
Economy MLNH  013609 PBS NewsHour Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:45 Inflation in the U.S. is the highest in four decades and new numbers out Wednesday show no signs of letting up. The Labor Department reported consumer prices jumped 9.1 percent from last year. Gas prices, furniture, clothing, healthcare, groceries and cars also grew more expensive, while the core index rose 0.7 percent. Greg Ip of The Wall Street Journal joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013610 PBS NewsHour Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:04 Despite a robust job market in recent years, the career path for some, notably young people of color, is often dampened by a lack of skills needed for good jobs in today’s economy. In Pittsburgh, one group is trying to clear that path. Fred de Sam Lazaro reports.
Economy PNWE  001806 PBS News Weekend Episode 6 30 minutes 07/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:49 Digital currencies have now lost $2 trillion in value after hitting a peak of $3 trillion in November 2021. There are also signs that many crypto firms have exposed themselves to riskier financial bets than previously known. Andrew Chang, a crypto consultant and former COO of Paxos, a New York-based financial institution and technology company, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Economy AMDO  003503 POV Winter's Yearning 60 minutes 07/25/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Experience how Greenland reckons with its Danish colonial past and the promised future by a U.S. company building a smelting plant. The plant could be the nation's first steps towards economic renewal and political sovereignty.
Economy MLNH  013618 PBS NewsHour Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:38 The Federal Reserve is expected to raise interest rates again this week by three-quarters of a point. Fed Chair Jerome Powell has made it clear he wants to substantially curb the rate of inflation. But there are serious concerns the Fed could overreact and tip the economy into a recession. Economist Paul Krugman, who's been writing about this in The New York Times, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013619 PBS NewsHour Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:48 The Federal Reserve raised interest rates significantly again Wednesday in a bid to put the brakes on inflation. The economy is no longer running nearly as hot as it did last year, but Fed Chair Jerome Powell said it was crucial to tame high prices by raising rates later this year, and said he hopes a recession can be avoided. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports.
Economy MLNH  013620 PBS NewsHour Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:02 New data out Thursday shows the U.S. economy shrank for the second straight quarter, raising concerns that the nation might be nearing, if not already in, a recession. The White House pushed back against that idea, pointing to strong job growth in recent months. Gene Sperling, a senior advisor to President Biden and the American Rescue Plan coordinator, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013621 PBS NewsHour Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:39 With inflation at a 40-year high in the U.S., we are all spending more when we go to the store. But there is another dimension of inflation these days called "shrinkflation." Economics correspondent Paul Solman explains.
Education MLNH  013602 PBS NewsHour Episode 2 60 minutes 07/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:56 One of the major consequences of the coronavirus is that children around the world have been unable to attend schools to learn and are too poor to have computers and thus can't learn remotely. This is especially a problem in poor, less developed countries. We take a look at the issue with reports from three countries around the world in Venezuela, Uganda and India.



Education MLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:16 A new law in Florida has instituted restrictions on how schools and businesses can teach race-related concepts. The law, called the Stop Woke Act, limits instruction on critical race theory. It's the latest part of Republican Gov. Ron Desantis’ extensive efforts to reshape public education and curriculum in the state. The Miami Herald's Ana Ceballos joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Education INLE  002309 Independent Lens Bulletproof 90 minutes 07/13/22 03:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In an era of mass shootings, take a provocative look at what Americans will do to feel safe in schools.
Employment MLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:02 Despite worries about whether the U.S. is sliding into a recession, Friday's surprisingly strong jobs report suggests otherwise. The U.S. has averaged adding nearly 375,000 new jobs a month for the past three months, and private sector employment has returned to pre-pandemic levels. But concerns about inflation remain. The Washington Post's Catherine Rampell joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Energy MLNH  013620 PBS NewsHour Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:16 In our news wrap Thursday, House Democrats back $280 billion bill to bolster the U.S. semiconductor industry, parts of Appalachia faced flash flooding after days of rain, the Pacific Northwest heat wave persists, Russian said there no agreement yet on a prisoner swap, President Biden spoke with China's president Xi Jinping about Taiwan, and Jet Blue agrees to by Spirit Airlines for $3.8 billion.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPLCA  000102 Planet California Close Encounters 60 minutes 07/01/22 03:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:52:33 Hollywood may captivate, but California’s real stars - its wild creatures — are ready for their close-up.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:25 In our news wrap Friday, Russian missiles pounded a coastal town in southern Ukraine killing at least 21 people including two children, the trial for U.S. women's basketball star Brittney Griner began outside Moscow, at least 19 people in northeastern India died in mudslides triggered by torrential rain, a new tropical storm formed over the Caribbean, and monkeypox cases tripled across Europe.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:54 Even before summer began, there were extreme heat waves and new heat records throughout the Northern Hemisphere, and the forecast calls for a hotter-than-normal summer in much of the U.S. Scientists say climate change is accelerating and intensifying these kinds of heat waves. It's taken a while for some TV weather men and women to make these connections, but that's changing. Miles O'Brien reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  005001 Amanpour and Company Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:00 SCOTUS has voted to curb the EPA’s ability to regulate carbon emissions. This comes amid a period of increasingly extreme weather around the world. More than 40 million Americans were under heat advisory last week. Kristie Ebi has been researching the health risks of climate change for decades, and she tells Hari Sreenivasan that death rates will increase unless response systems are improved.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  005001 Amanpour and Company Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:36 Britain handed Hong Kong back to China 25 years ago. The last governor of Hong Kong discusses the 1997 handover, and how Hong Kong has changed. Michelle Zauner discusses her creative success in literature and in music. SCOTUS has voted to curb the EPA’s ability to regulate carbon emissions. Kristie Ebi says that death rates will increase unless response systems are improved.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001801 PBS News Weekend Episode 1 30 minutes 07/02/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:17 Heather McTeer Toney spent three years leading the Environmental Protection Agency for the southeastern United States. She now continues her advocacy for the environment both nationally and worldwide. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on centering Black leadership in climate change solutions.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersINLE  001910 Independent Lens Rat Film 60 minutes 07/02/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Trace the history of Baltimore through this provocative film that uses the rat--as well as the humans who love them, live with them and kill them--to chronicle the systemized oppression in impoverished communities far beyond the city's borders.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001802 PBS News Weekend Episode 2 30 minutes 07/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:23 In our news wrap Sunday, authorities in Akron, Ohio say 25-year-old Black man Jayland Walker was unarmed when police fatally shot him last week, police in Copenhagen, Denmark say several people are dead after a mall shooting, at least five people are feared dead after a glacier collapse triggered an avalanche in the Italian Alps, and thousands evacuate flooding in Sydney, Australia.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013602 PBS NewsHour Episode 2 60 minutes 07/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:43 We take a sneak peek at a new PBS program, "America Outdoors," which is premiering on July 5. The six-part series is hosted by bestselling author and outdoor enthusiast Baratunde Thurston. Student Reporting Labs podcast host Zion Williams spoke with Thurston to learn more.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  005002 Amanpour and Company Episode 2 60 minutes 07/04/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 Chilean Environment Minister Maisa Rojas discusses climate action in Latin America. Producer Dan Edge discusses the new Frontline series “The Power of Big Oil.” Climate justice activist Svitlana Romano explains why the war in Ukraine is an environmental disaster.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:11 The Supreme Court’s recent decision to limit the authority of the Environmental Protection Agency has many worried about whether the Biden administration can reach its climate goals. Michael Oppenheimer of Princeton University, one of six scientists who filed an amicus brief in the case, and Mustafa Santiago Ali, of the National Wildlife Federation, join Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAOUT  000101 America Outdoors with Baratunde ThurstonDeath Valley: Life Blooms 60 minutes 07/05/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:35 Baratunde explores the hottest place on Earth and finds it is remarkably full of life.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 In our news wrap Wednesday, former Trump White House counsel Pat Cipollone agreed to testify Friday before the Jan. 6 committee, report details how a Uvalde police officer missed his chance to shoot the gunman, the FDA says U.S. pharmacists can now prescribe Paxlovid, 2.3 billion people faced difficulty getting enough to eat in 2021, and monsoon rains killed dozens in Pakistan.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:03 Last year set a record for heat-related deaths in the United States, and this year is already shaping up to be worse in terms of high temperatures. Stephanie Sy reports from Phoenix in Maricopa County, Arizona, which has been at the center of heat-related deaths, and where rising homelessness in recent years is making even more people vulnerable to extreme heat.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:17 Iraq is often featured for its wars and conflicts, but the country also boasts a rich natural environment. Spanning jagged mountains in the north to pristine deserts in the south, it offers a habitat to 84 endangered mammals, birds, reptiles and fish species. Wildlife conservationists are trying to strengthen laws and raise awareness to save these species from extinction. Simona Foltyn reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersGREP  000101 The Green Planet Tropical Worlds 60 minutes 07/06/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Sir David Attenborough takes a plant’s-eye view of life in a rainforest, a world of stunning beauty but also fierce competition. New film techniques allow us to enter their magical world as never before.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004815 NOVA NOVA Universe Revealed: Age of Stars60 minutes 07/06/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 In this five-part series, NOVA delves into the vastness of space to capture moments of high drama when the universe changed forever. State-of-the-art animation gives us astonishing, photorealistic glimpses of the birth of a star in a stellar nursery, the chaos created as two galaxies collide, and the power of a supermassive black hole as it flings a star across space so violently that it’s still traveling 10 million years later.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXSB  000201 Expedition with Steve Backshall Kamchatka: Expedition Grizzly River60 minutes 07/06/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Join Steve Backshall on the Kamchatka peninsula as he takes on white water so extreme it has never been attempted. In the pristine wilderness, Steve and his team explore an area packed with more brown bears than almost anywhere else on the planet.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:01 In our news wrap Monday, The death toll rose to 31 in a Russian missile strike on an apartment block in Ukraine's Donetsk region, police in South Africa hunt for gunmen who killed 15 people, a contagious Covid mutation gains momentum in India, at least 150 people in Pakistan have died in monsoon rains, and a drug company is seeking approval for the first U.S. over-the-counter birth control pill.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAOUT  000102 America Outdoors with Baratunde ThurstonIdaho: Tied to the Land 60 minutes 07/12/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:00 Baratunde ventures into the wilds of Idaho to explore its evolving outdoor culture
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersGREP  000102 The Green Planet Water Worlds 60 minutes 07/13/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:02 Sir David Attenborough discovers amazing water plants, some of which can count and hunt.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXSB  000202 Expedition with Steve Backshall Saudi Arabia: Expedition Volcanic Underworld60 minutes 07/13/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:07 Follow Steve on a mission into the volcanic underworld in search of Arabia’s longest lava tube.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001806 PBS News Weekend Episode 6 30 minutes 07/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:47 As fires rage across Europe and floods inundate China, scientists caution extreme weather events are likely to happen more often across the globe due to climate change.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:15 An intense heat wave has gripped much of Europe, with scorching heat, buckling roads, raging fires and hundreds of people dead -- and forecasts predict even more unbearable weather to come. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports on the worst European heat wave in years.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:52 A heat wave that's been searing southern Europe moved north into Britain this week, with temperatures topping 100 degrees Fahrenheit. The heat also fueled wildfires in France and Spain, displacing thousands of people with hundreds of heat-related deaths. Emily Shuckburgh, director of Cambridge Zero, the University of Cambridge's climate change initiative, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013613 PBS NewsHour Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:14 Tuesday was the hottest day ever recorded in Britain as the country baked under super-heated air that sparked fires, buckled train tracks and touched off a torrent of emergency calls. It was part of a wider weather emergency that lasted for days and stretched across Europe. Stephanie Sy reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAOUT  000103 America Outdoors with Baratunde ThurstonLA: It's a Vibe 60 minutes 07/19/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:53:00 Baratunde explores Los Angeles to see how Angelinos connect with the outdoors in the sprawling city.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013614 PBS NewsHour Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:02 Heat waves at home and abroad this week are fueling new appeals for action on climate change. President Biden addressed the issue Wednesday, as large swaths of the United States and Europe spent another day in dangerously high temperatures. Geoff Bennett reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013614 PBS NewsHour Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:51 As global temperatures continue to rise, so do heat-related deaths. Some U.S. cities are feeling the effects of high-temperature emergencies right now, including in Phoenix, Arizona. The city created the first publicly funded office to focus on the problem caused by higher temperatures. David Hondula, director of Phoenix’s Office of Heat Response and Mitigation, joins Stephanie Sy with more.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersGREP  000103 The Green Planet Seasonal Worlds 60 minutes 07/20/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:02 Sir David Attenborough reveals the surprising and dramatic effects of the seasons on plant life.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004816 NOVA NOVA Universe Revealed: Milky Way60 minutes 07/20/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Straddling the night sky, the Milky Way reminds us of our place in the galaxy we call home. But what shaped this giant spiral of stars and what will be its destiny? NOVA travels back in time to unlock the turbulent story of our cosmic neighborhood, from its birth in a whirling disk of clouds and dust to colossal collisions with other galaxies. Finally, peer into the future to watch the Milky Way’s ultimate fate as it collides with the Andromeda galaxy, over 4 billion years from now.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXSB  000203 Expedition with Steve Backshall Kyrgyzstan: Expedition Mountain Ghost60 minutes 07/20/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Travel to Kyrgyzstan with Steve as he searches for snow leopards, one of the world’s most endangered species. If evidence of snow leopards breeding in the Djangart valley is found, Steve and his team hope to turn it into a protected nature reserve.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  005014 Amanpour and Company Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:05 Simon Mundy traveled to 26 countries to discover how those on the front lines are adapting to the climate crisis. The innovative solutions he found are documented in his new book, “Race for Tomorrow.” Simon spoke with Hari Sreenivasan as the mercury hit 104 degrees Fahrenheit in the U.K.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013616 PBS NewsHour Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:29 As climate change and rising sea levels put historic lighthouses in imminent danger, photographer David Zapatka has a sense of urgency to capture as many as possible. He’s published a book, “USA Stars & Lights: Portraits from the Dark,” to showcase what’s at risk. Michelle San Miguel of Rhode Island PBS Weekly profiles Zapatka for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001807 PBS News Weekend Episode 7 30 minutes 07/23/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:48 Around the world, the ravages of climate change are evident in record-high temperatures, floods, fires and other natural disasters. In the U.S., President Biden is taking executive action to address the climate crisis, citing climate change as both a national security and economic risk. Mary Anne Hitt of Climate Imperative, and Boston Globe reporter Dharna Noor, join Ali Rogin to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001808 PBS News Weekend Episode 8 30 minutes 07/24/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:04 A fast-spreading wildfire burning out of control in California on the doorstep of Yosemite National Park has forced thousands to flee their homes. Hot and dry conditions, linked to climate change, are making it a tough fire to fight. Michael Mann, a professor of atmospheric science at Penn State University and author of “The New Climate War,” joins Geoff Bennett to discuss climate change's role.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001808 PBS News Weekend Episode 8 30 minutes 07/24/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:26 Americans generated 13 million tons of clothing and footwear waste in 2018, according to the Environmental Protection Agency. Cutting down those numbers is a daunting task, but some young people are turning to thrift shopping to help the environment and their wallets. Rhode Island PBS Weekly's Isabella Jibilian reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:30 In the foothills of the Sierra Nevada, the sprawling Oak Fire continues to rapidly spread across central California outside Yosemite National Park. The blaze erupted Friday and has now consumed more than 16,000 acres. As firefighters battle the wildfire, the destruction has left thousands fleeing their homes, taking with them whatever they could. Nicole Ellis reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:49 The explosive spread of the Oak fire spread suggests another bad fire season ahead in California. Beth Pratt, the California regional executive director of the National Wildlife Federation, lives in Midpines, California, which is being threatened by the fire. She joins John Yang to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:27 Climate change's connections with the extreme heat and weather events in the U.S. and around the globe have been well established. But climate change is also having a measurable impact on a much slower-moving development: the loss of glaciers and the melting of the ice. Miles O'Brien brings us this update on a scientist's quest to chronicle what's happening with one of the most important glaciers.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013618 PBS NewsHour Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:04 Organizational psychologist and bestselling author Adam Grant examines the value of rethinking deeply-held beliefs in an ever-changing world. He discusses how that approach could reshape our work, politics, and daily discourse for the better.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAOUT  000104 America Outdoors with Baratunde ThurstonAppalachia: A Different Way 60 minutes 07/26/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:53:13 Baratunde meets people of Appalachia driving a revolution in how we see and interact with nature.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013619 PBS NewsHour Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:38 In Missouri, state and local officials have declared a state of emergency due to severe flooding in St. Louis and the surrounding areas, where historic rainfall turned streets and highways into rivers. Emergency crews rescued hundreds of residents across the region and dozens more fled their homes amid rising waters. Communities reporter Gabrielle Hays joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.



Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersGREP  000104 The Green Planet Desert Worlds 60 minutes 07/27/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:02 Sir David Attenborough explores desert plants whose survival tactics include weapons and camouflage.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004817 NOVA NOVA Universe Revealed: Alien Worlds60 minutes 07/27/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Ultra-sensitive telescopes have transformed alien planet-hunting from science fiction into enthralling hard fact. Join NOVA on a visit to exotic worlds orbiting distant suns to answer an age-old question with thrilling new science: are we alone?
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXSB  000204 Expedition with Steve Backshall Gabon: Expedition Jungle Paradise 60 minutes 07/27/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Travel to the Moukalaba Doudou National Park with Steve, whose mission is to explore what animals are in the jungle beyond. Steve and his team hope to discover if this jungle could be home to an undiscovered population of chimpanzees.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013620 PBS NewsHour Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:37 A deal formed late Thursday among Senate Democrats would bring substantial new money to boost the expansion of renewable energy and provide more incentives for people to buy electric vehicles. But it also expands more fossil fuel development projects. David Roberts, who covers the politics of climate change in his Substack newsletter and podcast called “Volts,” joins William Brangham to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  005020 Amanpour and Company Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:47 Sen. Chris Coons reacts to the Democrats’ breakthrough on climate and healthcare.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013621 PBS NewsHour Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:16 Eastern Kentucky is the epicenter Friday of the nation's latest extreme weather disaster. At least 16 people have died in flooding that rewrote the record books and ravaged neighboring states as well. Amna Nawaz has our report.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013621 PBS NewsHour Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:46 In our new wrap Friday, extreme heat in the Pacific Northwest kept temperatures at or above 100 degrees again with extreme condition expected through the weekend, another major inflation gauge is pointing to price hikes for some time to come, Exxon-Mobil and Chevron reported record profits, and shelling in the eastern Donetsk region killed scores of Ukrainian prisoners of war.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001809 PBS News Weekend Episode 9 30 minutes 07/30/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:56 In our news wrap Saturday, catastrophic flash floods across eastern Kentucky and wider Appalachia have killed at least 25 people, President Biden tests positive for COVID again in a rare rebound case, protestors storm Iraq's parliament for the second time this week, Pope Francis contemplates early retirement due to physical ailments, and New York declares a state of emergency over monkeypox.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001809 PBS News Weekend Episode 9 30 minutes 07/30/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:12 Last week, the monarch butterfly was officially designated as endangered by the International Union for Conservation of Nature. Scientists estimate that the species' population has dropped between 20% and 90% over the last several decades. Scott Hoffman Black, executive director of the Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation, joins Ali Rogin to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001810 PBS News Weekend Episode 10 30 minutes 07/31/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:01 In our news wrap Sunday, the McKinney Fire in northern California forces thousands to flee their homes, at least seven deaths in Oregon are suspected caused by excessive heat, the death toll from flooding in Kentucky rises to 26, Ukraine's president urges civilians to evacuate Donetsk amid fierce fighting with Russian forces, and NBA legend Bill Russell has died at the age of 88.
Family/Marriage TTCY  003119 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 19 30 minutes 07/08/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:47 This week, we interview Sonora Jha on her new book, "How to Raise a Feminist Son: Motherhood, Masculinity, and the Making of My Family."
Family/Marriage FIYO  000501 Finding Your Roots Grandparents and Other Strangers 60 minutes 07/12/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actor Andy Samberg and author George R. R. Martin answer some family mysteries when DNA detective work uncovers new branches of their family trees. The DNA analysis upends family history and reveals new relatives.
Family/Marriage MLNH  013620 PBS NewsHour Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:15 Gina Clayton-Johnson is the founder and executive director of Essie Justice Group, a nonprofit that supports women with imprisoned loved ones. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on helping to end the harm mass incarceration causes for families.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:25 In our news wrap Friday, Russian missiles pounded a coastal town in southern Ukraine killing at least 21 people including two children, the trial for U.S. women's basketball star Brittney Griner began outside Moscow, at least 19 people in northeastern India died in mudslides triggered by torrential rain, a new tropical storm formed over the Caribbean, and monkeypox cases tripled across Europe.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:38 When the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade, the legal battle over abortion rights shifted to the state level. Abortion providers in some states have been left confused over conflicting laws and shifting guidance from leaders. Cary Franklin, faculty director of the UCLA Law Center on Reproductive Health, Law, and Policy, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care HIPS  000101 Hiding in Plain Sight The Storm 120 minutes 07/02/22 03:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:46 The Storm, the first two-hour episode of Hiding in Plain Sight, focuses on the lived experience of more than twenty young people with mental health challenges, along with the observations and insights of families, providers, and advocates.
Health/Health Care HIPS  000102 Hiding in Plain Sight Resilience 120 minutes 07/03/22 03:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:46 In this episode, our “heroes” speak about finding help, inpatient and outpatient therapy, the added stigma of racial or gender discrimination, the criminalization of mental illness, and youth suicide.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001802 PBS News Weekend Episode 2 30 minutes 07/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:03 The Supreme Court's decision to overturn Roe v. Wade has raised concerns about technology and the kinds of data that should be protected. Google said this week it will automatically delete abortion clinic visits from users' location history. But it's not clear how quickly that will happen. Rebecca Wexler, professor of law at University of California at Berkeley, joins Ali Rogin to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 In our news wrap Wednesday, former Trump White House counsel Pat Cipollone agreed to testify Friday before the Jan. 6 committee, report details how a Uvalde police officer missed his chance to shoot the gunman, the FDA says U.S. pharmacists can now prescribe Paxlovid, 2.3 billion people faced difficulty getting enough to eat in 2021, and monsoon rains killed dozens in Pakistan.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:35 After the Supreme Court ruling on Roe, physicians in states with near-total abortion bans are having to navigate medically and ethically murky waters. In Texas, for example, a law set to go into effect makes all abortions illegal, including in cases of rape and incest. Dr. Ghazaleh Moayedi, an OB-GYN in Texas who had offered abortion care as part of her practice, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013605 PBS NewsHour Episode 5 60 minutes 07/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:19 With vaccinations, boosters and drugs, COVID has become a far less deadly risk for most Americans than earlier in the pandemic. But COVID still presents numerous problems, particularly for some of the most vulnerable people, with an average of more than 300 people dying every day from it. Dr. Ashish Jha, the White House COVID response coordinator, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:26 Sharon Fontaine Terry is the president and CEO of Genetic Alliance, a nonprofit that advocates for advancing genomic research. While she is now heavily involved in the world of genetics, she was in fact the first non-researcher and lay-person to discover a gene, which began when her children were diagnosed with a rare disease. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on revolutionizing research.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:01 In our news wrap Monday, The death toll rose to 31 in a Russian missile strike on an apartment block in Ukraine's Donetsk region, police in South Africa hunt for gunmen who killed 15 people, a contagious Covid mutation gains momentum in India, at least 150 people in Pakistan have died in monsoon rains, and a drug company is seeking approval for the first U.S. over-the-counter birth control pill.
Health/Health Care AMDO  003501 POV Wuhan Wuhan 90 minutes 07/11/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:26:46 Through the stories of frontline medical workers, patients, and ordinary citizens, Wuhan Wuhan provides a human face to the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic in the city where the mysterious virus was first discovered. How will they unite in grappling with an invisible, deadly killer?
Health/Health Care MLNH  013609 PBS NewsHour Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:48 A new coronavirus variant called BA.5 is fueling yet another wave of COVID infections across the globe. This week, the CDC said BA.5 is now the dominant strain in the U.S. accounting for more than 60 percent of cases. It is also the most transmissible variant to date. Dr. Eric Topol, founder and director of the Scripps Research Translational Institute, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013610 PBS NewsHour Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:54 The FDA has announced nearly 800,000 more doses of a vaccine for monkeypox will be available before August. It comes amid criticism over the Biden administration’s response to this outbreak. More than a thousand cases of monkeypox have been recorded in more than 40 states. David Harvey, director of the National Coalition of STD Directors, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013610 PBS NewsHour Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:38 It is a case that has drawn national attention, a 10-year-old raped in Ohio was told by her doctor she could not have her pregnancy terminated because it would break the state’s six-week abortion ban. She had the procedure in Indiana, where it is still legal. But the story has been questioned by conservatives. Dr. Katie McHugh, an OBGYN based in Indianapolis, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013610 PBS NewsHour Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:57 Alua Arthur is what is called a "death doula," one who helps people at the end of their lives. As the founder of Going With Grace, Arthur guides individuals and families and reframes the conversation to help people think about what they value most in life. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on living like we're dying.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001805 PBS News Weekend Episode 5 30 minutes 07/16/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:47 COVID cases are spiking in many parts of the country and hospital admissions have doubled since May. The latest surge is being driven by two new omicron subvariants. The CDC estimates that the BA.4 and BA.5 subvariants represent more than 80 percent of U.S. cases. Dr. Peter Hotez, dean of the National School of Tropical Medicine at Baylor College of Medicine, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013613 PBS NewsHour Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:20 Three weeks after the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade, doctors in states with abortion bans have struggled to figure out how to care for patients with high-risk pregnancies, including miscarriages, and are worried about being prosecuted for performing some procedures. Dr. David Hackney, a maternal fetal medicine specialist based in Ohio, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013615 PBS NewsHour Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:00 In our news warp Thursday, President Biden gets COVID for the first time, U.S. heat indexes hit triple digits, Italy's prime minister resigned after the ruling coalition fell apart, House passes a bill to protect contraception access, a former Minneapolis police officer is sentenced for his role in George Floyd's death, and a scientific group warns the monarch butterfly is an endangered species.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013616 PBS NewsHour Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:46 The House on Thursday passed a bill guaranteeing women the right to buy and use contraceptives without restrictions, though its path in the Senate is unclear. But many advocates say it’s time to codify such protections into federal law and give women access to an over-the-counter contraceptive without a prescription. Dr. Jennifer Villavicencio joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Health/Health Care APOC  005016 Amanpour and Company Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:19:54 Aaron Stark provides a unique perspective on America’s gun violence epidemic: inside the mind of a potential school shooter. He was stopped from committing that horrific act 25 years ago, when he was a teenager, and he explains why in an article for The Washington Post. Today, he’s a mental health advocate and joins Michel Martin to discuss his past and what can be done to prevent these attacks.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001807 PBS News Weekend Episode 7 30 minutes 07/23/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:59 In our news wrap Saturday, the WHO announced the monkeypox virus has now reached more than 70 countries and should be treated as a global emergency, two Americans were killed in Ukraine's eastern Donbas region while elsewhere Russia targeted Odesa, doctors say President Biden most likely contracted the BA-5 variant, and a raging wildfire near Yosemite triggered widespread evacuations.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:34 Vaccinations against the monkeypox virus are picking up in the U.S., but access and speed of delivery remain issues as cases spread. This comes as the World Health Organization declared monkeypox a global health emergency. We spoke to Americans who’ve been exposed and have struggled to get the vaccine, and Gregg Gonsalves of the Yale School of Public Health joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013619 PBS NewsHour Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:35 From the start of the pandemic, scientists have tried to determine exactly where and how the novel coronavirus spread to humans. New studies conclude the virus first emerged from a live-animal market in Wuhan, China. One of the authors of a study, Angela Rasmussen, a virologist at University of Saskatchewan's Vaccine and Infectious Disease Organization, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Health/Health Care APOC  005019 Amanpour and Company Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:12 A new initiative for suicide prevention is already changing lives. The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline is accessible at an easy-to-remember 3-digit dialing code: 9-8-8. The new hotline saw a 45% increase in calls and messages in its first week. Rep. Seth Moulton co-wrote the bill to change the number after revealing his own experience with post-traumatic stress disorder.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013620 PBS NewsHour Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:43 More than two years into the pandemic, most Americans have returned to a sense of some normalcy. But the virus is still disrupting daily life in the U.S. with more than 130,000 per day and deaths on the rise. We reached out to viewers about their latest questions on COVID-19. Katelyn Jetelina, an epidemiologist with the University of Texas, joins Judy Woodruff to provide some answers.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013621 PBS NewsHour Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:59 For the first time, the U.S. government could have the power to negotiate prices for some of the costliest drugs covered under Medicare. The proposed legislation would also help Medicare recipients by imposing penalties against drug manufacturers who raise prices too quickly and removing some copay requirements. Julie Rovner of Kaiser Health News joins Laura Barrón-López to discuss.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001809 PBS News Weekend Episode 9 30 minutes 07/30/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:06 Millions of Americans are suffering from long COVID, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, with symptoms ranging from mild to debilitating. Dr. Monica Verduzco-Gutierrez, chair of the Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at the University of Texas Health San Antonio, and Karyn Bishof, founder of the COVID-19 Longhauler Advocacy Project, join Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001810 PBS News Weekend Episode 10 30 minutes 07/31/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 In a nearly $4 billion deal, Amazon plans to buy One Medical, a primary care group with nearly 200 locations across the country. Privacy advocates are voicing concerns about Amazon controlling people's online purchase data as well as their health care records. Erin Brodwin, health tech reporter at Axios, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Homosexuality FLMH  000602 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover James Kirchick 30 minutes 07/08/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Author James Kirchick discusses his New York Times bestseller “Secret City: The Hidden History of Gay Washington,” a chronicle of gay powerbrokers from the FDR presidency through the Cold War and into the Clinton years – and the risks they faced.
Housing, Shelter INLE  001910 Independent Lens Rat Film 60 minutes 07/02/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Trace the history of Baltimore through this provocative film that uses the rat--as well as the humans who love them, live with them and kill them--to chronicle the systemized oppression in impoverished communities far beyond the city's borders.
Housing, Shelter FRON  004019 FRONTLINE Facing Eviction 60 minutes 07/26/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:15 Families struggle to keep their homes during the pandemic, despite a federal ban on evictions.
Immigration/Refugees PNWE  001803 PBS News Weekend Episode 3 30 minutes 07/09/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:41 Since the beginning of the Russian invasion, almost 4 million Ukrainian refugees have fled into Poland, where they’ve generally received a warm welcome. But at the same time, Poland is trying to deter thousands of migrants from the Middle East and elsewhere from entering, often by using violence. Ali Rogin reports on one Afghan refugee whose journey shows not all migrants are treated equally.
Media MLNH  013610 PBS NewsHour Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:55 In our news wrap Thursday, a federal grand jury indicted a white suspect on hate crimes in the Buffalo supermarket massacre of 10 Black victims, producer prices in June were 11.3 percent higher than a year ago, a rocket attack in Ukraine southwest of Kyiv killed at least 23 people, protesters in Sri Lanka left government buildings after days of occupation, and Ivana Trump died at age 73.
Media PNWE  001805 PBS News Weekend Episode 5 30 minutes 07/16/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:06 In our news wrap Saturday, the Jan. 6 panel served a subpoena to the Secret Service for records and text messages surrounding the Capitol attack, people experiencing a mental health crisis can now call or text 988 to reach the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, as many as 150 civilians have been killed recently by Russian strikes, and a scorching heatwave in Europe is fueling wildfires.



Media APOC  005013 Amanpour and Company Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:26 In the world's largest democracy, freedom of the press is in retreat. India has slipped to 150th out of 180 countries on this year's World Press Freedom Index. Journalist Rana Ayyub has come under frequent fire for her reporting, with the United Nations calling on Indian authorities to "end the judicial harassment" against her. She joins Hari Sreenivasan.
Media MLNH  013615 PBS NewsHour Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:42 A new Disney+ series called "Ms. Marvel" features the first Muslim superhero in the marvel cinematic universe, and is now one of the highest-rated shows of its kind. Amna Nawaz talks to the director about bringing this character to life as part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Media MLNH  013616 PBS NewsHour Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:37 In our news wrap Friday, a federal jury convicted former Trump adviser Steve Bannon of contempt of Congress for defying subpoenas from the Jan. 6 panel, President Biden's COVID symptoms are improving, a heat wave continues in parts of the U.S., Sri Lankan troops clear protestors, and Rep. Lee Zeldin is back campaigning for New York governor after being attacked.
Media PNWE  001808 PBS News Weekend Episode 8 30 minutes 07/24/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:48 In our news wrap Sunday, Pope Francis landed in Canada, where he will ask forgiveness from Indigenous communities for historical abuses of Native children at residential schools once run by the Catholic Church. Also, President Biden's physician says his COVID symptoms continue to improve, a volcano on Japan's southernmost island erupted, and Jonas Vingegaard won the Tour de France.
Media PNWE  001808 PBS News Weekend Episode 8 30 minutes 07/24/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:17 From Top Gun to the latest Thor and Minions movies, summer blockbusters are making a comeback. Studios and theaters have been vying for movie goers to return given COVID hesitancy and increasingly fierce competition from streaming services.
Media MLNH  013619 PBS NewsHour Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:46 In our news wrap Wednesday, West Virginia Sen. Joe Manchin announced an agreement with Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer on legislation for health care costs, climate change, deficit reduction and more. Also, President Biden left isolation after testing negative for COVID, the WHO urged precautions for monkeypox, and two former Minneapolis police officers were sentenced in George Floyd's death.
Media APOC  005019 Amanpour and Company Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:44 This season California has seen wildfires unprecedented in scope -- witness the Oak Fire near Yosemite National Park. The U.K. provided Ukraine with more solid support, financially and militarily, than any other European nation. The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline is accessible at an easy-to-remember 3-digit dialing code: 988. The director of the new documentary "Fire of Love" joins the show.
Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  001910 Independent Lens Rat Film 60 minutes 07/02/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Trace the history of Baltimore through this provocative film that uses the rat--as well as the humans who love them, live with them and kill them--to chronicle the systemized oppression in impoverished communities far beyond the city's borders.
Minorities/Civil Rights BDTB  000000 Bridging the Divide: Tom Bradley and the Politics of RaceNULL 60 minutes 07/02/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Learn how Los Angeles mayor Tom Bradley, the first black mayor elected in a major U.S. city with a white majority, united a divided city through a unique multi-racial coalition, ushered in police reform and transformed American politics.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013609 PBS NewsHour Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:11 A new statue unveiled Wednesday in the U.S. Capitol marks a historic first. Civil rights pioneer Mary McLeod Bethune is the first Black American to represent a state in Statuary Hall. Florida lawmakers voted to remove a statue representing a confederate general and replace it with one of Bethune. Her granddaughter, Evelyn Bethune, joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013611 PBS NewsHour Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:50 Maria Hinojosa is a Pulitzer Prize-winning Mexican American journalist and founder of Futuro Media Group. As a Mexican immigrant herself, Hinojosa found her background often lent a different lens to the pressing topics of the day. She shared her Brief But Spectacular take on the responsibility of being a powerful Latina in the media.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMDO  003502 POV Manzanar, Diverted: When Water Becomes Dust60 minutes 07/18/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:27 Follow the stories of Native Americans, Japanese Americans and environmentalists defending their waters.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013618 PBS NewsHour Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:50 In the aftermath of the Supreme Court's decision on Roe v. Wade, Democratic lawmakers on Capitol Hill have been working to pass legislation that upholds protections for same-sex and interracial marriages. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, a Democrat from Wisconsin, is at the helm of getting her Republican colleagues on board. She joins Judy Woodruff to discuss those efforts.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:38 When the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade, the legal battle over abortion rights shifted to the state level. Abortion providers in some states have been left confused over conflicting laws and shifting guidance from leaders. Cary Franklin, faculty director of the UCLA Law Center on Reproductive Health, Law, and Policy, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:07 Chinese President Xi Jinping visited Hong Kong to lead official celebrations for the 25th anniversary of the territory’s handover from Britain to China. Over the last three years, Hong Kong’s authorities now say it marks the start of a brighter future for the city, after years of social unrest and COVID-19 challenges. Richard Kimber reports on how the celebrations are leaving the city divided.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:13:23 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post deputy editorial page editor Ruth Marcus join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including how the Supreme Court capped off a consequential term as the fallout continues from its decision to overturn Roe v. Wade, and a surprise hearing of the Jan. 6 committee presents testimony from inside former President Trump's inner circle.
National Politics/Government APOC  005001 Amanpour and Company Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:36 Britain handed Hong Kong back to China 25 years ago. The last governor of Hong Kong discusses the 1997 handover, and how Hong Kong has changed. Michelle Zauner discusses her creative success in literature and in music. SCOTUS has voted to curb the EPA’s ability to regulate carbon emissions. Kristie Ebi says that death rates will increase unless response systems are improved.
National Politics/Government PCMT  000105 The January 6th Hearings Day 5 120 minutes 07/02/22 01:00:15 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 02:30:11 The House committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack will hold its fifth public hearing June 23, focused on former President Donald Trump's efforts to pressure the Justice Department to help undo the 2020 presidential election.
National Politics/Government PCMT  000106 The January 6th Hearings Day 6 120 minutes 07/02/22 03:33:52 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 02:00:09 PBS NewsHour's special coverage of Day 6 of the January 6th Hearings. Cassidy Hutchinson, a former aide to Donald Trump's chief of staff Mark Meadows, testifies June 28, 2022 at a January 6th House committee hearing. Hutchinson details the activities of Trump, Meadows, and other members of the Trump administration on January 6th, in the days preceding, and in the days following.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001801 PBS News Weekend Episode 1 30 minutes 07/02/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:55 In our news wrap Saturday, the district police chief for Uvalde schools has resigned from his position on the City Council amid a growing outcry, Texas' top court ruled against a temporary four-day window to abortion access, New York reimposed limits on firearms after a Supreme Court ruling, and California passed tough new restrictions on plastic waste.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001802 PBS News Weekend Episode 2 30 minutes 07/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:19 Following the American invasion of Afghanistan in 2001, the country saw sweeping reforms, including in its courts, with the appointment of more than 250 female judges. But with the withdrawal of U.S. forces last August and the Taliban takeover, the jobs and lives of those female judges were put at risk. Christopher Booker reports on the efforts to help get them to safety in a new country.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001802 PBS News Weekend Episode 2 30 minutes 07/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:57 The Declaration of Independence's words are timeless, "we hold these truths to be self-evident." But in this time of stark divisions, is it self-evident what it means to be American? Ahead of the Fourth of July holiday, we reached out to Americans, some we met on the National Mall in Washington D.C., others who spoke from their homes, to talk about how we see ourselves.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013602 PBS NewsHour Episode 2 60 minutes 07/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:52 The Supreme Court is off this Fourth of July after working overtime the last couple of weeks reshaping the country's legal landscape surrounding abortion, guns and religion. NewsHour's John Yang and The National Law Journal's Marcia Coyle unpack the historic term and what we’ve learned about the court.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013602 PBS NewsHour Episode 2 60 minutes 07/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:50 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Amna Nawaz to discuss the latest political news, including disunity in America, President Biden’s approval ratings, frustrations over inflation and the Jan. 6 hearings.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:51 In our news wrap Tuesday, NATO's 30 nations signed accession protocols for Finland and Sweden to join the alliance, more than 50,000 people in Sydney, Australia are under evacuation orders amid a flood emergency, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson faces more political pressure, and a special grand jury in Georgia subpoenaed Rudy Giuliani and Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 In our news wrap Wednesday, former Trump White House counsel Pat Cipollone agreed to testify Friday before the Jan. 6 committee, report details how a Uvalde police officer missed his chance to shoot the gunman, the FDA says U.S. pharmacists can now prescribe Paxlovid, 2.3 billion people faced difficulty getting enough to eat in 2021, and monsoon rains killed dozens in Pakistan.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:41 In a year of mostly self-inflicted political wounds for British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, dozens of members of his government resigned Wednesday over how he handled allegations of sexual harassment by a former aide. But amid deafening cries for him to step down, Johnson is defiant. Romilly Weeks of Independent Television News reports from London.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013604 PBS NewsHour Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:53 Most states have already held their primary elections this year, but many are still dealing with the fallout of the 2020 presidential election. That includes investigations into efforts to overturn the 2020 results and challenges to new election laws. Stephen Fowler, a reporter for Georgia Public Broadcasting, and Andrew Oxford, a reporter at Arizona Public Media, join Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
National Politics/Government APOC  005004 Amanpour and Company Episode 4 60 minutes 07/06/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:42 Experts discuss Boris Johnson and the unfolding political crisis in the United Kingdom.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013605 PBS NewsHour Episode 5 60 minutes 07/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:42 Barely one day after striking a defiant tone, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson told his nation Thursday he would resign his post later in the summer and stand down now as head of his party. It marks the beginning of the end of a chaotic, eventful premiership. Anand Menon, director of the UK in Changing Europe Initiative at King's College London, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013605 PBS NewsHour Episode 5 60 minutes 07/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:28 Between the war in Ukraine and tensions with China, President Biden's handling of foreign policy issues is being put to the test. In former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger's new book, "Leadership: Six Studies in World Strategy," he examines how past leaders faced the challenges of their times. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the book, the state of global politics and more.
National Politics/Government APOC  005005 Amanpour and Company Episode 5 60 minutes 07/07/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:01:42 Boris Johnson’s term in office is one of the shortest in post-1900 British history. Whether he has sufficient legitimacy to stay on as caretaker prime minister remains in question. To assess Johnson’s legacy and the historical parallels, historians Simon Schama and Catherine Haddon join the show.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:41 Former Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe was gunned down Friday during a stump speech for a legislative candidate he was supporting. Abe was Japan's prime minister two separate times, with his second stint lasting from 2012 until 2020, when he resigned. His murder sent shock waves not just through Japan, but across the world. Special correspondent Phoebe Amoroso reports from Tokyo.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:16 In our news wrap Friday, funerals and memorial services began for three of the seven victims killed in the July Fourth shooting rampage in Highland Park, Illinois, a wildfire in California's Yosemite National Park is raging out of control near a grove of famed giant sequoia trees, and the UN Security Council failed to extend aid deliveries from Turkey to northwest Syria after a Russian veto.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013606 PBS NewsHour Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:01 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the mass shooting in a Chicago suburb and gun violence in the United States and President Biden's executive order on abortion access and the potential for legislative action after the Supreme Court reversed Roe v. Wade.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006202 Washington Week Episode 2 30 minutes 07/08/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:45 A mass shooting takes place in a Chicago suburb, President Biden takes executive action to try and protect abortion rights amid criticisms and former President Trump's White House counsel speaks to the Jan. 6 committee. Michael Shear of The New York Times, Jeff Zeleny of CNN, Laura Barrón-López of PBS NewsHour and Josh Dawsey of The Washington Post join moderator Yamiche Alcindor to discuss.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000602 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover James Kirchick 30 minutes 07/08/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Author James Kirchick discusses his New York Times bestseller “Secret City: The Hidden History of Gay Washington,” a chronicle of gay powerbrokers from the FDR presidency through the Cold War and into the Clinton years – and the risks they faced.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001803 PBS News Weekend Episode 3 30 minutes 07/09/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:58 In our news wrap Saturday, Sri Lanka's president and prime minister will resign after widespread protests in Colombo over the country's economic collapse, investigators in Japan say the man suspected of killing Shinzo Abe believed the former prime minister was linked to a religious cult, and U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken chastised China for supporting Russia during the war in Ukraine.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001804 PBS News Weekend Episode 4 30 minutes 07/10/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:12 In our news wrap Sunday, Sri Lanka opposition leaders met to form a new government after the country's president and prime minister prepare to step down amid widespread protests, Japanese voters hand Shinzo Abe's political party a major victory, Russian rocket fire killed at least 15 in Ukraine, and former Trump advisor Steve Bannon is now willing to testify publicly before the Jan. 6 panel.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001804 PBS News Weekend Episode 4 30 minutes 07/10/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:41 President Biden this week is making his first trip to the Middle East as president with stops in Israel, the West Bank and Saudi Arabia. But It will take delicate diplomacy for an administration that’s promised to make human rights central to its foreign policy as it tries to lower gas prices and advance cooperation. Shibley Telhami, of the Brookings Institution, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:24 The political chaos in Sri Lanka took a new turn Monday. Officials on the Indian Ocean island nation said parliament will vote on a new president next week. That's after mass protests in the capital forced the president and prime minister to offer their resignations. Peter Smith of Independent Television News reports from Colombo.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:15:15 The new bipartisan gun safety law that President Biden hailed at a White House ceremony Monday is the first significant gun legislation enacted in decades. A strong debate is also emerging over the role journalism might play. Ed Wasserman of U.C. Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism, and Sandy Phillips, who lost her daughter in a mass shooting in Aurora, Colo., join William Brangham to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:49 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including how domestic issues like inflation, high-profile mass shootings and the overturning of Roe v. Wade is dragging down President Biden's approval ratings, according to a new poll.
National Politics/Government PCMT  000107 The January 6th Hearings Day 7 120 minutes 07/12/22 01:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Event Coverage 1 00:00:00 The hearing comes after the committee on June 28 focused their hearing on the testimony of Cassidy Hutchinson, a senior aide to former Trump chief of staff Mark Meadows, who, in the course of her work for the White House, had firsthand insight into communications between Meadows and former President Donald Trump, including those leading up to the insurrection and in the days afterward.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013608 PBS NewsHour Episode 8 60 minutes 07/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:20 President Biden is departing for his first trip to the Middle East as president Tuesday. It is delicate diplomacy for an administration that’s pledged to put human rights first, but is also balancing Middle East realities, especially in Saudi Arabia. That’s where the president will spend Friday and Saturday. Nick Schifrin reports from Jerusalem, where the president will visit tomorrow
National Politics/Government MLNH  013608 PBS NewsHour Episode 8 60 minutes 07/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:10 To further examine President Biden's trip to the Middle East and whether it's in America's interests for him to go to Saudi Arabia, we get two views. James Jeffrey, former U.S. Ambassador to Iraq and Turkey who is now at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, and Dalia Dassa Kaye, a senior fellow at the UCLA Burkle Center on International Relations, join Amna Nawaz to discuss.
National Politics/Government APOC  005008 Amanpour and Company Episode 8 60 minutes 07/12/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:10 Former RNC spokesman Tim Miller discusses his new book “Why We Did It.”



National Politics/Government MLNH  013609 PBS NewsHour Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:35 President Biden arrived in Israel Wednesday, the beginning of a four-day Middle East trip that will also take him to Saudi Arabia. Much of his focus today was in Israel’s military, and regional cooperation against Iran. Biden also began his trip with a visit to a solemn site at Israel's national Holocaust memorial. Nick Schifrin reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013609 PBS NewsHour Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:26 Less than four months until midterm elections, Democrats are facing a series of headwinds on inflation, gun violence and abortion rights. A New York Times-Siena College poll just out shows 60 percent of voters, including a quarter of Democrats, disapprove of the job President Biden is doing. Celinda Lake of Lake Research Partners, a Democratic polling group, joins Laura Barrón-López to discuss.
National Politics/Government APOC  005009 Amanpour and Company Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:05 Amid concerns about Iran, China and rising gas prices, Biden has decided a visit to Israel serves America’s interests. Do protests mark a new beginning for Sri Lanka, or will more chaos ensue? Kathleen Belew explores the evolution of right-wing extremist groups in America and their connection to Trump. Patrick Radden Keefe has compiled some of his greatest New Yorker pieces in a new collection.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013610 PBS NewsHour Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:04 Many books have been written about Donald Trump and his presidency, but few have examined the motivations of the Republicans who initially were wary of him, but later pledged complete loyalty. But journalist and author Mark Leibovich does just that in his latest book, "Thank You For Your Servitude: Donald Trump's Washington and the Price of Submission." He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government APOC  005010 Amanpour and Company Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:16 Saudi human rights activist Lina al-Hathloul discusses her crusade to free political prisoners. Sen. Raphael Warnock reflects on Jan. 6 and Georgia's Senate race. Director Yariv Mozer discusses his new documentary "The Devil's Confession: The Lost Eichmann Tapes."
National Politics/Government APOC  005010 Amanpour and Company Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:08 January 6, 2021 was a day for America’s history books – but so was the day before, when Rev. Raphael Warnock and Jon Ossoff became the first Black and Jewish candidates in Georgia history to win seats in the U.S. Senate. Senator Warnock reflects on all that brought him to this moment in a new memoir, "A Way Out of No Way." He speaks with Michel Martin.
National Politics/Government TTCY  003120 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 20 30 minutes 07/15/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Kellyanne Conway, former counselor to President Donald Trump, talks with Bonnie Erbé on a variety of topics. This episode contains previously unaired portions from a past episode. Conway discusses Trump's chances of running again, various political issues, her family, and her new book.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013611 PBS NewsHour Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:58 President Biden is sharply ratcheting back his expectations Friday for a major economic aid package. This comes as Democratic Sen. Joe Manchin has ruled out backing key funding proposals for his party's action on climate change. Lisa Desjardins joins William Brangham for more on this blow to Biden's domestic agenda.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013611 PBS NewsHour Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:08:21 President Biden has landed in Saudi Arabia and met with King Salman and Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman. It's delicate diplomacy for an administration that’s pledged to put human rights first, but is also dealing with the realities of Saudi influence in the region over oil. Nick Schifrin reports from Jeddah.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013611 PBS NewsHour Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:42 President Biden moved on to Saudi Arabia Friday evening after meetings with Israeli and Palestinian leaders. Randa Slim, of the Middle East Institute, joins William Brangham to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013611 PBS NewsHour Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:03:59 Sri Lanka has slipped into chaos after months of protests reached a tipping point this week, when protesters took over government buildings and forced the president to resign. A new interim government will be elected by Parliament. But the South Asian island nation of 22 million people is facing one of the worst economic crises since it gained independence in 1948. Stephanie Sy reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013611 PBS NewsHour Episode 11 60 minutes 07/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:12:02 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join William Brangham to discuss the week in politics, including the collapse of the Democratic climate agenda, the connection between former President Trump and right-wing extremism and the debate over abortion access after the fall of Roe.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006203 Washington Week Episode 3 30 minutes 07/15/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:45 President Biden makes a controversial visit to Saudi Arabia, Sen. Joe Manchin thwarts the president's domestic agenda, the Jan. 6 panel ties former President Trump to extremist groups and inflation hits new highs. Nick Schifrin of PBS NewsHour, Hans Nichols of Axios, Trini Parti of The Wall Street Journal and Luke Broadwater of The New York Times join moderator Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000603 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Chris Murphy 30 minutes 07/15/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Sen. Chris Murphy, D-CT, discusses his first success in a decade-long fight to stop America’s gun violence epidemic and explains how the new law may have stopped the Highland Park shooter. He addresses urban gun violence and the weakening gun lobby.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001805 PBS News Weekend Episode 5 30 minutes 07/16/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:10 President Biden left Saudi Arabia Saturday, concluding his first trip to the Middle East as president. The visit came amid questions about the relationship between the two countries as the administration attempted to balance human rights, energy and security interests. After some fist-bump diplomacy and a summit with Arab leaders, Biden announced a new Middle East framework. Nick Schifrin reports.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001805 PBS News Weekend Episode 5 30 minutes 07/16/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:25 President Biden finished his visit to the Middle East Saturday at a meeting of 10 regional leaders led by Saudi Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman. The trip largely focused on Saudi Arabia’s human rights record, but there was also talk of whether the kingdom would make enough oil to ease gas prices. Nick Schifrin spoke with Adel al-Jubeir, the Saudi minister of state for foreign affairs, to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:41 Steve Bannon is the first member of former President Trump’s inner circle to go on trial for defying a Jan. 6 committee subpoena. Jury selection moved slowly on Monday, with Bannon’s attorney questioning potential jurors about the committee's public hearings. Devlin Barrett, who covers the Justice Department for The Washington Post, joins John Yang to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:57 The Jan. 6 panel recently presented new evidence on how former President Trump stoked violence leading up to the Capitol insurrection. But the escalation and normalization of violent rhetoric has extended beyond Trump, becoming a dangerous feature of Republican campaigns and party messaging. Laura Barrón-López reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:21 NPR’s Tamara Keith and and Annie Linskey of The Washington Post join Amna Nawaz to discuss the latest political news, including political extremism in the Republican Party, how Democratic lawmakers are working to pass a much narrower version of the once-ambitious Build Back Better bill, and the White House navigates how to secure abortion protections after the fall of Roe.
National Politics/Government APOC  005012 Amanpour and Company Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:12 The divisive nature of American politics is forcing the extremes into the mainstream, and in so doing is straining democracy. As the midterm elections fast approach, many American voters are increasingly feeling lost in the middle. Congressman Tom Malinowski joins Walter Isaacson to discuss the potential for a third political party.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013613 PBS NewsHour Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:33 In our news wrap Tuesday, Russia targets Ukraine's cities killing scores of civilians, Russian President Putin meets with Iran's leaders amid sanctions, the WHO issued new warnings about super-infectious COVID subvariants, a CDC panel is considering who should receive a COVID vaccine from Novavax, and the House approved federal protections for same-sex and interracial marriages.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013613 PBS NewsHour Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:04 President Biden last week met with the leaders of several Middle East countries accused of human rights violations. It's raising questions about what the U.S. got out of his Middle East trip, and the balance of human rights and pragmatic foreign policy. Nick Schifrin delves into the debate.
National Politics/Government APOC  005013 Amanpour and Company Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:44 Iran remains at loggerheads with the U.S. over its nuclear program. Will Ripley joins the show from Colombo, where he spoke with Sri Lanka's acting president. One of India’s leading journalists continues to speak out against her government -- despite consistently coming under attack for her reporting. Ukrainian citizens are coming together online to read a Greek tragedy by playwright Aeschylus.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013614 PBS NewsHour Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:58 In our news wrap Wednesday, Ukraine's first lady Olena Zelenska appealed directly to the Congress for more weapons and financial support, Ukrainian forces used U.S.-supplied rockets to blast a bridge critical to Russia, the UN says Afghanistan has seen some 700 killings since the Taliban seized power, and Sri Lankan lawmakers chose the prime minister to be president despite calls for his ouster.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013614 PBS NewsHour Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:06 For the first time in seven years, the federal government has a Senate-confirmed director in charge of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, the agency better known as ATF. Steven Dettelbach was recently sworn in as its leader and takes over at a time when gun violence in America is on the rise. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013615 PBS NewsHour Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:00 In our news warp Thursday, President Biden gets COVID for the first time, U.S. heat indexes hit triple digits, Italy's prime minister resigned after the ruling coalition fell apart, House passes a bill to protect contraception access, a former Minneapolis police officer is sentenced for his role in George Floyd's death, and a scientific group warns the monarch butterfly is an endangered species.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013615 PBS NewsHour Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:33 The Jan. 6 committee is holding a prime-time hearing Thursday evening, bringing an end to a summer-long series of testimony highlighting an organized conspiracy that led to the Capitol insurrection. The case they have laid out puts former President Trump at the center of that conspiracy. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013615 PBS NewsHour Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:31 The Jan. 6 committee on Thursday plans on revealing more about what former President Trump did and did not do during the Capitol insurrection. Rep. Elaine Luria of Virginia, a member of the committee who is co-leading the presentation during Thursday's hearing, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013615 PBS NewsHour Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:37 For a preview on the Jan. 6 hearings Thursday, we turn to two individuals who have been following the proceedings closely. Carol Leonnig, an investigative reporter at The Washington Post, and Jamil Jaffer, a law professor at George Mason University and former associate counsel to President George W. Bush, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government PCMT  000108 The January 6th Hearings Day 8 120 minutes 07/21/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Event Coverage 1 02:56:38 The House committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack will hold its eighth public hearing July 21. The hearing is expected to focus on what then-President Donald Trump was doing during the three plus hours that his supporters were attacking the U.S. Capitol.
National Politics/Government APOC  005015 Amanpour and Company Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:00 Texas doctors denied Marleena Stell the abortion she needed after suffering a miscarriage late last year. Emily Wales, president and CEO of Planned Parenthood Great Plains, discusses reproductive rights. Malcolm Nance discusses far right ideologies, as well as his own experience fighting in Ukraine. Jason Kander on his new book “Invisible Storm.” Simon Mejia on music as activism.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013616 PBS NewsHour Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:33 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the Jan. 6 committee concluded its first set of public hearings and President Biden announced executive action on climate change as congressional negotiations fall apart.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006204 Washington Week Episode 4 30 minutes 07/22/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 The Jan. 6 panel's latest hearing focused on why former President Trump waited to call off the mob during the Capitol attack, and President Biden tests positive for COVID as a new poll shows lower approval ratings. Join moderator Yamiche Alcindor, Nikole Killion of CBS News, Hallie Jackson of NBC News, and Yasmeen Abutaleb and Dan Balz of The Washington Post as they discuss these stories and more.
National Politics/Government APOC  005016 Amanpour and Company Episode 16 60 minutes 07/22/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:12 Paul Rosenzweig weighs in on the latest January 6th hearing. Mental health advocate Aaron Stark discusses America's gun violence epidemic. Tikhon Dzyadko discusses the return of Russia's last independent TV station, TV Rain, which is now being produced in Latvia.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:48 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including former President Trump's return to the nation's capital this week, just days after the Jan. 6 panel wrapped a summer full of hearings putting him at the center of a conspiracy to subvert the 2020 election results.
National Politics/Government APOC  005017 Amanpour and Company Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:01 Condoleezza Rice talks Putin, Ukraine and threats to democracy at home and abroad.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013618 PBS NewsHour Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:40 For the first time since leaving office, former President Trump on Tuesday returned to Washington, D.C. to deliver a keynote policy speech that laid out his agenda for the GOP as he hints at another White House run. It came just hours after former Vice President Mike Pence took center stage nearby. Sarah Longwell, a longtime Republican strategist, joins William Brangham to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013618 PBS NewsHour Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:20 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s plans to travel to Taiwan has created a stir in both Beijing and Washington. Susan Shirk, chair of the 21st Century China Center at UC San Diego and a former member of the Clinton administration, and Daniel Blumenthal, a fellow at the American Enterprise Institute and a former senior director in the Defense Department under George W. Bush, join Amna Nawaz to discuss.
National Politics/Government APOC  005018 Amanpour and Company Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:45 Poland’s Deputy Foreign Minister discusses the EU’s decision to reduce natural gas consumption by 15% between August and next March. Former Ambassador William Taylor discusses the latest on the war in Ukraine. “The Facemaker” author Lindsey Fitzharris explains the history of plastic surgery. Tom Nichols weighs in on the current state of the Republican Party. What does it mean to be a conservative in the Trump era? Our next guest,Tom Nichols, asked this question in his latest piece for The Atlantic. With midterm elections approaching, Nichols joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the current state of the Republican Party.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013620 PBS NewsHour Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:19 Senate Democrats are lauding a deal on a spending package to reduce the deficit, lower health care costs, raise corporate taxes and combat climate change. It's a stunning development after more than a year of negotiations had failed to win the support of West Virginia Sen. Joe Manchin. White House correspondent Laura Barrón-López and John Bresnahan of Punchbowl News join Geoff Bennett to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013621 PBS NewsHour Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:03 Arizona voters head to the polls Tuesday to cast ballots in the state's primaries. Leading Republican candidates in some key contests have doubled down on far-right conspiracies denying the results of the 2020 election. Stephanie Sy reports on how these candidates are shaping the race.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013621 PBS NewsHour Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:50 As Russia weighs a prisoner swap to free detained Americans Brittney Griner and Paul Whelan, a third American has been held in a Russian prison for more than a year. Marc Fogel, 61, a teacher who’s lived and worked in Russia for nearly a decade was sentenced to 14 years of hard labor by Russian authorities in a case strikingly similar to Griner's. His sister Anne Fogel joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013621 PBS NewsHour Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:13:41 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including how an apparent Senate deal to address health care costs and climate change revives some of President Biden's legislative agenda, and why the economy is baffling experts as it lurches further into uncharted territory.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000605 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Mike Lee 30 minutes 07/29/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Sen. Mike Lee (R-UT) discusses his support for Trump leading up to Jan. 6, whether Trump’s inaction that day violated his oath, and what it may mean for 2024. He also makes his case against what he sees as a Democratic plot to pack the Supreme Court.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013610 PBS NewsHour Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:33 President Biden and Israeli leaders on Thursday discussed the threat posed by Iran, despite differences over a possible diplomatic deal over Iran’s nuclear program. Biden also reiterated his support for a two-state solution, as aides faced questions about why the president is not meeting with the family of a Palestinian-American journalist who was killed while reporting. Nick Schifrin reports.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013614 PBS NewsHour Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:25 Lynette Medley is the founder and CEO of No More Secrets Mind Body Spirit Inc., a comprehensive sexual health and awareness organization. Based in Philadelphia, Medley and her team started by delivering menstrual products door-to-door, and have since established a groundbreaking menstrual hub. She offers her Brief But Spectacular take on ending period poverty.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013620 PBS NewsHour Episode 20 60 minutes 07/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:26 The nationwide baby formula shortage is now in its sixth month. Despite tons of imports and domestic production rebounding, formula supplies are still low for parents across the United States. Amna Nawaz reports.



Recreation/Leisure/Sports PNWE  001801 PBS News Weekend Episode 1 30 minutes 07/02/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:32 Soccer trailblazer Briana Scurry is telling her story in a new memoir, "My Greatest Save,” sharing the highs of Olympic gold medals and World Cup wins and the lows like the on-field collision that ended her career. Geoff Bennett recently spoke to Scurry about her experiences at Audi Field in Washington, D.C., where she's a coach and one of the new investors for the Washington Spirit.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports PNWE  001803 PBS News Weekend Episode 3 30 minutes 07/09/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:34 Wimbledon women's final was destined to be historic. Elena Rybakina on Saturday became the first ever player representing Kazakhstan to win a Grand Slam. She beat Tunisia's Ons Jabeur, the first woman from Africa to reach a Grand Slam final. Christopher Clarey, author and New York Times tennis correspondent, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:57 During a career that spanned more than two decades, Rickey Henderson was arguably the greatest leadoff hitter in the history of Major League Baseball and is officially the all-time leader in stolen bases with more than 1,400. Sportswriter Howard Bryant makes the case that Henderson is in a new book “Rickey the Life and Legend of an American Original.” Bryant joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Religion/Ethics GMAP  000101 The Great Muslim American Road TripLife is a Highway: Chicago to Joplin, Missouri60 minutes 07/05/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:55 Mona Haydar and Sebastian Robins drive the first leg of Route 66 and learn about Muslims in America.
Religion/Ethics GMAP  000103 The Great Muslim American Road TripBack on the Road Again: Arizona, Nevada, California60 minutes 07/19/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:52:55 Driving the last leg of Route 66, a Muslim American couple meet setbacks and surprises.
Religion/Ethics MLNH  013619 PBS NewsHour Episode 19 60 minutes 07/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:29 Pope Francis continues his week-long tour of Canada where he’s apologizing for the Catholic Church’s role in running residential schools — very similar to ones across the United States — that tried to eradicate Native cultures. While the pope’s apology was welcomed, Indigenous leaders and former students say it’s only the first step toward healing a painful past. William Brangham reports.
Science/Technology NAAT  003709 Nature The Whale Detective 60 minutes 07/01/22 04:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 A filmmaker investigates his traumatic encounter with a 30-ton humpback whale that breached and almost landed on him while he was kayaking. What he discovers raises far bigger questions about humans' relationship with whales and their future.
Science/Technology NOVA  004807 NOVA Great Electric Airplane Race 60 minutes 07/01/22 05:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Can new emission-free electric planes replace our polluting airliners and revolutionize personal transportation in our cities? NOVA takes you for a ride in some impressive prototypes that are already in the air, from speedy single-seat planes that can take off like a helicopter but are half as noisy to  “self-flying” air taxis that already taking passengers on test flights in Chinese cities. But if electric airplanes are ever to advance beyond small, short-haul craft, significant hurdles of battery weight, energy storage and cooling remain to be overcome. How long will it be before the dream of super-quiet, super-efficient airliners becomes a reality?
Science/Technology PNWE  001802 PBS News Weekend Episode 2 30 minutes 07/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:03 The Supreme Court's decision to overturn Roe v. Wade has raised concerns about technology and the kinds of data that should be protected. Google said this week it will automatically delete abortion clinic visits from users' location history. But it's not clear how quickly that will happen. Rebecca Wexler, professor of law at University of California at Berkeley, joins Ali Rogin to discuss.
Science/Technology MLNH  013608 PBS NewsHour Episode 8 60 minutes 07/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:32 NASA shared new revelations Tuesday from the James Webb Telescope, the largest space observatory ever made. The new images capture distant galaxies, new stars and planets, and the furthest look into the birth of the cosmos ever recorded. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien reports
Science/Technology NOVA  004910 NOVA Ultimate Space Telescope 60 minutes 07/13/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Explore the dramatic story of NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope from its conception to completion.
Science/Technology MLNH  013613 PBS NewsHour Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:51 The Senate on Tuesday moved forward to boost semiconductor production in the U.S. as a chip shortage continues to impact the everyday lives of Americans. It’s part of a broader push to entice chip manufacturers to the U.S. and address national security concerns by ramping up competition with China. Secretary of Commerce Gina Raimondo joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Science/Technology PNWE  001807 PBS News Weekend Episode 7 30 minutes 07/23/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:53 If tech-industry watchers are right we'll soon be living in the metaverse. Glimpses of the virtual environment are already among us, from virtual concerts and fashion to popular immersive games. While the virtual world could revolutionize work and play, it could also supercharge conspiracy theories and disinformation campaigns. Dot Dot Dot Media CEO Laurie Segall joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Science/Technology MLNH  013618 PBS NewsHour Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:07 Russia says it will officially withdraw by 2024 from participating in the International Space Station. The country's space chief says Moscow will focus instead on building its own orbiting outpost, spurring concerns. The announcement Tuesday was expected, amid tensions between Russia and the West over the war in Ukraine. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Science/Technology FIYO  000607 Finding Your Roots Science Pioneers 60 minutes 07/26/22 08:00:00 PM PBS 0 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. traces the family trees of Francis Collins, Shirley Ann Jackson, and Harold E. Varmus — three pioneering scientists who’ve made dramatic contributions to our understanding of the world, all the while knowing little about their own ancestry.
Sexuality MLNH  013614 PBS NewsHour Episode 14 60 minutes 07/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:19 When the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade and 50 years of precedent on abortion rights, Justice Thomas suggested the court should also reconsider other cases like the decision that legalized same-sex marriage nationwide. This spurred the U.S. House to vote Tuesday on protecting marriage equality, while some same-sex couples are turning to lawyers with concerns. John Yang reports.
Sexuality MLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:51 As a debate continues in the U.S over reproductive rights, teenage girls in the Republic of Mongolia are fighting for the right not to be subjected to so-called "virginity tests" in schools. The practice was officially banned by the government last year but it continues nevertheless. Stephanie Sy reports in collaboration with the Global Press Journal.
Transportation MLNH  013602 PBS NewsHour Episode 2 60 minutes 07/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:16 After holding off for part of the pandemic, Americans are traveling in big numbers this summer, but it’s turning out to be much more difficult than many expected, whether you’re flying or driving. We asked people to share their experiences and problems they're facing every day, and Stephanie Sy breaks down what's behind the state of air travel.
Transportation PNWE  001807 PBS News Weekend Episode 7 30 minutes 07/23/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:50 Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg is being asked to help solve several major challenges, from a supply chain crisis to a summer of flight delays and cancellations. The former presidential candidate and mayor of South Bend, Indiana, also has the task of overseeing one of the most significant investments in America's infrastructure in more than 50 years. He joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Urban Development/Infrastructure INLE  001910 Independent Lens Rat Film 60 minutes 07/02/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Trace the history of Baltimore through this provocative film that uses the rat--as well as the humans who love them, live with them and kill them--to chronicle the systemized oppression in impoverished communities far beyond the city's borders.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013601 PBS NewsHour Episode 1 60 minutes 07/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:25 In our news wrap Friday, Russian missiles pounded a coastal town in southern Ukraine killing at least 21 people including two children, the trial for U.S. women's basketball star Brittney Griner began outside Moscow, at least 19 people in northeastern India died in mudslides triggered by torrential rain, a new tropical storm formed over the Caribbean, and monkeypox cases tripled across Europe.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001802 PBS News Weekend Episode 2 30 minutes 07/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:55 Russia on Sunday claimed full control of the eastern Ukrainian city of Lysychansk, though Ukrainian President Zelenskyy insisted fierce fighting there is not over yet. The city is the last major Ukrainian stronghold in the Luhansk province. If Lysychansk is seized, it will bring Moscow a large step closer to its goal of capturing all of the Donbas region. Lisa Desjardins reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:56 After more than four months of intense fighting, Russia claimed victory over one of the two provinces in Ukraine's eastern industrial heartland. But that victory came at a steep price with Russian forces suffering heavy losses. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:16 As Russian troops step up their offensive in Ukraine, the governor of Donetsk in Ukraine is urging the 350,000 remaining residents to evacuate from the last eastern province partly under Ukraine's control. Meanwhile, Russian shelling pounded the cities of Sloviansk and Kramatorsk. Michael Kofman, senior fellow for Russian studies at the Center for Naval Analyses, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:31 The war in Ukraine has forced more than 5 million refugees fleeing to the rest of Europe. More than 700,000 have sought refuge in Germany, where they face uncertain futures and long struggles to rebuild their lives. But it is the trauma of war that has been especially hard on children. Will Wintercross reports from Berlin in partnership with the Global Health Reporting Center.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013605 PBS NewsHour Episode 5 60 minutes 07/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:16 The fate of the last remaining humanitarian aid route between Turkey and rebel-controlled northwest Syria hangs in the balance as a decision on keeping it open comes up for a vote at the UN Security Council. Moscow could veto the extension, and that would mean more than 4 million Syrians could lose access to humanitarian aid. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005006 Amanpour and Company Episode 6 60 minutes 07/08/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Benjamin Ferencz is the last surviving prosecutor from the Nuremberg trials. He speaks about his experience, and his thoughts about the war in Ukraine. Journalist Mark Follman has spent the past decade researching gun violence in America. His new book “Trigger Points” details how leaders could go beyond thoughts and prayers and actually address the problem. Originally aired on April 15, 2022.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001804 PBS News Weekend Episode 4 30 minutes 07/10/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:18 Afghan war veteran Jason Kander was once a rising star in the Democratic Party until post-traumatic stress changed the direction of his life, which he explores in his new memoir, “Invisible Storm: A Soldier’s Memoir of Politics and PTSD.” Kander, who is now president of national expansion with the Veterans Community Project, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013607 PBS NewsHour Episode 7 60 minutes 07/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:01 In our news wrap Monday, The death toll rose to 31 in a Russian missile strike on an apartment block in Ukraine's Donetsk region, police in South Africa hunt for gunmen who killed 15 people, a contagious Covid mutation gains momentum in India, at least 150 people in Pakistan have died in monsoon rains, and a drug company is seeking approval for the first U.S. over-the-counter birth control pill.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013608 PBS NewsHour Episode 8 60 minutes 07/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:13 In our news wrap Tuesday, Ukraine's military said it destroyed a Russian ammunition depot in outside the occupied city of Kherson, the U.S. military killed the leader of the Islamic State group in Syria, Mexico's president calls for end to the status quo on the border, federal health officials urged new caution as omicron sub-variants spread rapidly, and Ada Limón is named the next poet laureate.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013609 PBS NewsHour Episode 9 60 minutes 07/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:39 In our news wrap Wednesday, Ukraine and Russia held their first direct talks in months about resuming grain shipments through the Black Sea where a Russian blockade has halted exports, Sri Lanka's president has officially fled the country, protests over fuel shortages in Haiti shut down roads in Port-au-Prince, and the FDA gave emergency authorization for Novavax’s COVID-19 vaccine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013612 PBS NewsHour Episode 12 60 minutes 07/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:47 In our news wrap Monday, Russia continued its campaign of heavy shelling in Ukraine that killed more civilians as Russian President Putin remained defiant over western sanctions, the acting president of Sri Lanka declared a state of emergency that gave him broad power even as protesters demand his resignation, and several large Chinese cities are rolling out new mass COVID testing.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013613 PBS NewsHour Episode 13 60 minutes 07/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:37 When the Obama administration withdrew U.S. forces from Iraq in 2011, it declared it was turning the tide of war. But by 2014, the group that calls itself the Islamic State seized territory across Iraq and Syria. Reluctantly, the U.S. went to war again using a new approach. These details are captured in a new book "Degrade and Destroy." Author Michael Gordon joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013615 PBS NewsHour Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:24 Turkish and UN officials say they expect to sign a deal with Russia and Ukraine Friday to allow Ukraine to resume vital exports. The country is one of the world’s largest providers of grain and oil. Meanwhile, the battles grind on. Russia this week said its goals had expanded to the country’s south and southeast, as the war of attrition continues in the eastern Donbas. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013615 PBS NewsHour Episode 15 60 minutes 07/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:19 Russia's government is trying to strangle Ukraine's economy in what has become a of attrition and a grueling battle for territory. Andrew Weiss, who worked on Russian affairs for the Bush and Clinton administrations and is now vice president for studies at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, joins Nick Schifrin with more.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:15 In our news wrap Monday, Ukraine will resume exporting grain under an agreement with Russia despite weekend missile attack on the port of Odesa, President Biden's COVID symptoms are almost completely resolved, Pope Francis made a historic apology in Canada for abuse at Indigenous schools, the Justice Department filed a lawsuit against major poultry producers, and actor Paul Sorvino died at 83.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013617 PBS NewsHour Episode 17 60 minutes 07/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:36 It's been a year and a half since the military in Myanmar launched a coup, deposed the democratically elected government and restored a dictatorship. And today, an ominous move towards further repression amid countrywide upheaval with the execution by hanging of four pro-democracy activists. Lindsey Hilsum of Independent Television News reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013618 PBS NewsHour Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:06 The delivery of Western precision rocket systems to Ukraine has changed the dynamic of the war, slowing Russia’s advance and lowering Ukrainian casualties along the frontlines. But Russia has increasingly resorted to using its own long-range missiles to wreak havoc on cities deep inside Ukrainian-controlled territory. Simon Ostrovsky and videographer Yegor Troyanovsky report from southern Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013618 PBS NewsHour Episode 18 60 minutes 07/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:07 Russia says it will officially withdraw by 2024 from participating in the International Space Station. The country's space chief says Moscow will focus instead on building its own orbiting outpost, spurring concerns. The announcement Tuesday was expected, amid tensions between Russia and the West over the war in Ukraine. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013621 PBS NewsHour Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:46 In our new wrap Friday, extreme heat in the Pacific Northwest kept temperatures at or above 100 degrees again with extreme condition expected through the weekend, another major inflation gauge is pointing to price hikes for some time to come, Exxon-Mobil and Chevron reported record profits, and shelling in the eastern Donetsk region killed scores of Ukrainian prisoners of war.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005021 Amanpour and Company Episode 21 60 minutes 07/29/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:32 As the war in Ukraine rages on Russia’s economy has been “catastrophically crippled” by Western sanctions. How is President Putin able to finance his war machine? In Haiti, brutal gang violence has surged since the assassination of the president. “The Kite Runner” has been adapted as a Broadway play. With COVID-19 cases once again rising in the U.S., health experts are predicting a winter wave.
Women PNWE  001802 PBS News Weekend Episode 2 30 minutes 07/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:19 Following the American invasion of Afghanistan in 2001, the country saw sweeping reforms, including in its courts, with the appointment of more than 250 female judges. But with the withdrawal of U.S. forces last August and the Taliban takeover, the jobs and lives of those female judges were put at risk. Christopher Booker reports on the efforts to help get them to safety in a new country.
Women MLNH  013610 PBS NewsHour Episode 10 60 minutes 07/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:07 Since reclaiming power of Afghanistan nearly one year ago, the Taliban have significantly rolled back rights for women and girls. The extremist government has also barred hundreds of thousands of girls from attending school. Pashtana Durrani, the executive director of LEARN Afghanistan and a visiting fellow at Wellesley College's Centers for Women, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Women TTCY  003121 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 21 30 minutes 07/22/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 We talk to the head of one of the biggest women's political groups, Laphonza Butler, the new president of EMILY's List. EMILY's List is one of the most influential women's political groups. It focuses on getting pro-choice women elected into office. She's the first Black woman and the first mother to lead the organization.
Youth MLNH  013603 PBS NewsHour Episode 3 60 minutes 07/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:31 The war in Ukraine has forced more than 5 million refugees fleeing to the rest of Europe. More than 700,000 have sought refuge in Germany, where they face uncertain futures and long struggles to rebuild their lives. But it is the trauma of war that has been especially hard on children. Will Wintercross reports from Berlin in partnership with the Global Health Reporting Center.
Abortion MLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:21 After the Supreme Court struck down the national right to abortion access in June, the issue was returned to states, which have since implemented a patchwork of protections, restrictions or total bans. Abortion rights will now be on the ballot in at least five states this year. Ali Rogin reports from Kansas, the first state holding a vote since the end of Roe
Abortion MLNH  013624 PBS NewsHour Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:26 Voters in Kansas turned out in record numbers Tuesday and overwhelmingly rejected a proposed amendment that would have removed the right to an abortion from the state constitution and opened the door for the Republican-controlled legislature to pass restrictions or an outright ban. Ali Rogin reports from Kansas.



Abortion MLNH  013630 PBS NewsHour Episode 30 60 minutes 08/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:49 While many say the Supreme Court's decision to overturn Roe v. Wade is the answer to decades of prayer, some faith leaders fear their religious rights will be infringed amid new abortion restrictions. Amna Nawaz spoke with three faith leaders about how their religions approach the issue of abortion.
Abortion FLMH  000607 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Christine Todd Whitman 30 minutes 08/12/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Pro-choice Republican and fmr. NJ Gov. Christine Todd Whitman calls the Supreme Court’s decision to overturn Roe judicial activism and says women will be harmed. She reflects on how the GOP became an anti-choice party and on polarization in America.
Abortion MLNH  013636 PBS NewsHour Episode 36 60 minutes 08/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:50 A 16-year-old’s request to have an abortion in the state of Florida has been denied by the courts. A state appeals court this week said she was not “sufficiently mature to decide whether to terminate her pregnancy.” Jeri Beth Cohen, a retired Miami-Dade child welfare judge, joins John yang to discuss the details of the case and what it reveals about state abortion laws.
Abortion INLE  001717 Independent Lens The Armor of Light 90 minutes 08/24/22 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 02:30:00 Meet two Christians — an Evangelical anti-abortion activist and an African-American mother whose son was murdered — who find common ground in the fight against the rising tide of gun violence.
Abortion MLNH  013644 PBS NewsHour Episode 44 60 minutes 08/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:44 South Carolina is the latest state to move toward a ban on abortions in the absence of Roe v. Wade. The state's House of Representatives passed a bill that allows abortions in just a few situations. Lisa Desjardins spoke with Rep. Neal Collins, a South Carolina lawmaker who decided to support the measure after initially opposing it.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction MLNH  013633 PBS NewsHour Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:44 More Americans died from drug overdoses last year than ever before. And while deaths are up across nearly every demographic since the start of the pandemic, there’s been an especially alarming spike in overdose deaths among Black Americans. John Yang reports from St. Louis on the growing public health crisis.
American History/Biography FIYO  000607 Finding Your Roots Science Pioneers 60 minutes 08/01/22 05:00:00 AM PBS 0 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. traces the family trees of Francis Collins, Shirley Ann Jackson, and Harold E. Varmus — three pioneering scientists who’ve made dramatic contributions to our understanding of the world, all the while knowing little about their own ancestry.
American History/Biography FIYO  000609 Finding Your Roots Italian Roots 60 minutes 08/02/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the roots of talk show host Jimmy Kimmel and actors Marisa Tomei and John Turturro, introducing them to ancestors who made immense sacrifices to bring their families from Italy to America.
American History/Biography ITOW  000203 In Their Own Words Princess Diana 60 minutes 08/07/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 See how Diana defied expectations and evolved into one of the most impactful icons of our time. Look back on her life through a contemporary lens that credits her choices, suffering and triumphs as the ultimate disrupter for a generation of women.
American History/Biography MLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:39 Pulitzer Prize-winning historian and writer David McCullough, who died on Sunday at the age of 89, was perhaps best known for his biographies of two often overlooked presidents: John Adams and Harry Truman. But his interests ranged far and wide, including in the arts. In this excerpt of a 2011 interview with NewsHour's Jeffrey Brown, McCullough reflects on his love of research and discovery.
American History/Biography APOC  005028 Amanpour and Company Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:35 Pulitzer Prize-winning historian David McCullough passed away Sunday at 89. In 2019, he sat with Walter Isaacson to discuss what would be his final book, a unique experiment in the early days of our nation, and how we can return to original American ideals.
American History/Biography ITOW  000103 In Their Own Words Jim Henson 60 minutes 08/14/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Follow Jim Henson’s career, from his early television work with the Muppets in the 1950s to his commercial work and network appearances, his breakthrough with SESAME STREET and “The Muppet Show,” his fantasy films and his sudden death in 1990.
American History/Biography FIYO  000611 Finding Your Roots Fashion Roots 60 minutes 08/23/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. steps into the world of fashion and meets three icons of style: Diane Von Furstenberg, Narciso Rodriguez and RuPaul Charles, introducing ancestors who were just as audacious as they are.
American History/Biography AMEX  001506 American Experience The Murder of Emmett Till 60 minutes 08/23/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In August 1955, a 14-year-old black boy from Chicago whistled at a white woman in a grocery store in Money, Mississippi. Emmett Till didn't understand that he had broken the unwritten laws of the Jim Crow South. Three days later, two white men dragged him from his bed in the dead of night, beat him brutally and shot him. Although his killers were arrested and charged with murder, they were both quickly acquitted by an all-white, all-male jury. Soon after, the defendants sold their story, including a detailed account of how they murdered Till, to a journalist. The murder and the trial horrified the nation and the world. Till's death was a spark that helped mobilize the civil rights movement. Three months after his body was pulled from the Tallahatchie River, the Montgomery Bus Boycott began.
American History/Biography AMEX  001311 American Experience Fatal Flood 60 minutes 08/24/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 2 00:00:00 In the spring of 1927, after weeks of incessant rains, the Mississippi River went on a rampage from Cairo, Illinois to New Orleans, inundating hundreds of towns, killing as many as a thousand people and leaving a million homeless.  In Greenville, Mississippi, efforts to contain the river pitted the majority black population against an aristocratic plantation family, the Percys -- and the Percys against themselves.  A story of greed, power and race during one of America's greatest natural disasters.
American History/Biography INLE  001901 Independent Lens Chasing Trane: The John Coltrane Documentary90 minutes 08/27/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chasing Trane is about an outside-the-box thinker whose boundary-shattering music continues to impact and influence people around the world. This portrait of a remarkable jazz artist reveals the critical events, passions, experiences and challenges that shaped the life of John Coltrane and his revolutionary sounds.
American History/Biography FIYO  000610 Finding Your Roots Criminal Kind 60 minutes 08/30/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the roots of actor Laura Linney and journalists Lisa Ling and Soledad O'Brien, telling them stories of tricksters, scoundrels and outright criminals, who nevertheless laid the groundwork for their success.
Arts MLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:36 Rhiannon Giddens has been on her first tour this summer as artistic director of Silkroad Ensemble, which was founded in 1998 by famed cellist Yo-Yo Ma, who joined her on stage at the Tanglewood Music Center in Massachusetts last week. Jeffrey Brown recently spent a day with Giddens and her cross-cultural group to see how they aim to make a positive impact across borders through music.
Arts MLNH  013630 PBS NewsHour Episode 30 60 minutes 08/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:10 As a young woman in Iran, and later as an immigrant to the U.S., artist Arghavan Khosravi has been subjected to many restrictions. But on the canvas, she renders it all through fanciful and magical layers. Jared Bowen of GBH Boston met up with her at Khosravi's first museum show at the Currier Museum of Art in Manchester, New Hampshire. It's part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts APOC  005031 Amanpour and Company Episode 31 60 minutes 08/12/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:22 Jennette McCurdy was a child actor in Nickelodeon shows like "iCarly" and "Sam & Cat," starring alongside Ariana Grande. In a new memoir, McCurdy opens up about her struggles with addiction and eating disorders as well as her troubled relationship with her mother. She speaks with Michel Martin about all this and why she is choosing to speak out.
Arts MLNH  013634 PBS NewsHour Episode 34 60 minutes 08/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:39 While many young people hope to become professional dancers, the cost of lessons, costumes and other equipment often keeps them from achieving their dreams. It is a hurdle one studio specializing in Latin American folk dance is trying to overcome. Natalie Lett reports for Student Reporting Labs.
Arts MLNH  013636 PBS NewsHour Episode 36 60 minutes 08/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:18 It’s a tale that strikes at the heart of Afghan American identity, a generation of people who fled the Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan to the U.S. and started over, watching painfully as their former homeland is torn apart. "The Kite Runner," based on Khaled Husseini’s bestselling novel, opened as a play on Broadway last month. Jane Ferguson reports for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013644 PBS NewsHour Episode 44 60 minutes 08/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:45 Artists have long taken to the outdoors to do their work. Now, an artist-in-residence program organized by the National Park Service puts a new emphasis on that important synergy. Jeffrey Brown visited the vast wetlands of Everglades National Park in Florida to see how artists are creating and sharing their work in nature. It's part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts NOVA  004713 NOVA | A to Z The First Alphabet 60 minutes 08/31/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Writing shaped civilization itself, from the trading of goods to tales of ancient goddesses and kings. Follow the evolution of the written word, from millennia-old carvings in an Egyptian turquoise mine to our modern-day alphabets.
Community Politics, Government INLE  001918 Independent Lens ACORN and the Firestorm 90 minutes 08/20/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Explore the politically charged battle to take down ACORN, a controversial national community-organizing group. Working with lower income communities, the group was investigated by undercover journalists, cutting to the heart of the political divide.
Consumerism MLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:29 A cargo ship carrying Ukrainian grain set sail from Odesa for the first time since Russia's invasion more than five months ago. It followed last month's agreement with the United Nations and Turkey to allow shipments through the Black Sea, with the deal aiming to ease a global food shortage. Volodymyr Solohub reports.
Consumerism MLNH  013625 PBS NewsHour Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:01 The war in Ukraine has exacerbated a global food crisis with hundreds of millions of people going to bed hungry every night. A recent UN-brokered deal with Russia and Ukraine to allow Ukrainian grain to leave the Black Sea is offering some relief, but the problem goes well beyond that. Samantha Power, administrator for the U.S. Agency for International Development, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Consumerism MLNH  013640 PBS NewsHour Episode 40 60 minutes 08/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:22 There has been a growing appetite around the world for fish. But that growth in demand is raising all kinds of questions and concerns for the industry about sustainability and impact. Science correspondent Miles O'Brien has the first of a two-part look at what's known as "aquaculture."
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:10 A U.S. drone strike that killed al-Qaida leader Ayman al-Zawahri last weekend in Afghanistan raises questioned about where this leaves the terrorist group and the Taliban's role in harboring him. Nick Schifrin returns with a deeper look at al-Zawahri's background and al-Qaida’s future.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013625 PBS NewsHour Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:31 U.S. women's basketball star Brittney Griner now faces 9 years in a Russian prison. She was convicted Thursday in a Russian court on drug charges for having cannabis oil in her luggage last February as she arrived in Moscow. The Biden administration had sharply criticized her arrest and condemned the verdict. Journalist Julia Ioffe, a founding partner at Puck News, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013625 PBS NewsHour Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:35 The Justice Department has charged four current or former Louisville, Kentucky, police officers with civil rights violations in the fatal shooting of Breonna Taylor. The federal charges include falsifying information to obtain a search warrant at Taylor's home that led to the raid during which the 26-year-old Black woman was killed. Vice News reporter Roberto Ferdman joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013628 PBS NewsHour Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:43 Former President Trump's Mar-a-Lago residence was searched Monday night by the FBI. Reports suggest the search was a part of investigations into whether Trump took classified records from the White House to his Florida home, marking a dramatic escalation into various investigations swirling around him. Carrie Johnson, who covers the Justice Department NPR, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013629 PBS NewsHour Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:43 Wednesday on the NewsHour, former President Trump says he refused to answer questions in a civil investigation into his real estate dealings, inflation in the U.S. has eased with consumer prices up 8.5 percent in July from a year ago, China says it's winding down military drills around Taiwan, Kenyans await election results, and President Biden signed a bill to help veterans exposed to burn pits.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013629 PBS NewsHour Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:46 The U.S. Justice Department charged an Iranian national with plotting to kill John Bolton, who was national security adviser to President Trump. Federal officials say the suspect was a member of Iran's Revolutionary Guard, who allegedly tried to hire a hitman for $300,000 that was actually an FBI informant. Nick Schifrin joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013630 PBS NewsHour Episode 30 60 minutes 08/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:12 U.S. Attorney General Merrick Garland said Thursday he personally approved the decision to seek a search warrant for former President Trump's home in Palm Beach, Florida. FBI agents executed the warrant at Mar-a-Lago this week. They were reportedly searching for classified documents but more details could soon be revealed. Former federal prosecutor Jessica Roth joins William Brangham to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013630 PBS NewsHour Episode 30 60 minutes 08/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:39 The debate over gun control in America often centers around firearms production and distribution. But in recent years gun company marketing techniques have come under scrutiny, as major manufacturers seek out a new and arguably vulnerable audience. Paul Solman has the story.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013631 PBS NewsHour Episode 31 60 minutes 08/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:28 A federal judge on Friday unsealed and made public the search warrant for former President Trump's Mar-a-Lago estate. A review of the warrant reveals that the FBI collected more than 20 boxes of items, including some material classified as top secret. Sadie Gurman of The Wall Street Journal and Renato Mariotti, a former federal prosecutor, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013631 PBS NewsHour Episode 31 60 minutes 08/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:33 In response to the FBI search at Mar-a-Lago, Trump supporters have increased calls for a civil war. Those dangerous threats are being fueled by conspiracy theories, and mistrust of the FBI and Justice Department promoted by many Republican politicians. Barbara Walter, professor at UC San Diego and author of “How Civil Wars Start," joins Laura Barrón-López to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013631 PBS NewsHour Episode 31 60 minutes 08/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:21 Five years ago on Friday, extremists marched in Charlottesville, Virginia in a violent demonstration that forced the city and the nation to confront the growing threats of white supremacy and domestic terrorism. Laura Barrón-López visited the city to see what's changed and how residents think President Biden and the country have reckoned with what they witnessed that summer.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementAMDO  001512 POV Two Towns of Jasper 90 minutes 08/13/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In 1998 in Jasper, Texas, James Byrd, Jr., a black man, was chained up to a pick-up truck and dragged to his death by three white men. The town was forever altered, and the nation woke up to the horror of a modern-day lynching. In TWO TOWNS OF JASPER, two film crews, one black and one white, set out to document the aftermath of the murder by following the subsequent trials of the local men charged with the crime. The result is an explicit and troubling portrait of race in America, one that asks how and why a crime like this could have occurred.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001814 PBS News Weekend Episode 14 30 minutes 08/14/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:53 In our news wrap Sunday, online threats against federal officials are increasing after the FBI's search of Trump's home, a man drove into a Capitol barrier and died in an apparent suicide, a Palestinian gunman opened fire on a bus in Jerusalem, author Salman Rushdie is "on the road to recovery" after being stabbed in New York, and Freya the walrus has been euthanized by Norwegian authorities.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013632 PBS NewsHour Episode 32 60 minutes 08/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:01 In our news wrap Monday, former President Trump's personal lawyer Rudy Giuliani is now a target of a criminal investigation in Georgia involving the 2020 election, China’s military launched new drills around Taiwan, William Ruto won Kenya's presidential election, Brittney Griner appealed her prison sentence, India marked 75 years of independence from Britain, and actress Anne Heche has died.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013632 PBS NewsHour Episode 32 60 minutes 08/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:42 Three days after being repeatedly stabbed onstage as he was preparing to give a lecture, author Salman Rushdie is recovering while the man accused of attacking him has been charged with attempted murder. Ayad Akhtar, a Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright and novelist and president of PEN America, joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss Rushdie's life, work and the wider impact of the attack against him.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013635 PBS NewsHour Episode 35 60 minutes 08/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:44 In our news wrap Thursday, a federal judge in Florida says he's inclined to release the affidavit behind the search of former President Trump's estate with redactions, the UN calls for demilitarizing a nuclear plant in Ukraine, the death toll rises to 21 in Kabul bombing, the NFL's Deshaun Watson agrees to an 11-game suspension, and former first lady Rosalynn Carter celebrates her 95th birthday.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013635 PBS NewsHour Episode 35 60 minutes 08/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:36 Trump Organization CFO Allen Weisselberg, who had worked with the family for decades, pleaded guilty Thursday to 15 counts involving tax fraud. As part of a plea deal, he will be required to testify in the upcoming trial against the company. NPR's Andrea Bernstein joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013636 PBS NewsHour Episode 36 60 minutes 08/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:38 In our news wrap Friday, a British man was sentenced to life in a U.S. prison without parole for the Islamic State killings of four Americans, the U.S. pledged $775 million in additional military aid for Ukraine, the former Roman Catholic archbishop of Quebec, Canada denied sexually assaulting a woman, and the U.S. Transportation Department is urging airlines to do more for delayed travelers.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013636 PBS NewsHour Episode 36 60 minutes 08/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:41 The Federal Bureau of Investigation and its agents have become targets of threats after the agency conducted a court-approved search of former President Trump's estate. Much of the heated rhetoric has come from Trump and his allies. One man has already been killed by law enforcement for trying to storm an Ohio field office. Retired Special Agent Frank Montoya joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.



Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013637 PBS NewsHour Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:43 Three police officers in Arkansas have been removed from duty after a bystander's video captured two of them brutally beating a suspect during an arrest. The incident is again raising questions about the use of force by police, when it's excessive and what can be done. Alex Vitale, a professor of sociology at Brooklyn College and author of "The End of Policing,” joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013638 PBS NewsHour Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:51 In our news wrap Tuesday, a Michigan jury convicted two men of conspiring to kidnap Gov. Gretchen Whitmer in 2020, a former Kentucky detective pleaded guilty to falsifying the warrant used in the deadly raid at Breonna Taylor's apartment, ceremonies in Moscow paid tribute to a Russian TV commentator killed in a car bombing, and automakers Hyundai and Kia are recalling more than 280,000 vehicles.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementAMEX  001506 American Experience The Murder of Emmett Till 60 minutes 08/23/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In August 1955, a 14-year-old black boy from Chicago whistled at a white woman in a grocery store in Money, Mississippi. Emmett Till didn't understand that he had broken the unwritten laws of the Jim Crow South. Three days later, two white men dragged him from his bed in the dead of night, beat him brutally and shot him. Although his killers were arrested and charged with murder, they were both quickly acquitted by an all-white, all-male jury. Soon after, the defendants sold their story, including a detailed account of how they murdered Till, to a journalist. The murder and the trial horrified the nation and the world. Till's death was a spark that helped mobilize the civil rights movement. Three months after his body was pulled from the Tallahatchie River, the Montgomery Bus Boycott began.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementFRON  003714 FRONTLINE Supreme Revenge: Battle for the Court60 minutes 08/23/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Inside the no-holds-barred war for control of the Supreme Court. From Brett Kavanaugh to Robert Bork, an investigation of how a 30-year-old grievance transformed the Court and turned confirmations into bitter, partisan conflicts.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementINLE  001717 Independent Lens The Armor of Light 90 minutes 08/24/22 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 02:30:00 Meet two Christians — an Evangelical anti-abortion activist and an African-American mother whose son was murdered — who find common ground in the fight against the rising tide of gun violence.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013640 PBS NewsHour Episode 40 60 minutes 08/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:44 A federal judge ordered the Department of Justice to release a redacted document that justified the FBI's search of Donald Trump's home in Florida. National security attorney Mark Zaid joined John Yang to discuss what may or may not be revealed.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013640 PBS NewsHour Episode 40 60 minutes 08/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:20 Pressure has been building for accountability after a disastrous police response to the mass shooting in Uvalde, Texas. But on Wednesday, the school board fired Uvalde school district police Chief Pete Arredondo who, who had already been suspended without pay. The decision came three months after the massacre at Robb Elementary School. Geoff Bennett reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013641 PBS NewsHour Episode 41 60 minutes 08/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:39 An affidavit supporting the August search of the former President Trump's Florida estate was made public on Friday. The U.S. Justice Department released a heavily redacted copy of the 32-page document. Among other things, it says 15 boxes of material taken from Mar-a-Lago in a previous search had contained classified material. National security attorney Mark Zaid joins John Yang to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementAPOC  005041 Amanpour and Company Episode 41 60 minutes 08/26/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 Gen. Charles Q. Brown, Jr. is Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force and the first Black officer to lead a branch of the military. He speaks with Christiane from the Pentagon. “Stranger Things” actor David Harbour speaks about fame, mental health, and what’s next for him. Activist Helen Zia discusses the recent rise in anti-Asian hate crime and why the murder of Vincent Chin in 1982 still matters today.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001817 PBS News Weekend Episode 17 30 minutes 08/27/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:59 More than 320 people have died to gun violence in Philadelphia this year, almost twice as many homicides as the much larger city of Los Angeles. Ali Rogin explores the factors behind this year's spike and how communities are responding.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001818 PBS News Weekend Episode 18 30 minutes 08/28/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:07 A federal judge will soon decide on former President Trump’s request for a “special master” to review the documents seized at Mar-a-Lago. Meanwhile, intelligence officials informed Congress they will evaluate the security risks stemming from Trump’s handling of the unsecured documents. Hugo Lowell, congressional reporter for the Guardian joins us to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementINLE  001812 Independent Lens Newtown 90 minutes 08/29/22 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Explore the aftermath and resilience of a community devastated by the 2012 shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary, which took the lives of 20 children and six educators in Newtown, Connecticut.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013642 PBS NewsHour Episode 42 60 minutes 08/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:28 In our news wrap Monday, some documents seized from former President Trump's home may be protected by attorney-client privilege, a judge in Georgia ordered Republican Governor Brian Kemp to testify before a grand jury on alleged attempts by Trump to alter election results there and the path to restoring the Iran nuclear deal grew more uncertain as President Ebrahim Raisi issued a new warning.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013643 PBS NewsHour Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:39 President Biden voiced new urgency in a speech touting the recently-enacted bipartisan gun safety law and promoting funding for police. He drew a stark contrast with some Republicans who have called to defund the FBI. Crime researcher John Roman and former head of Homeland Security and Intelligence for the District of Columbia Donell Harvin join Laura Barrón-López to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013644 PBS NewsHour Episode 44 60 minutes 08/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:45 The legal fight over the FBI search of former President Trump's estate in Florida takes a new turn as the Department of Justice says classified materials were removed and concealed at Mar-a-Lago, possibly amounting to obstruction of justice. In response, Trump insisted he had declassified the documents. Former federal prosecutor and FBI official Chuck Rosenberg joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Culture ITOW  000101 In Their Own Words Queen Elizabeth II 60 minutes 08/01/22 12:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Follow Queen Elizabeth II’s remarkable life, from her youth to her uncle’s abdication, her father’s coronation as King George VI, her experience during World War II, her sudden ascension to the throne and her eventful reign of more than 60 years.
Culture GARC  000106 The Great American Recipe Mix It Up 60 minutes 08/01/22 03:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:49 Watch as the cooks are surprised with a recipe swap and then wow the judges with a personal dish.
Culture FIYO  000609 Finding Your Roots Italian Roots 60 minutes 08/02/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the roots of talk show host Jimmy Kimmel and actors Marisa Tomei and John Turturro, introducing them to ancestors who made immense sacrifices to bring their families from Italy to America.
Culture GARC  000107 The Great American Recipe Family 60 minutes 08/05/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:56:46 Celebrate family as the four remaining cooks prepare two dishes inspired by their friends and families. Whether it’s a neighbor’s lasagna or a dish passed down from grandma, the judges are in for some heartfelt food.
Culture ITOW  000202 In Their Own Words Chuck Berry 60 minutes 08/06/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Take a riveting ride on the Chuck Berry train, exploring the life of the man behind the music. By blending “hillbilly” music with R&B and writing impactful lyrics, Berry birthed a renaissance in popular music we now call rock and roll.
Culture MLNH  013628 PBS NewsHour Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:15 A work of imagination asks us to see race in a new way from a novelist once again taking on magical realism in his fiction. Jeffrey Brown talks with Pakistani writer Mohsin Hamid for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Culture FIYO  000509 Finding Your Roots The Eye of the Beholder 60 minutes 08/09/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. shares the family histories of director Alejandro G. Inarritu, iconoclastic performance artist Marina Abramovic and painter Kehinde Wiley. These visionary artists find their identities challenged -- and affirmed.
Culture GARC  000108 The Great American Recipe The Great American Recipe 60 minutes 08/12/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:56:46 It’s time for the season finale as the three remaining cooks go head-to-head to win “The Great American Recipe.” They’ll have some surprise helpers for their final chance to wow the judges with a very special dinner.
Culture AMDO  003307 POV Portraits and Dreams 60 minutes 08/15/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Portraits and Dreams revisits photographs created by Kentucky schoolchildren in the 1970s and the place where the photos were made. The film is about the students, their work as visionary photographers and the lives they have led since then, as well as the linkage of personal memory to the passage of time.
Culture QESA  000101 Queen Elizabeth's Secret Agents Episode 1 60 minutes 08/21/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 William Cecil, Queen Elizabeth I's spy master, intercepts a conspiracy to assassinate the queen. When he learns that Elizabeth's own cousin, Mary Queen of Scots, is behind the plot, he lays a trap to capture and execute her.
Culture QESA  000102 Queen Elizabeth's Secret Agents Episode 2 60 minutes 08/21/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Elizabeth�s enemies grow in strength, but her spymaster Robert Cecil also fights an enemy within. An ambitious aristocrat is trying to take over his network. At stake is control over the aging queen and the power to choose the next King of England.
Culture QESA  000103 Queen Elizabeth's Secret Agents Episode 3 60 minutes 08/21/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 England has a new monarch, King James I, and Elizabeth's former spymaster Robert Cecil faces his toughest test. A group of religious extremists plans to blow up the Houses of Parliament with the king inside--the Gunpowder Plot.
Culture FLRT  000106 Food Flirts; The What Is a Food Incubator? 30 minutes 08/23/22 02:30:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Join the Brass sisters as they discover what a food incubator is, learning about chutney, out-of-the-ordinary cookies and savory rugelach. They then whip up cashew and chutney treats into a "tower" of rugelach with balsamic and fluff drizzle.
Culture MLNH  013639 PBS NewsHour Episode 39 60 minutes 08/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:35 A posthumous memoir out this week tells of the life and legacy of actor Michael K. Williams, who died of a drug overdose last fall. Williams is known for his powerful performances on screen, but the memoir also reveals his struggles and the impact he made through social justice and community activism. Jeffrey Brown has the story for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Culture INLE  001901 Independent Lens Chasing Trane: The John Coltrane Documentary90 minutes 08/27/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chasing Trane is about an outside-the-box thinker whose boundary-shattering music continues to impact and influence people around the world. This portrait of a remarkable jazz artist reveals the critical events, passions, experiences and challenges that shaped the life of John Coltrane and his revolutionary sounds.
Culture AMDO  003506 POV Faya Dayi 120 minutes 08/29/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:00 Enter the world of Harar, Ethiopia where a euphoria-inducing plant holds sway over everyday life. See moments from the harvesters of the crop, people lost in its narcotic haze and the younger generation searching for an escape from political strife.
Culture NOVA  004713 NOVA | A to Z The First Alphabet 60 minutes 08/31/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Writing shaped civilization itself, from the trading of goods to tales of ancient goddesses and kings. Follow the evolution of the written word, from millennia-old carvings in an Egyptian turquoise mine to our modern-day alphabets.
Disabilities AMDO  003504 POV He's My Brother 60 minutes 08/01/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Christine's brother Peter experiences his world through touch, smell, and taste. Now 30 years old, Peter's family is having trouble finding the proper care for his multiple disabilities. He's My Brother explores how the family works to assure him a dignified life once the parents are gone – and Christine's own uncertainties about one day becoming his primary caregiver.
Economy APOC  005023 Amanpour and Company Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:28 The senate is expected to vote this week on the climate and healthcare bill known as the Inflation Reduction Act. A group of top economists has penned a letter praising the bill, saying it will lower prices for American consumers. Larry Summers agrees – and even helped convince Sen. Manchin to support it. Summers speaks discusses this bill and how to fight inflation without triggering a recession.
Economy MLNH  013626 PBS NewsHour Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:47 The U.S. has now regained all the jobs it lost during the COVID pandemic, in spite of concerns about rising inflation and a possible recession. Employers added 528,000 jobs last month, more than double what economists predicted. Meanwhile, unemployment fell to 3.5 percent, the lowest since the pandemic started. Washington Post columnist Catherine Rampell joins John Yang to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013629 PBS NewsHour Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:41 While inflation eased slightly last month, it continues to remain high and new data shows it's having an outsized, negative impact on Native American, Black and Latino families in particular, according to a poll out this week from NPR, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and Harvard University. Alonzo Plough, chief science officer of the foundation, joins William Brangham to discuss the specifics.
Economy MLNH  013629 PBS NewsHour Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:21 There’s a $1 trillion gap between what Americans owe in taxes and what the government collects. The Democrats’ budget deal would unleash nearly 100,000 new IRS agents to round up all that missing money. Former IRS Commissioner John Koskinen joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss the impact the crackdown on tax evaders will have on the nation’s bottom line.
Economy MLNH  013629 PBS NewsHour Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:07 With less than three months until the midterms, Democrats hope recent legislative successes will help bolster their campaigns. But Republicans are betting they can win back control of Congress. Democratic strategist Joel Benenson, who worked with Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, and Neil Newhouse, lead pollster for Mitt Romney and John McCain’s presidential bids, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013630 PBS NewsHour Episode 30 60 minutes 08/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:19 In our news wrap Thursday, the average gas price in the U.S. dropped below $4 a gallon for the first time in months, the CDC removes a longstanding recommendation to quarantine after close contact with those infected with COVID, an armed man was killed by police after trying to force his way into the FBI's Cincinnati field office, and parts of the arctic are warming faster than the global average.
Economy MLNH  013640 PBS NewsHour Episode 40 60 minutes 08/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:33 President Biden's plan to cancel some student debt for millions of Americans is drawing praise but also criticism. Some say it goes too far while others say it doesn't do enough to address the high cost of college. Sen. Elizabeth Warren joined Amna Nawaz to explain why she believes it's a move in the right direction, but more could be done.
Economy MLNH  013641 PBS NewsHour Episode 41 60 minutes 08/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:46 Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell delivered a stark message Friday on inflation, warning that more interest rate hikes are coming and they're going to take a toll. Those statements came during the Fed's annual economic symposium in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. David Wessel, director of the Hutchins Center on Fiscal and Monetary Policy at the Brookings Institution joins William Brangham to discuss.
Economy PNWE  001817 PBS News Weekend Episode 17 30 minutes 08/27/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:24 Roughly 1 in 6 American households are behind on utility bills, as energy prices surge across the U.S. to the highest level in nearly 15 years. In the UK, household energy bills are up 80% compared to last year. Bloomberg News energy writer Will Wade joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Education PNWE  001811 PBS News Weekend Episode 11 30 minutes 08/06/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:08 As students head back to the classroom in a few weeks, they bring renewed concerns about safety. That's often left up to individual school districts, but some federal money is available to help. Lori Alhadeff, founder of Make Our Schools Safe, and Amy Klinger from the Educator's School Safety Network join Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Education WWET  000000 Wild Weather NULL 60 minutes 08/17/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Watch an innovative documentary that illustrates how weather works by performing brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments that show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.
Education PNWE  001815 PBS News Weekend Episode 15 30 minutes 08/20/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:01 As students return to the classroom, many will come back to school districts that are understaffed. According to the National Center for Education Statistics, 44 percent of public schools will report teaching vacancies at the start of this year, with more than half due to resignations. Teachers of the year Lee Allen and Qorsho Hassan join Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Education PNWE  001816 PBS News Weekend Episode 16 30 minutes 08/21/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:07 While most schools across the country returned to in-person instruction last year, many families opted to stick with virtual learning or switched to homeschooling. And for them, the start of this new school year brings a range of new anxieties. Geoff Bennett spoke with Kimberly Back and her daughter, Delilah, about transitioning back to the classroom.
Education MLNH  013638 PBS NewsHour Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:37 School board elections are increasingly becoming proxies for the larger political culture wars on issues of race, gender and parental rights. Several states have recently implemented laws that critics say effectively ban books in schools and libraries. Kelly Jensen, an editor at Book Riot and a former librarian who has been monitoring book censorship nationwide, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.



Education MLNH  013639 PBS NewsHour Episode 39 60 minutes 08/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:55 President Biden on Wednesday announced his long-awaited plan on student debt. Borrowers making less than $125,000 a year will be eligible for $10,000 in federal loan forgiveness. That goes up to $20,000 for those with the greatest need. Biden also extended a pause on loan payments through the end of this year. Laura Barrón-López joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Education MLNH  013643 PBS NewsHour Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:59 As students return to class, schools across the country continue to grapple with teacher and staff vacancies. The scope of the shortages, and what’s behind them, varies widely across America's nearly 14,000 school districts. Carlton Jenkins, the superintendent of Madison Metropolitan School District, joined Amna Nawaz to discuss the struggle he's facing to find and keep educators.
Employment AMDO  003314 POV Through the Night 90 minutes 08/22/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Explore the personal cost of our modern economy through the stories of two working mothers and a childcare provider, whose lives intersect at a 24-hour daycare center in New Rochelle, New York.
Energy WWET  000000 Wild Weather NULL 60 minutes 08/17/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Watch an innovative documentary that illustrates how weather works by performing brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments that show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:02 Wildfires and floods are causing more death and destruction across the nation as thousands are forced to evacuate their homes. Record flooding in Kentucky has now claimed 37 lives, and a fierce new fire in northern California has killed at least two people. William Brangham reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:30 As Kentucky tries to recover from devastating floods that have killed at least 37 people, the weather forecast indicates there may soon be more pain brought to the state. Kentucky Gov. Andy Beshear joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the terrible damage and losses already incurred.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:28 In our news wrap Tuesday, at least two more people have been found dead in the wake of a massive wildfire in California, the search continues for victims of Kentucky floods, the first ship carrying Ukrainian grain arrived off Turkey as the U.S. hit Russia with more sanctions, the Justice Department challenges Idaho's abortion law, and President Biden signed the CHIPS Act into law.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:08 There's a portly new pinniped in the waters off Oslo this summer. Freya the walrus has slowly made her way round several ports of call in the Baltic Sea. Her favorite pastimes include sunbathing, seafood and crushing seafaring vessels. But her face has launched a thousand tweets, and even some fan art. Malcolm Brabant has the story.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAOUT  000105 America Outdoors with Baratunde ThurstonTidewater: Homecoming 60 minutes 08/02/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:52:18 Baratunde treks along the coast of North Carolina and discovers surprising ways in which history has shaped these environments. He explores a daunting swamp, soars above the dunes on a Wright Brothers glider and tracks wild horses on the beach.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013624 PBS NewsHour Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:42 Eastern Kentucky is facing a new danger after last week's devastating floods. Relief workers on Wednesday labored in heat indexes climbing to 100 degrees, as clean-up operations continued. More than 400 national guard troops are also deployed across the region to help residents. Misty Thomas, executive director of the Western Kentucky chapter of the Red Cross, joins John Yang to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersGREP  000105 The Green Planet Human Worlds 60 minutes 08/03/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:02 Sir David Attenborough reveals how humans are helping plants, many of which face extinction.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXSB  000205 Expedition with Steve Backshall Socorro: Expedition Shark Island 60 minutes 08/03/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:51:15 Dive with Steve on a shark expedition to a remote volcanic island in Mexico’s Eastern Pacific.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013625 PBS NewsHour Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:00 Social media can certainly motivate people for good and otherwise. Calls to action to clean up the oceans, rivers, and beaches have galvanized volunteers and gone viral. But given the magnitude of the problem, how should we assess the impact? Paul Solman looks at one YouTube-focused campaign that has hit a particular chord, as part of our continuing coverage of the global plastic problem.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013625 PBS NewsHour Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:05 Camille Seaman is a photographer who has been documenting climate change in the polar regions. Over the years, she’s witnessed firsthand the drastic effects of climate change, and hopes to merge the realms of art and science in order to get a message across: we only get this one Earth, and we must take care of it. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on being a good ancestor.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersFLMH  000606 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Matt Damon/Gary White 30 minutes 08/05/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Oscar-winner Matt Damon and water expert Gary White discuss their goal to end the global water crisis for 771 million people in their lifetimes. They explain how they use microfinance and impact investing to help millions gain access to clean water.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:14 If the House passes the Inflation Reduction Act in the coming days it will lead to by far the biggest investment the federal government has made on tackling climate change. Several estimates have indicated the initiative may mean a 40 percent reduction in America’s carbon emissions by 2030 from 2005 figures. Paul Bledsoe of the Progressive Policy Institute joins William Brangham to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAOUT  000106 America Outdoors with Baratunde ThurstonMinnesota: A Better World 60 minutes 08/09/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:53:01 Baratunde ventures to Minnesota’s Arrowhead Region to explore what wild places mean to Americans.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013629 PBS NewsHour Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:02 Tens of thousands of abandoned oil and natural gas wells sit idle across the United States. Known as orphan wells, they pose significant dangers to nearby residents and the environment after being ignored or forgotten by the companies who drilled them. States and taxpayers are often left to clean them up. Roby Chavez, who has been reporting on this from Louisiana, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003605 Nature Dogs in the Land of Lions on Nature 60 minutes 08/10/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 NATURE takes viewers into the heart of an African wild dog family. When lions kill her mate, a wild dog mother called Puzzles suddenly must raise two generations of pups all on her own without the help of a pack. Witness the loyalty and selflessness that sets wild dogs apart from other large, social carnivores in this deeply intimate portrayal of motherhood. But in this unforgiving Zimbabwe wilderness, it turns out the top dogs are the big cats – lions are the wild dogs’ ultimate enemies. The young dogs provide some light-hearted moments while discovering the world around them, but as they grow up, they must face these eternal enemies on their journey to independence.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXSB  000206 Expedition with Steve Backshall Expedition Unseen 60 minutes 08/10/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Embark with Steve to the remotest parts of the planet in search of precious natural wonders. From Saudi Arabia to Kamchatka, Steve and his team unearth the secrets of an ancient civilization and discovers wildlife more at risk than ever before.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013630 PBS NewsHour Episode 30 60 minutes 08/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:54 On a multi-country tour of Africa this week, Secretary of State Antony Blinken has been making the case that the U.S. can be a quote "equal partner" with African nations. In that vein, he recently announced a new partnership between the U.S. and the Democratic Republic of Congo in an effort to protect some of that nation's natural treasures. William Brangham reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001814 PBS News Weekend Episode 14 30 minutes 08/14/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:23 This summer has seen record-high temperatures around the world, but the damaging effects of heat do not stop at the water's edge. In Europe, the Mediterranean Sea has been experiencing elevated temperatures since May, with deadly consequences for delicate underwater ecosystems. Ali Rogin reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013633 PBS NewsHour Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:12 The federal government on Tuesday announced a second round of water restrictions to states that depend on the Colorado River Basin. The move comes as the American West faces unprecedented challenges to preserve water that continues to recede rapidly. Jennifer Pitt, Colorado River program director for the National Audubon Society, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersWDIS  000101 When Disaster Strikes A Perfect Storm: Mozambique 60 minutes 08/16/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Hear the extraordinary story of bravery and hope after Cyclone Idai strikes Mozambique. The world races to help rescue and support survivors from flooding on a biblical scale.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersWDIS  000102 When Disaster Strikes The Silent Killer: Somalia 60 minutes 08/16/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Hear shocking stories as another drought strikes Somalia. Mass migration, food shortages and malnutrition mean famine is a very real threat, but resolute humanitarians race to meet the basic needs of the most vulnerable.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersWDIS  000103 When Disaster Strikes Paradise Lost: Bahamas 60 minutes 08/16/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Hear an epic tale of survival as one of the Caribbean’s strongest hurricanes strikes The Bahamas. The government and international aid workers battle to meet the survivors’ basic needs in the chaos of the aftermath.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersWWET  000000 Wild Weather NULL 60 minutes 08/17/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Watch an innovative documentary that illustrates how weather works by performing brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments that show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004707 NOVA Eagle Power 60 minutes 08/17/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Eagles are the most powerful birds in the sky. They are capable of tackling enormous prey, spotting food at vast distances and soaring for miles on the wing. But how do they achieve this? To find out, this film follows the dramatic story of a family of bald eagles and bird specialist Lloyd Buck puts his trained golden eagle to the test in a series of remarkable experiments.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersISWO  000103 Islands of Wonder Hawaii 60 minutes 08/17/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 The 3-part ISLANDS OF WONDER series takes viewers on a journey to the most exotic, mysterious and remote islands on Planet Earth: Madagascar, Borneo and Hawaii. These isolated and iconic tropical islands are home to remarkable wildlife and human castaways found nowhere else on earth. The fragile islands also serve as a vital gauge for the planet’s health.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  005034 Amanpour and Company Episode 34 60 minutes 08/17/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:40 Chilean Environment Minister Maisa Rojas discusses climate action in Latin America. Producer Dan Edge discusses the new Frontline series “The Power of Big Oil.” Climate justice activist Svitlana Romano explains why the war in Ukraine is an environmental disaster.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013636 PBS NewsHour Episode 36 60 minutes 08/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:17 New blasts of extreme weather are taking a toll around the globe Friday. The latest in a series of fierce heat waves has moved into the U.S. Northwest and heavy rains and droughts have spread over portions of Europe and Asia. William Brangham has our report.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersIREW  000101 Ireland's Wild Coast Episode 1 60 minutes 08/19/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 A personal journey along one of the most spectacular coastlines in the world featuring the wildlife and wild places that make it so special. Emmy award winning wildlife cameraman Colin Stafford-Johnson takes viewers on an authored odyssey along Ireland's rugged Atlantic coast - the place he chooses to make his home after 30 years spent shooting some of the world's most celebrated wildlife films.  The series will follow Colin from the southwest corner of the island to finish on the tip of Northern Ireland. Along the way, he gives intimate personal insights into the wild animals and wild places he discovers. We begin on Skellig Rocks - stormbound ocean pinnacles off the southwestern corner where early Christian monks built a monastery on the summit almost 1500 years ago. His next stop is the deserted Great Blasket Island, home to a wildlife spectacle more familiar from Antarctica - vast numbers of Seals coming ashore in winter to fight, mate and moult before he heads inland in search of the island's last surviving herd of Red Deer from prehistoric times. Back on the coast he goes on the trail of Humpback Whales which are making their mark in Irish waters returning year after year in increasing numbers before heading north along the coast to meet a lonely dolphin who has set up residence off Ireland's striking Burren region. Colin ends in Clew Bay, an iconic inlet half way up Ireland's west coast and the place Colin chose to make his home after decades traveling the world.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersIREW  000102 Ireland's Wild Coast Episode 2 60 minutes 08/19/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 A personal journey along one of the most spectacular coastlines in the world featuring the wildlife and wild places that make it so special. Emmy award winning wildlife cameraman Colin Stafford-Johnson takes viewers on an authored odyssey along Ireland's rugged Atlantic coast - the place he chooses to make his home after 30 years spent shooting some of the world's most celebrated wildlife films.  The series will follow Colin from the southwest corner of the island to finish on the tip of Northern Ireland. Along the way, he gives intimate personal insights into the wild animals and wild places he discovers. In Episode Two, the odyssey continues as Colin Stafford-Johnson completes his journey along Ireland's Atlantic rim. Exploring the wildlife and mountains around his home inlet of Clew Bay, Colin then heads north for Donegal - Golden Eagle country, before reaching the island's northern tip and turning east along the coast of Northern Ireland. Along the way, he features the Whooper Swans that fly from the north every Autumn to escape an Arctic winter, the fabulously elusive Pine Marten resident here since the last Ice Age, and the great ocean wanderers that are Basking Sharks - the second biggest fish on the planet which turn up every summer out of the blue.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013637 PBS NewsHour Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:47 Across Europe, rivers have sunk to historic lows because of brutal heat waves fueled by climate change. In Britain, conservationists are urging the government and water companies to take action to counter devastating droughts. Meanwhile, the source of the legendary River Thames has dried up and moved several miles downstream, further than it's ever gone before. Malcolm Brabant reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013638 PBS NewsHour Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:43 Texas Gov. Greg Abbott declared emergencies in more than 20 counties after extreme rain triggered flash floods. Monday's deluge was part of a wave of severe weather across the Southwest. John Yang reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003907 NATURE The Bat Man of Mexico 60 minutes 08/24/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 An ecologist tracks the Lesser Long-nosed bat's epic migration across Mexico, braving hurricanes, snakes, Mayan tombs and seas of cockroaches, in order to save the species and the tequila plants they pollinate.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004313 NOVA Operation Lighthouse Rescue 60 minutes 08/24/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 The Gay Head Lighthouse, a historic landmark perched high on the cliffs of Martha’s Vineyard, is soon to become the next victim of the ocean’s relentless erosion of the island’s cliffs. Join engineers as they race to rescue this national treasure.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAMEX  001311 American Experience Fatal Flood 60 minutes 08/24/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 2 00:00:00 In the spring of 1927, after weeks of incessant rains, the Mississippi River went on a rampage from Cairo, Illinois to New Orleans, inundating hundreds of towns, killing as many as a thousand people and leaving a million homeless.  In Greenville, Mississippi, efforts to contain the river pitted the majority black population against an aristocratic plantation family, the Percys -- and the Percys against themselves.  A story of greed, power and race during one of America's greatest natural disasters.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013641 PBS NewsHour Episode 41 60 minutes 08/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:58 The saguaro cactus is being threatened by drought conditions and rising temperatures. Scientists surveying Saguaro National Park in Arizona say the situation is increasing the mortality rate of young saguaros. Stephanie Sy has more on what those trends mean for ecosystems in the Sonoran desert.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001818 PBS News Weekend Episode 18 30 minutes 08/28/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:19 In our news wrap Sunday, a major flood threat faces Mississippi as the Pearl river is expected to crest 8 feet above flood stage on Sunday. Residents in Jackson have been advised to evacuate. Plus, Two U.S. warships sailed through international waters in the Taiwan Strait, and a Mickey Mantle baseball card set a new record at auction.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001818 PBS News Weekend Episode 18 30 minutes 08/28/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:58 A new report out this week warns that at least 1 in 9 tree species in the U.S. are at risk of extinction. Trees face a host of threats including invasive species, deadly disease and climate change. The data comes as part of the most comprehensive threat assessment ever collected on U.S. forests.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001818 PBS News Weekend Episode 18 30 minutes 08/28/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:28 Hurricane Katrina devastated the city of New Orleans 17 years ago, with more than 1800 lives lost and more than $100 billion in property damage. Many of those who lived through the storm were children at the time and traumatized by the experience. The documentary "Katrina Babies" is a collection of stories about those who experienced the storm as children and how it has impacted their lives. Geoff Bennett is joined by the filmmaker Edward Buckles Jr., a New Orleans native and survivor of Hurricane Katrina, to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001818 PBS News Weekend Episode 18 30 minutes 08/28/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:14 From a submerged town in Spain to the foundations of an ancient temple in China, the global drought is uncovering artifacts and locations once lost. Nazi warships, still laden with explosives, have emerged from the Danube, and several sets of human remains have been found in the muddy flats of the drying Lake Mead in the southwestern U.S.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013642 PBS NewsHour Episode 42 60 minutes 08/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:53 Historic flooding in Pakistan has now killed 1,100 people and caused $10 billion in damage since mid-June. At least 33 million people have been impacted and one-third of the country is submerged. Sara Hayat, a lawyer specializing in climate change and adjunct professor at Lahore University of Management Sciences in Pakistan, joined Amna Nawaz to discuss the growing disaster.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013643 PBS NewsHour Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:25 Mississippi's capital city is coping with a water crisis after a treatment plant broke down, leaving thousands without drinkable water. The governor declared a state of emergency and asked the National Guard to help distribute water to Jackson's 180,000 residents and businesses. Nick Judin of the Mississippi Free Press joined John Yang to discuss the concerns.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013643 PBS NewsHour Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:39 The United Nations is calling for $160 million in emergency funding to help Pakistan cope with catastrophic flooding. The disaster has killed more than 1,160 people, displaced millions, destroyed roads and crops and left one-third of the country, an area the size of Colorado, under water. Sherry Rehman, Pakistan's minister of climate change, joined Nick Schifrin to discuss the ongoing disaster.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013644 PBS NewsHour Episode 44 60 minutes 08/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:01 The World Health Organization warned that millions of Pakistanis affected by historic floods are now at risk of waterborne disease. Areas in central and southern Pakistan are still underwater and 70,000 more homes have been damaged, adding to the one million homes already impacted. Abdullah Fadil, the UNICEF representative in Pakistan, joined Nick Schifrin to discuss the humanitarian crisis.



Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013644 PBS NewsHour Episode 44 60 minutes 08/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:45 The toll from extreme weather has devastated vast regions of sub-Saharan Africa which are suffering from the worst drought conditions on record and a food crisis that ranges from severe to catastrophic. Correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro looks at one effort to help farmers impacted by the changing weather patterns.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003713 NATURE Cuba's Wild Revolution 60 minutes 08/31/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In the crystal-clear waters of the Caribbean, Cuba is an island teeming with exotic biodiversity: from coral reefs pulsating with life to five-foot-long Cuban rock iguanas. As international relations thaw, what will become of this wildlife sanctuary?
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAMEX  001008 American Experience Surviving the Dust Bowl 60 minutes 08/31/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 2 00:00:00 They were called "Black Blizzards," dark clouds reaching miles into the sky, churning millions of tons of dirt into torrents of destruction. For ten years beginning in 1930, dust storms ravaged the parched and overplowed southern plains, turning bountiful wheat fields into desert. Disease, hardship and death followed, yet the majority of people stayed on, steadfastly refusing to give up on the land and a way of life.
Family/Marriage MLNH  013636 PBS NewsHour Episode 36 60 minutes 08/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:16 There are more than 14,000 children in Arizona’s foster care system and every summer, a few get to spend a night at the Flying E Ranch, riding horses, shooting arrows and making new friends out of the city and under the stars. Student Reporting Labs Giovanni Soriano has the story.
Family/Marriage BOSF  000101 The Boleyns: A Scandalous Family Ambition 60 minutes 08/28/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Explore Thomas Boleyn’s determination to elevate the family name. His expectations and ambitions for his three children will take them into the heart of the Tudor court.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:07 The monkeypox outbreak continues to grow faster than many initially expected. Nearly 6,000 cases have been reported in the U.S. since May and three states have issued emergency declarations over the outbreak in the last week. New York City Health Commissioner Dr. Ashwin Vasan joins Stephanie Sy to discuss efforts to contain the virus in one of the country's epicenters.
Health/Health Care APOC  005024 Amanpour and Company Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS News (live news only) 1 00:18:02 Former U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary Donna Shalala discusses reproductive rights. Ambassador Linda Thomas-Greenfield explains what can be done to mitigate the world’s food supply crisis. Jose Ramos and Andrew Myatt discuss a new bill to expand healthcare benefits for veterans exposed to toxic burn pits. Dr. Ashwin Vasan discusses the monkeypox crisis.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013625 PBS NewsHour Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:49 Health disparities among different racial groups remain a major problem in the United States, one that was magnified during the height of the pandemic, but has been part of American history since its earliest days. A new book called "Under the Skin" looks at the causes for that. Author Linda Villarosa joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013626 PBS NewsHour Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:19 There is another proposal that could make it into the Senate budget deal that would cap the cost of insulin. More than 7 million Americans with diabetes use insulin and about 1 million put an enormous amount of their paycheck toward that medication. We spoke to some of those who are affected by this crucial medicine's high prices and how a legislative proposal could impact their lives.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013626 PBS NewsHour Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:04 With more than 7,000 cases reported in the U.S, the Biden administration has declared monkeypox a public health emergency. The declaration announced Thursday comes after the administration endured weeks of criticism for its response to this outbreak. Dr. Jay Varma, director of the Cornell Center for Pandemic Prevention and Response at Weill Cornell Medicine, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001811 PBS News Weekend Episode 11 30 minutes 08/06/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:52 Now a declared national emergency, monkeypox continues to spread in the U.S. with cases doubling in the past week. Concerns are growing over disparities in access to testing, vaccines and treatment for vulnerable communities. Gregg Gonsalves, an epidemiologist from the Yale School of Public Health, joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:39 Residents of the Southwest including many Indigenous people have for years been exposed to high levels of radiation from uranium extraction and refining, a toxic legacy from the Cold War's weapons program and nuclear power generation. Stephanie Sy reports in partnership with investigative news outlet ProPublica on a community’s fight for survival and to hold a company and government accountable.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001813 PBS News Weekend Episode 13 30 minutes 08/13/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:53 Stress levels shot up in the spring of 2020 and for a lot of people, they never came back down. Best-selling author Sophia Nelson has a new self-care book aimed at offering some help during the pandemic, "Be The One You Need: 21 Life Lessons I Learned While Taking Care of Everyone but Me." She joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013632 PBS NewsHour Episode 32 60 minutes 08/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:32 As students and teachers across the U.S. prepare to head back to school, the CDC is relaxing its COVID-19 guidelines. It marks a significant shift in how the nation approaches the pandemic as the new guidance prioritizes keeping kids in class. But some health experts worry the agency has gone too far. Julia Raifman, who leads the COVID-19 U.S. State Policy Database, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013634 PBS NewsHour Episode 34 60 minutes 08/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:02 It’s one of the largest public art collections in the country and it’s not where you might expect to see it. Artwork in New York hospitals aims to heal patients and healers. Jeffrey Brown continues his occasional look at the intersection of art and health, for our ongoing arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Health/Health Care FLMH  000608 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Adam Grant 30 minutes 08/19/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Organizational psychologist and bestselling author Adam Grant examines the value of rethinking deeply-held beliefs in an ever-changing world. He discusses how that approach could reshape our work, politics, and daily discourse for the better.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001815 PBS News Weekend Episode 15 30 minutes 08/20/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:50 Nearly 48 million Americans have some level of hearing loss, but the high costs of hearing devices is prohibitive for many people. This week, the FDA cleared the way for hearing aids to be sold over the counter — a new rule that could expand access for millions across the country. Barbara Kelley, executive director of the Hearing Loss Association of America, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013637 PBS NewsHour Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:17 Polio had been considered eliminated from the U.S. since 1979, when the last known case of the original strain of the polio virus was detected, while the global vaccination campaign has decreased cases by 99.9 percent. But the virus now seems to be gaining a foothold again in some countries. Dr. Yvonne Maldonado of the Stanford School of Medicine joins William Brangham to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013638 PBS NewsHour Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:59 When it comes to gun deaths in America, suicide is still the leading cause. William Brangham recently traveled to Colorado and Wyoming, the state with the highest suicide rate, to look at a movement to change the conversation around mental health and firearms.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013640 PBS NewsHour Episode 40 60 minutes 08/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:38 Two and a half years into the pandemic, CDC Director Rochelle Walensky is calling for a major overhaul of the agency. The changes would attempt to modernize operations and improve health messaging amid criticism over how the CDC managed COVID-19 and the monkeypox outbreak. Dr. Walensky joined Amna Nawaz to discuss the proposal.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013641 PBS NewsHour Episode 41 60 minutes 08/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:15 In our news wrap Friday, Moderna announced it's suing Pfizer and BioNTech accusing them of copying its technology for their COVID vaccine, workers at a nuclear plant in Ukraine began reconnecting it to the power grid, Britain says the war in Ukraine means another big jump in energy costs and Pakistan's prime minister asks for international help as floods have killed 900 people there.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001817 PBS News Weekend Episode 17 30 minutes 08/27/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:54 A recent report from the Department of Transportation showed that complaints from flyers with disabilities have more than doubled since before the pandemic, leading the department to announce a "Bill of Rights" to help people understand their protections under federal law. Some airports are stepping up to help ensure everyone has a smooth ride. Special correspondent Megan Thompson reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013644 PBS NewsHour Episode 44 60 minutes 08/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:58 In our news wrap Wednesday, the Food and Drug Administration authorized two updated COVID-19 boosters to target the omicron strain of the virus, life expectancy in the U.S. fell to just over 76 years as the pandemic continued to take its toll and U.N. inspectors are heading to Ukraine's Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant to safeguard the site which is currently in Russian possession.
Homosexuality FLMH  000609 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover James Kirchick 30 minutes 08/26/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Author James Kirchick discusses his New York Times bestseller “Secret City: The Hidden History of Gay Washington,” a chronicle of gay powerbrokers from the FDR presidency through the Cold War and into the Clinton years – and the risks they faced.
Homosexuality MLNH  013644 PBS NewsHour Episode 44 60 minutes 08/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:23 In recent weeks, several children’s hospitals have become targets of far-right attacks and harassment. Anti-transgender activists have been using social media to spread disinformation about gender-affirming medical care. Jay Brown of the Human Rights Campaign joins Stephanie Sy to discuss violent threats made against the staff at Boston Children's Hospital.
Housing, Shelter MLNH  013643 PBS NewsHour Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:55 Rising mortgage rates and lingering inflation are forcing many Americans to put plans to buy a home on hold. That is pushing up rent prices for others. As economics correspondent Paul Solman explains, no one has experienced that more acutely over the last year than people of color. It’s part of our ongoing series, “Race Matters.”
Immigration/Refugees PNWE  001813 PBS News Weekend Episode 13 30 minutes 08/13/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:46 The Trump administration's "zero tolerance" immigration policy separated over 5,000 children from their parents, with no tracking process or records that would allow them to be reunited. Atlantic staff writer Caitlin Dickerson joins Geoff Bennett to discuss her investigation into the policy.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013639 PBS NewsHour Episode 39 60 minutes 08/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:19 The U.S. withdrawal and Taliban takeover of Afghanistan last August caused hundreds of thousands of Afghans to flee their homes. More than 76,000 of them were evacuated to the U.S., with most entering on humanitarian parole, allowing them to live and work in the country for two years. Nick Schifrin and producer Valerie Plesch spoke with two refugees whose lives are now hanging in the balance.
Media MLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:11 In our news wrap Monday, Nancy Pelosi begins Asian tour in Singapore amid reports that she plans to make a stop in Taiwan, Texas man tied to a far-right militia sentenced to seven years in federal prison in Jan. 6 probe, thousands of Iranian-backed protesters filled the streets of Baghdad, and President Biden continues isolating after his COVID case rebounded.
Media APOC  005022 Amanpour and Company Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:37 Former Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd discusses his new book "The Avoidable War." Former English soccer player Kelly Smith weighs in on England's women's team's triumph over Germany in the European Championships. Political strategist Lis Smith reflects on her new memoir and her professional journey.
Media MLNH  013625 PBS NewsHour Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:42 In our news wrap Thursday, the Biden administration declared a public health emergency over monkeypox as the number of U.S. cases passed 6,600, President Biden tests positive for COVID for a sixth consecutive day, China retaliates in a dispute over Taiwan, Puerto Rico's former governor was arrested in a federal corruption case, and Taliban officials deny knowing al-Qaida's leader was in Kabul.
Media APOC  005025 Amanpour and Company Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:39 Democrats are on the brink of an agreement over a substantial climate, healthcare and tax package – without a single Republican vote. Brittney Griner is found guilty today of drug smuggling with criminal intent by a Russian court. Annie Lowrey discusses her difficult pregnancies and the heartbreaking choices women sometimes face. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar remembers the late NBA legend Bill Russell.
Media PNWE  001811 PBS News Weekend Episode 11 30 minutes 08/06/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:24 In our news wrap Saturday, Indiana has passed new legislation banning nearly all abortions, the U.S. Senate is working to pass a major health, climate and tax reform bill, President Biden tests negative for COVID again after a rebound case, China cuts communications with the U.S. after Nancy Pelosi's visit to Taiwan, and violence escalates in the Gaza Strip following Israel's airstrikes Friday.
Media MLNH  013628 PBS NewsHour Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:12 In our news wrap Tuesday, former Secretary of State Mike Pompeo met with the Jan. 6 panel, former President Trump and his former Vice President Pence wage another proxy battle in Wisconsin, Kenya held national elections, President Biden signed the CHIPS Act into law, Serena Williams announced plans to retire from tennis, and legendary Motown songwriter and producer Lamont Dozier has died.
Media APOC  005028 Amanpour and Company Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:42 Neal Katyal discusses the FBI's search of President Trump's Mar-a-Lago home. Rep. Sharice Davids (D-KS) discusses Kansas voters' strong backing of abortion rights. Jean-Martin Bauer of the World Food Programme explains the political and humanitarian crisis in Haiti. Plus, we revisit Walter Isaacson's 2019 interview with the late Pulitzer Prize-winning historian David McCullough.
Media MLNH  013631 PBS NewsHour Episode 31 60 minutes 08/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:31 In our new wrap Friday, Democrats are celebrating another legislative victory after House lawmakers gave final approval to the Inflation Reduction Act, author Salman Rushdie was attacked on stage before a lecture in western New York, the polio virus has been detected in New York City's sewage water, shelling continued at a nuclear power plant in Ukraine, and wildfires rage in France.
Media APOC  005031 Amanpour and Company Episode 31 60 minutes 08/12/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:43 Elliot Ackerman explains why he believes America’s disastrous withdrawal from Afghanistan represented the collapse of its morals. A new HBO documentary is exploring Princess Diana's death and the difficult questions it triggered in unsparing detail. In a new memoir, Jennette McCurdy opens up about the difficulties she faced as a child actress, including her troubled relationship with her mother.
Media ITOW  000103 In Their Own Words Jim Henson 60 minutes 08/14/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Follow Jim Henson’s career, from his early television work with the Muppets in the 1950s to his commercial work and network appearances, his breakthrough with SESAME STREET and “The Muppet Show,” his fantasy films and his sudden death in 1990.
Media MLNH  013633 PBS NewsHour Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:59 David Bornstein is co-founder of the Solutions Journalism Network, a group that works with news organizations to produce rigorous reporting on responses to social problems. The goal is to “rebalance the news” to provide people a sense of investment and communities with the information they need to participate in a healthy democracy. Here's his Brief But Spectacular take on telling the whole story.
Media MLNH  013634 PBS NewsHour Episode 34 60 minutes 08/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:44 In our news wrap Wednesday, Rudy Giuliani appeared before a special grand jury in Georgia over his attempts to change the state's 2020 election results, former Vice President Pence implored Republicans to stop attacks on the FBI, the CDC announced a staff shakeup, Syria denied holding American Austin Tice, and CVS, Walmart and Walgreens were ordered to pay $650 million over the opioid crisis.
Media MLNH  013637 PBS NewsHour Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:56 In our news wrap Monday, Pfizer asked the FDA to authorize a new COVID vaccine targeting omicron subvariants, Dr. Anthony Fauci will step down from his post in December, Russia blamed Ukraine for a deadly car bombing near Moscow, Pakistan police filed terrorism charges against former Prime Minister Imran Khan, flooding hits Texas, and the U.S. and South Korea kicked off military training drills.
Media MLNH  013640 PBS NewsHour Episode 40 60 minutes 08/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:42 In our news wrap Thursday, California moves to eliminate most sales of gasoline-powered vehicles by 2035, President Biden calls for Russia to return a nuclear plant to Ukraine's control, a court rules Pakistan's former prime minister cannot be arrested until September, Rohingya Muslims mark five years since fleeing persecution in Myanmar, and teachers in Ohio agree to end a four-day strike.
Media APOC  005040 Amanpour and Company Episode 40 60 minutes 08/25/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:35 Britain handed Hong Kong back to China 25 years ago. The last governor of Hong Kong discusses the 1997 handover, and how Hong Kong has changed. Michelle Zauner discusses her creative success in literature and in music. SCOTUS has voted to curb the EPA’s ability to regulate carbon emissions. Kristie Ebi says that death rates will increase unless response systems are improved.
Media PNWE  001817 PBS News Weekend Episode 17 30 minutes 08/27/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:08 In our news wrap Saturday, U.S. intelligence officials said they will assess potential national security risks related to the classified materials recovered from Trump's residence, new concerns arise over shelling around Europe's largest nuclear plant in Ukraine, the death toll from flooding in Pakistan has neared 1,000, and U.N. talks over a treaty to protect marine life have fallen apart.
Media APOC  005043 Amanpour and Company Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:43 Iraq’s capital city has been a scene of violent protests since influential Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr announced that he was quitting politics for good. A year since the Taliban takeover, the author of "The Afghanistan Papers" joins the show. NFL writer and columnist tackles the history of racism in the game with his latest book. Global Citizen CEO Hugh Evans discusses the festival.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMDO  001512 POV Two Towns of Jasper 90 minutes 08/13/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In 1998 in Jasper, Texas, James Byrd, Jr., a black man, was chained up to a pick-up truck and dragged to his death by three white men. The town was forever altered, and the nation woke up to the horror of a modern-day lynching. In TWO TOWNS OF JASPER, two film crews, one black and one white, set out to document the aftermath of the murder by following the subsequent trials of the local men charged with the crime. The result is an explicit and troubling portrait of race in America, one that asks how and why a crime like this could have occurred.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013637 PBS NewsHour Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:02 Noname is a rapper and founder of the Noname Book Club, which encourages readers to support local bookstores and books by authors of color. The club now has 14 chapters across the United States. Here's her Brief But Spectacular take on community learning and solidarity.



Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013638 PBS NewsHour Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:27 Martha's Vineyard, with its beautiful shoreline and farm land, has long been a summer destination, but most visitors know little about the history of the Wampanoag people. A group on the island is reviving that history by educating children and adults about the Native culture and traditions while also aiming to protect our increasingly challenged planet. Charlayne Hunter-Gault reports.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMEX  001506 American Experience The Murder of Emmett Till 60 minutes 08/23/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In August 1955, a 14-year-old black boy from Chicago whistled at a white woman in a grocery store in Money, Mississippi. Emmett Till didn't understand that he had broken the unwritten laws of the Jim Crow South. Three days later, two white men dragged him from his bed in the dead of night, beat him brutally and shot him. Although his killers were arrested and charged with murder, they were both quickly acquitted by an all-white, all-male jury. Soon after, the defendants sold their story, including a detailed account of how they murdered Till, to a journalist. The murder and the trial horrified the nation and the world. Till's death was a spark that helped mobilize the civil rights movement. Three months after his body was pulled from the Tallahatchie River, the Montgomery Bus Boycott began.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMEX  001311 American Experience Fatal Flood 60 minutes 08/24/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 2 00:00:00 In the spring of 1927, after weeks of incessant rains, the Mississippi River went on a rampage from Cairo, Illinois to New Orleans, inundating hundreds of towns, killing as many as a thousand people and leaving a million homeless.  In Greenville, Mississippi, efforts to contain the river pitted the majority black population against an aristocratic plantation family, the Percys -- and the Percys against themselves.  A story of greed, power and race during one of America's greatest natural disasters.
Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  001901 Independent Lens Chasing Trane: The John Coltrane Documentary90 minutes 08/27/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chasing Trane is about an outside-the-box thinker whose boundary-shattering music continues to impact and influence people around the world. This portrait of a remarkable jazz artist reveals the critical events, passions, experiences and challenges that shaped the life of John Coltrane and his revolutionary sounds.
Minorities/Civil Rights APOC  005042 Amanpour and Company Episode 42 60 minutes 08/29/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:27 Floods devastate Pakistan. Author James Crawford discusses his new book “The Edge of the Plain: How Borders Make and Break Our World.” Filmmakers Julie Ha and Eugene Yi explain what their new documentary “Free Chol Soo Lee” reveals about racism and criminal justice in the U.S. Correspondent Rachel Crane gives an update on NASA’s much-anticipated Artemis 1 spacecraft launch.
Minorities/Civil Rights APOC  005043 Amanpour and Company Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:15 Diversity in leadership remains a problem for football in America: a significant majority of coaches, owners and quarterbacks are white. NFL writer and columnist Jason Reid explores the history of racism in the game in his latest book. The author joins Michel Martin to elaborate on breaking these barriers.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:13 Lawmakers on Capitol Hill have long been working to pass the PACT Act, a key bill that would expand health care access to veterans exposed to toxic burn pits. But what was supposed to be easy passage on a bipartisan measure has turned into political football over spending. Democratic Sen. Jon Tester of Montana, who chairs the Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:53 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Laura Barrón-López to discuss the latest political news, including the Democrats' race to pass the $740 billion Inflation Reduction Act before the campaign season heats up and how competitive Republican primaries are pitting candidates loyal to former President Trump up against those who voted to impeach him.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:44 U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi arrived in Taiwan Tuesday after days of speculation about her visit, prompting an immediate response from China. Pelosi's late-night landing was quickly followed by news of Chinese military drills all around the island. John Yang reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:02 President Biden on Monday announced a U.S. operation that killed Ayman al-Zawahri, the 71-year-old leader of al-Qaida who was an integral part of the 9/11 attacks. It came as House Speaker Nancy Pelosi visited Taiwan, escalating tensions with China. Jake Sullivan, assistant to the president and his national security adviser, joins Judy Woodruff from the White House to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:13 Voters in five states headed to the polls Tuesday to pick their nominees in major races. Among them were key congressional primaries in Arizona, Missouri, Michigan and Washington, while voters in Kansas are deciding on the future of abortion policy in their state. Political correspondent Lisa Desjardins breaks them down.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013623 PBS NewsHour Episode 23 60 minutes 08/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:25 Iraq has been reeling from unrest after the powerful Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr called for a revolution, taunting his Shiite rivals and demanding sweeping changes to the current political system. Special correspondent Simona Foltyn reports from Baghdad.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013624 PBS NewsHour Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:19 In our news wrap Wednesday, Republican Rep. Jackie Walorski of Indiana was killed in a car crash along with two young aides, President Biden signed an executive order to help women who cross state lines for abortions, the U.S. began annual military drills with Indonesia, the Senate moved to admit Finland and Sweden to NATO, and the WHO reports COVID's total global count of cases fell.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013624 PBS NewsHour Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:47 Candidates who ran on the false claim that the 2020 election was stolen secured victories in Tuesday's primaries up and down the ballot in Arizona and Michigan, two of the states at the center of that conspiracy. This scenario sets up stark contests for governor, Congress and secretary of state in November. NewsHour's Stephanie Sy and Jessica Huseman of Votebeat join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013624 PBS NewsHour Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:44 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's trip to Taiwan is one of the most controversial and perhaps consequential visits to Taiwan in decades. She has now left the self-governing island, but the fallout remains. Bonnie Glaser, director of the Asia program at the German Marshall Fund, and Yun Sun, director of the China program at the Stimson Center, join Nick Schifrin to discuss the trip and what comes next.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013624 PBS NewsHour Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:29 With days left until an August recess, the question looming over Capitol Hill is whether a handshake deal among Democrats will hold, allowing a more than $700 billion piece of President Biden’s agenda to pass and become law. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to break it all down.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013626 PBS NewsHour Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:45 Senate Democrats are one step closer to passing a sweeping tax, climate change, and health care bill now that Arizona Sen. Kyrsten Sinema voiced her support. The last Democratic holdout agreed to vote for the package after party leaders altered some of its tax proposals, giving Democrats enough votes to pass the Inflation Reduction Act as midterm elections approach. Lisa Desjardins reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013626 PBS NewsHour Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:05 For the first time since House Speaker Nancy Pelosi visited Taiwan, Beijing retaliated against the United States, cutting off dialogue on multiple topics including climate change and sanctioning Pelosi and her family. China also launched the largest military exercise around Taiwan in more than 25 years. Bi-khim Hsiao, Taiwan’s most senior official in the U.S., joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013626 PBS NewsHour Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:37 Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban’s nationalist rhetoric and embrace of culture wars has long made him the black sheep of Europe. But what isolates him among his European contemporaries has endeared him to the American right, and he was welcomed in Dallas, Texas, this week with open arms at the Conservative Political Action Conference, known as CPAC. Laura Barrón-López reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013626 PBS NewsHour Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:14 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including how Democrats are moving closer to passing a new climate and spending bill and a look at Tuesday's primary election results and how they could shake up the midterm election landscape.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006206 Washington Week Episode 6 30 minutes 08/05/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 President Biden hails robust job numbers as a hallmark of his domestic agenda moves closer to passage. Also, key primary elections send signals about abortion access and election deniers seeking office. Join moderator Leigh Ann Caldwell, Carl Hulse of The New York Times, Asma Khalid of NPR and Ashley Parker of The Washington Post as they discuss these stories and more.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001812 PBS News Weekend Episode 12 30 minutes 08/07/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:29 The Inflation Reduction Act is the largest investment in climate policy in U.S. history, including more than $300 billion to address global warming. It also sets a goal of reducing carbon emissions by 40 percent by the year 2030 and creates an electric vehicle tax credit. Rev. Lennox Yearwood Jr. of the Hip Hop Caucus joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss what the bill offers and what it leaves out.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001812 PBS News Weekend Episode 12 30 minutes 08/07/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:47 48 million Americans get prescription drugs through Medicare Part D, but Medicare has had no ability to negotiate prices. A provision in the Inflation Reduction Act would change that in some cases. The bill would also cap out-of-pocket drug costs for Medicare recipients. Stacy Dusetzina from the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:48 After working through the weekend, Democrats are on the cusp of passing an historic, half-trillion dollar spending package. It's a mere fraction of what President Biden first sought more than a year ago, but significant nonetheless. Lisa Desjardins is here to unpack what's in the deal and how party leaders managed to shepherd it to the finish line when losing a single vote would have sunk it.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:35 The Senate’s passage of the Inflation Reduction Act is a major legislative victory for the Biden administration and it comes after months of negotiations on Capitol Hill. Brian Deese, chair of the National Economic Council and President Biden's top economic adviser, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:54 Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter and Annie Linskey of The Washington Post join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including the Democrats' major legislative victory with the passage of the Inflation Reduction Act in the Senate and what that could mean for November’s midterm elections.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:58 Kenyans will go to the polls on Tuesday to select a new president. In a nation with a history of contested and violent elections, this is the first time a member of the politically dominant Kikuyu tribe is not running. And many claim this is Kenya’s first election in which class plays a greater role than ethnicity. Correspondent Neha Wadekar and filmmaker Jack Hewson report.
National Politics/Government AMDO  003505 POV President 120 minutes 08/08/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 02:56:46 Zimbabwe is at a crossroads. The new leader of the opposition party, MDC, Nelson Chamisa, is challenging the old guard, ZANU-PF, represented by the acting president, Emmerson Mnangagwa. The 2018 Zimbabwean general election serves as the ultimate test for both the ruling party and for the opposition. How will they interpret democracy in a post-Mugabe era – in discourse and in practice?
National Politics/Government MLNH  013628 PBS NewsHour Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:41 President Biden on Tuesday signed the bipartisan CHIPS Act into law, just days before his top health care, tax and climate change bill known as the Inflation Reduction Act heads to the House, where it's likely to pass after proceeding through the Senate along party lines. Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer, who played a key role in getting the bill passed, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013628 PBS NewsHour Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:57 Questions are swirling after the FBI searched former President Trump's Florida home. Arkansas Gov. Asa Hutchinson, who served as U.S. attorney for the Western District of Arkansas under President Reagan, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the political implications.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013628 PBS NewsHour Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:33 Former Alabama Sen. Doug Jones, a Democrat who served as the U.S. attorney for the Northern District of Alabama under President Clinton, joins Judy Woodruff with some perspective from the Democratic side of the aisle on the FBI search of Trump's residence.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013628 PBS NewsHour Episode 28 60 minutes 08/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:05 Secretary of State Antony Blinken visited the Democratic Republic of the Congo Tuesday as part of a tour across sub-Saharan Africa to unveil the Biden administration's new strategy for the region. It comes as Russia and China try to raise their own influence. Cameron Hudson of the Center for Strategic and International Studies and Kholood Khair of Confluence Advisory join Nick Schifrin to discuss.
National Politics/Government FRON  004020 FRONTLINE Afghanistan Undercover 60 minutes 08/09/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 An undercover investigation into the Taliban’s crackdown on women in Afghanistan. Correspondent Ramita Navai finds those being punished by the regime and confronts Taliban officials.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013629 PBS NewsHour Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:36 The month of August has been full of surprises, from President Biden's recent legislative victories, to the overwhelming victory for abortion rights in Kansas and the FBI's search of Mar-a-Lago. But it's unclear if such events will influence the midterms. South Carolina Republican Sen. Tim Scott, who is up for reelection, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss his new book, "America, a Redemption Story."
National Politics/Government MLNH  013630 PBS NewsHour Episode 30 60 minutes 08/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:24 As the House prepares to cast the final vote Friday on the Democrats’ sweeping climate and health care bill, we take a look at how the legislation also impacts tax policy. Michael Graetz, a professor of tax law at Columbia University and co-author of "The Wolf at the Door: The Menace of Economic Insecurity and How to Fight It," joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
National Politics/Government APOC  005030 Amanpour and Company Episode 30 60 minutes 08/11/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:52 Patrick Gaspard discusses the potential for inflation to ease in the United States. Author Philip Short discusses his new biography of Vladimir Putin. Correspondent Larry Madowo offers analysis of Kenya’s elections. Journalist Jane Mayer details how gerrymandered state houses are passing extreme right-wing legislation that is out of step with public opinion. With midterm elections fast approaching, swing states are the focus across the U.S. Author and journalist Jane Mayer has long covered national and international affairs for The New Yorker. In her latest piece, Mayer investigates state house politics and the fascinating bellwether state of Ohio.
National Politics/Government TTCY  003048 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 48 30 minutes 08/12/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:16 Host Bonnie Erbe' interviews Amala Ekpunobi, formerly a liberal advocate and now a conservative with a program on Prager U media.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013631 PBS NewsHour Episode 31 60 minutes 08/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:41 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the multiple investigations hanging over former President Trump and primary victories by his supporters who are election deniers.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006207 Washington Week Episode 7 30 minutes 08/12/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:24:10 The FBI executes a search warrant for former President Trump’s Mar-a-Lago home. Plus, we examine the findings of an 18-month investigation into the Trump administration’s family separation policy. Join moderator Yamiche Alcindor, Evan Perez of CNN, Robert Costa of CBS, Philip Rucker of The Washington Post and Caitlin Dickerson of The Atlantic as they discuss these stories and more.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001813 PBS News Weekend Episode 13 30 minutes 08/13/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:48 In our news wrap Saturday, a Trump attorney told the Justice Department that all classified documents had been returned, the Southern Baptist Convention's handling of sexual abuse claims is under investigation, Salman Rushdie's alleged attacker is charged with attempted murder, Sen. Sinema's campaign donations from Wall Street come under scrutiny, and Italy's largest lake drops near historic lows.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001814 PBS News Weekend Episode 14 30 minutes 08/14/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:13 Congressional Democrats are celebrating a landmark legislative victory after passing the Inflation Reduction Act, which President Biden is set to sign into law this week. Meanwhile, the Justice Department is investigating Donald Trump for potentially violating the Espionage Act after classified documents were found in his home. Special correspondent Jeff Greenfield joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013632 PBS NewsHour Episode 32 60 minutes 08/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:11 Seven of the Republican House members who voted to impeach former President Trump have already retired or lost their primary races. There has not been a more vocal GOP critic of Trump than Wyoming Rep. Liz Cheney, and she is now facing an uphill battle to retain her seat in Congress. Laura Barrón-López traveled to Wyoming to speak with voters ahead of Tuesday's primary election.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013632 PBS NewsHour Episode 32 60 minutes 08/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:14 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including this week's closely watched primary elections, President Biden prepares to sign the Inflation Reduction Act, and the continuing fallout from the FBI search of former President Trump's home.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013633 PBS NewsHour Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:40 In our news wrap Tuesday, former President Trump called for the release of an affidavit supporting the search of his Florida estate, but the Justice Department said that would impair its investigation. Also, first lady Jill Biden tests positive for COVID, Kenya's opposition presidential candidate rejected the election results, and the FDA allows millions to buy hearing aids without a prescription.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013633 PBS NewsHour Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:39 Primary elections are taking place Tuesday in Wyoming and Alaska as voters decide whether to back GOP incumbents who have criticized former President Trump. Polls show Wyoming Rep. Liz Cheney trailing a Trump-backed challenger as Sen. Lisa Murkowski of Alaska tries to hold on. Also, former Gov. Sarah Palin is running for a U.S. House seat with Trump's support. Laura Barrón-López reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013633 PBS NewsHour Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:25 President Biden on Tuesday signed the Democrats' Inflation Reduction Act into law. The massive economic, climate and health care package comes after more than a year of negotiations among Democrats in Congress and the White House and caps off a summer of legislative successes. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013634 PBS NewsHour Episode 34 60 minutes 08/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:55 Wyoming Rep. Liz Cheney lost the GOP primary Tuesday in a landslide to Harriet Hageman, who was endorsed by former President Trump. The results were expected for Cheney, who has become one of Trump's loudest critics. Sarah Longwell, founder of the Republican Accountability Project, and Tim Stubson, a Cheney supporter and former Wyoming representative, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.



National Politics/Government MLNH  013634 PBS NewsHour Episode 34 60 minutes 08/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:57 Kenyans went to the polls last week in an election widely hailed as one of the most transparent and peaceful in the nation’s history, a major milestone for a country that has experienced significant post-election violence in past years. But the losing candidate, Raila Odinga, has refused to concede and he may challenge the results in court. Special correspondent Neha Wadekar reports from Nairobi.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013635 PBS NewsHour Episode 35 60 minutes 08/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:03 With most of the nation’s primary elections behind us, a clearer picture of November’s midterm races are starting to take shape. Vermont is now poised to send a woman to Congress for the first time, the last state in the nation to do so. But that expected milestone comes as women still struggle around the U.S. to be elected in equal numbers as men. Lisa Desjardins explains.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013635 PBS NewsHour Episode 35 60 minutes 08/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:30 Candidates who continue to falsely claim the 2020 presidential election was fraudulent are winning Republican primary races in critical battleground states. Their victories have raised the stakes for the November midterms with the possibility that some of them could be granted the power to oversee future elections. Amy Gardner of The Washington Post joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013635 PBS NewsHour Episode 35 60 minutes 08/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:58 The number of Americans filing for unemployment fell to 250,000 last week, dipping for the first time in three weeks. But as students across the country return to school, many districts are facing staff shortages. State and local governments are severely understaffed, affecting not only education but almost every service they provide, from trash pickup to policing. Catherine Rampell has the story.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013636 PBS NewsHour Episode 36 60 minutes 08/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:13:15 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post deputy editorial page editor Ruth Marcus join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including how primary races once again demonstrated the strengths and limits of former President Trump's influence over the GOP, Rep. Liz Cheney's future, and the threats facing federal agents as they continue to investigate Trump.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006208 Washington Week Episode 8 30 minutes 08/19/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:50 Rep. Liz Cheney of Wyoming lost her primary race in a landslide to Harriet Hageman, who is backed by former President Trump. Cheney became the eighth GOP House member who voted to impeach Trump to lose a primary or retire. Also, the fallout continues over the FBI's seizure of classified documents from Trump's Mar-a Lago home as a judge considers releasing parts of the affidavit used in the search.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006208 Washington Week Episode 8 30 minutes 08/19/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:47 President Biden took a victory lap this week as he signed the Inflation Reduction Act into law, capping off a summer of legislative achievements that included a core portion of his domestic agenda. Still, despite this and his other recent victories Democrats remain concerned about his low approval ratings.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006208 Washington Week Episode 8 30 minutes 08/19/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:24:10 Former President Trump’s mounting legal troubles drowns out President Biden’s successes on key parts of his domestic agenda and Liz Cheney becomes the eighth GOP House incumbent to lose her seat after voting for Trump's impeachment. Join moderator Yamiche Alcindor, Peter Baker of The New York Times, Eugene Daniels of POLITICO and Susan Page of USA TODAY to discuss these stories and more.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001815 PBS News Weekend Episode 15 30 minutes 08/20/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:31 In our news wrap Saturday, Russia has said international inspectors will be allowed into the Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant, Islamic militants stormed a hotel in Somalia's capital in a deadly terror attack, the Supreme Court sided with Black voters in a dispute over Georgia election rules, and a federal judge ruled that Sen. Lindsey Graham must appear before a special grand jury next week in Atlanta.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001815 PBS News Weekend Episode 15 30 minutes 08/20/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:41 An aerospace group in Michigan wants to build the first rocket launch sites in the Midwest, including a spaceport right along Lake Superior. But many locals are fighting to keep the plan from taking off, citing concerns about environmental impacts. Special correspondent Megan Thompson reports.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001816 PBS News Weekend Episode 16 30 minutes 08/21/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:30 During Florida's primary election this Tuesday, Democratic voters will decide who takes on Republican Gov. Ron DeSantis in November and who will go up against Sen. Marco Rubio. POLITICO reporter Gary Fineout joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013637 PBS NewsHour Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:53 Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter and Annie Linskey of The Washington Post join Amna Nawaz to discuss the latest political news, including how New York and Florida primary elections are testing the direction of the Democratic Party and how voters are viewing the growing number of investigations into former President Trump.
National Politics/Government APOC  005037 Amanpour and Company Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:40 Former Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev offers unique insight into the Kremlin leadership. Ben Hodges, former Commander of American forces in Europe analyzes the balance of power on the battlefield in Ukraine. Eliyahu Stern, Professor of Modern Jewish History at Yale, explains how right wing parties are exploiting a new definition of antisemitism.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013638 PBS NewsHour Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:59 Voters headed to the polls Tuesday in Florida, New York and Oklahoma with several highly anticipated races offering a window into midterm matchups. Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins joins Amna Nawaz with more on the primary races that may have the biggest impact in Washington.
National Politics/Government FRON  003714 FRONTLINE Supreme Revenge: Battle for the Court60 minutes 08/23/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Inside the no-holds-barred war for control of the Supreme Court. From Brett Kavanaugh to Robert Bork, an investigation of how a 30-year-old grievance transformed the Court and turned confirmations into bitter, partisan conflicts.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013639 PBS NewsHour Episode 39 60 minutes 08/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:58 There's just 76 days to go until the midterm elections that will determine which party controls Congress next year. Voters in Florida and New York on Tuesday chose their nominees in House and Senate races, setting up major November showdowns. Lisa Desjardins has more on the results and speaks with New York Democratic Rep.-elect Pat Ryan, who gained an unexpected win in a key swing district.
National Politics/Government APOC  005039 Amanpour and Company Episode 39 60 minutes 08/24/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Half of Afghanistan’s population faces acute food insecurity, with almost 9 million on the brink of famine. Christiane presses Deputy Taliban leader Sirajuddin Haqqani on women’s rights — and whether the Taliban will commit to fair elections and a more inclusive government. Activist Mahbouba Seraj speaks out for Afghan women. Domestic terrorism expert Tom O’Connor discusses the Buffalo shooting.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013641 PBS NewsHour Episode 41 60 minutes 08/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:12 President Biden's plan to cancel thousands of dollars in student loan debt for millions of borrowers has raised criticism from the Republican ranks. Many have called the plan unfair and believe it could worsen inflation and does little to address the rising cost of college. Republican Sen. John Thune of South Dakota, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013641 PBS NewsHour Episode 41 60 minutes 08/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:11:57 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post editor Ruth Marcus join Amna Nawaz to discuss the week’s political news, including the newly unsealed documents that led to the FBI search of Mar-a-Lago, President Biden's plan to eliminate student loan debt and how this week's primaries reshaped the November midterms.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006209 Washington Week Episode 9 30 minutes 08/26/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 A redacted version of the affidavit used to secure the search warrant for former President Trump's home is unsealed and what President Biden's plan to forgive student debt could mean for the economy and the midterms. Join moderator Yamiche Alcindor, Scott MacFarlane of CBS News, Eva McKend of CNN, Ali Vitali of NBC News and Michael Shear of The New York Times to discuss these stories and more.
National Politics/Government BOSF  000101 The Boleyns: A Scandalous Family Ambition 60 minutes 08/28/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Explore Thomas Boleyn’s determination to elevate the family name. His expectations and ambitions for his three children will take them into the heart of the Tudor court.
National Politics/Government INLE  001812 Independent Lens Newtown 90 minutes 08/29/22 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Explore the aftermath and resilience of a community devastated by the 2012 shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary, which took the lives of 20 children and six educators in Newtown, Connecticut.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013642 PBS NewsHour Episode 42 60 minutes 08/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:31 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Lisa Desjardins to discuss the latest political news, including how recent developments surrounding abortion, gas prices, student loan relief and the investigation into former President Trump could mean competition for control of Congress will be tighter than many expected just a few months ago.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013643 PBS NewsHour Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:14 The last leader of the Soviet Union has died at the age of 91. Mikhail Gorbachev passed away in Moscow on Tuesday after a long illness. He took power in 1985 and introduced sweeping reforms, but he could not prevent the collapse of the Soviet state at the end of 1991. Andrew Weiss of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace joins Amna Nawaz to discuss Gorbachev's legacy.
National Politics/Government BLSN  000000 Rise of the Bolsonaros NULL 120 minutes 08/30/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:46 Since his landslide victory in 2018, Brazil's President Jair Bolsonaro has rarely been out of the headlines, with his controversial views on gender, indigenous rights and the Amazon. Yet, despite the increasingly vocal demands for his impeachment, Bolsonaro continues to have millions of supporters. This is the story of a remarkable rise from obscurity to the ultimate seat of power.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013644 PBS NewsHour Episode 44 60 minutes 08/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:49 In Russia and around the world, Mikhail Gorbachev was remembered on Wednesday. The last leader of the Soviet Union died Tuesday at 91, and his passing brought sharply different reactions. Nick Schifrin reports.
Nuclear Issues/WMD APOC  005026 Amanpour and Company Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:37 77 years ago this weekend, the United States dropped the first atomic bomb on the Japanese city of Hiroshima, snuffing out 70,000 lives in an instant and announcing the arrival of the atomic age. All these years later, the world is struggling with the legacy of the bomb’s invention. Historian Evan Thomas discusses Hiroshima and its implications with Walter Isaacson.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:39 Residents of the Southwest including many Indigenous people have for years been exposed to high levels of radiation from uranium extraction and refining, a toxic legacy from the Cold War's weapons program and nuclear power generation. Stephanie Sy reports in partnership with investigative news outlet ProPublica on a community’s fight for survival and to hold a company and government accountable.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013631 PBS NewsHour Episode 31 60 minutes 08/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:20 European, Iranian and American negotiators flew to Vienna last weekend to see if they could once and for all come to an agreement over Iran’s nuclear program. The Biden administration has been negotiating to reenter a nuclear deal from which the Trump administration withdrew. U.S. Special Representative for Iran Robert Malley, the chief negotiator, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013633 PBS NewsHour Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:33 Violence continues near Europe's largest power plant in Ukraine, the nuclear facility at Zaporizhzhia, as Russian and Ukrainian officials continue to trade accusations over who's to blame. Sola Talabi, an adjunct professor and nuclear engineer with nearly two decades in the nuclear power industry, joins Nick Schifrin to delve into the risks and dangers associated with Zaporizhzhia.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013638 PBS NewsHour Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:01 Fear of a nuclear catastrophe in Ukraine has been rising as fighting around Europe's largest nuclear power plant has intensified. This as the U.S., Europe, and Iran are at a critical moment in their negotiations to re-enter an agreement over Iran’s nuclear program. Rafael Grossi, director general of the International Atomic Energy Agency, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Poverty/Hunger APOC  005029 Amanpour and Company Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:03 A new study reveals that cross-class connections are key to lifting children out of poverty. Behind the research is Raj Chetty, professor of economics at Harvard University and director of Opportunity Insights, an organization studying ways to give disadvantaged children a better chance at success. Chetty speaks with Walter Isaacson about his research and how to restore the American dream.
Poverty/Hunger WDIS  000102 When Disaster Strikes The Silent Killer: Somalia 60 minutes 08/16/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Hear shocking stories as another drought strikes Somalia. Mass migration, food shortages and malnutrition mean famine is a very real threat, but resolute humanitarians race to meet the basic needs of the most vulnerable.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013637 PBS NewsHour Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:17 Record-breaking drought continues to scorch wide swaths of sub-Saharan Africa, from Somalia in the east to Niger in the west. Humanitarian groups say tens of millions are hungry and conditions are being made even worse by the consequences of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Fred de Sam Lazaro has our report South Sudan, where nearly two-thirds of the population face acute hunger.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013637 PBS NewsHour Episode 37 60 minutes 08/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:15 Much of East Africa and other areas of the world are now facing food shortages in part due to climate change and Russia’s war with Ukraine. This comes as the World Food Program is experiencing funding shortages amid the prospect that many people will soon go hungry without action from the global community. David Beasley, executive director of the WFP, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:12 Two major stories have emerged in the world of sports. Cleveland Browns quarterback Deshaun Watson was recommended to receive a six-game suspension without pay after accusations of sexual misconduct by dozens of women. Plus, we look at the life and legacy of basketball giant Bill Russell. Howard Bryant, a columnist for ESPN and author of 10 books, joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013624 PBS NewsHour Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:16 The baseball world is mourning the loss of the Hall of Fame sportscaster Vin Scully, who died Tuesday at the age of 94. He called games for the Los Angeles Dodgers for 67 years, the longest tenure any broadcaster has had with a professional team. Many in and out of sports said he was the best there ever was. Jeffrey Brown, who profiled Scully in 2006, looks back at his monumental career.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports APOC  005025 Amanpour and Company Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:14 This week the sporting world lost a hero. Bill Russell, basketball legend and civil rights activist, passed away at the age of 88. An 11-time NBA champion with the Boston Celtics, Russell was an inspiration to many, including fellow basketball star Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. Kareem speaks with Walter Isaacson about the man he called a friend, mentor, and role model.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports PNWE  001811 PBS News Weekend Episode 11 30 minutes 08/06/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:39 Skateboarding's popularity has skyrocketed since its early outsider origins, but for a lot of its history, the sport has seemed largely reserved for straight, white men. Special correspondent Christopher Booker reports on how the closed-off culture of skateboarding is becoming a lot more inclusive.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports PNWE  001814 PBS News Weekend Episode 14 30 minutes 08/14/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:16 "A League of Their Own" quickly became a cult classic after its initial release in 1992. Now, 30 years after the film based on the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League premiered in theaters, the Rockford Peaches are coming back to screens. Abbi Jacobson, co-creator and star of the new Prime Video series "A League of Their Own," joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013642 PBS NewsHour Episode 42 60 minutes 08/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:23 Monday, Serena Williams takes the court at the U.S. Open to compete in what is expected to be the last Grand Slam of her legendary career. No one denies that she's changed the game and many consider her the greatest tennis player of all time. Sportswriter William C. Rhoden joins Amna Nawaz to discuss Williams' accomplishments and legacy.
Religion/Ethics INLE  001717 Independent Lens The Armor of Light 90 minutes 08/24/22 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 02:30:00 Meet two Christians — an Evangelical anti-abortion activist and an African-American mother whose son was murdered — who find common ground in the fight against the rising tide of gun violence.
Science/Technology FIYO  000607 Finding Your Roots Science Pioneers 60 minutes 08/01/22 05:00:00 AM PBS 0 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. traces the family trees of Francis Collins, Shirley Ann Jackson, and Harold E. Varmus — three pioneering scientists who’ve made dramatic contributions to our understanding of the world, all the while knowing little about their own ancestry.
Science/Technology NOVA  004818 NOVA NOVA Universe Revealed: Black Holes60 minutes 08/03/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Take a seat on the ultimate thrill ride as NOVA explores the universe’s strangest objects.
Science/Technology PNWE  001812 PBS News Weekend Episode 12 30 minutes 08/07/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:35 In the sea of videos on TikTok today, dance crazes and cute animals are unavoidable on the video-sharing app. But below the surface — underwater to be more precise — are some special, critically endangered crustaceans who have unintentionally hopped on the trend. Lisa Desjardins reports.
Science/Technology APOC  005027 Amanpour and Company Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:47 The Senate this weekend passed the Inflation Reduction Act. Pioneering research by climate scientists has enabled causal links to be drawn between climate change and extreme weather events. John Sweeney discusses Putin’s tactics, having investigated him for his new book “Killer in the Kremlin.” NASA administrator Bill Nelson speaks about the U.S. approach to space diplomacy. Earthly political tensions between Russia, China, and the U.S. have now overflowed into space. China is currently assembling its own space station, while Russia, having withdrawn from the ISS, plans on doing the same — indicative of the deterioration of international cooperation in the thermosphere.
Science/Technology NOVA  004819 NOVA NOVA Universe Revealed: Big Bang 60 minutes 08/10/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Venture back to the birth of space and time as NOVA probes the mystery of the Big Bang.



Science/Technology WWET  000000 Wild Weather NULL 60 minutes 08/17/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Watch an innovative documentary that illustrates how weather works by performing brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments that show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.
Science/Technology MLNH  013638 PBS NewsHour Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:31 A whistleblower says Twitter has “extreme, egregious deficiencies” in its cyber security defense. The complaint says the company is an easy target for hackers and could put users’ information at risk. Elizabeth Dwoskin, The Washington Post's Silicon Valley correspondent who helped break the story, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Science/Technology NOVA  004313 NOVA Operation Lighthouse Rescue 60 minutes 08/24/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 The Gay Head Lighthouse, a historic landmark perched high on the cliffs of Martha’s Vineyard, is soon to become the next victim of the ocean’s relentless erosion of the island’s cliffs. Join engineers as they race to rescue this national treasure.
Science/Technology TTCY  003126 TO THE CONTRARY Episode 26 30 minutes 08/26/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 We speak with Mai Akiyoshi, the CEO of Curious Addys, about cryptocurrency and NFTs. She explains the basics of crypto coins such as bitcoin, and what an NFT is. We also discuss how to avoid scams and how volatile the market is. And, we take special focus on what it's like for women in the crypto sphere.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013622 PBS NewsHour Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:55 A U.S. drone strike killed al-Qaida leader Ayman al-Zawahri on Sunday in a CIA operation carried out in Kabul, Afghanistan. He played key roles in the 9/11 attacks and bombings of U.S. embassies, and became leader of the terrorist group after Osama bin Laden was killed in 2011. Nick Schifrin, who was the first correspondent at bin Laden's compound after his death, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security FRON  004102 FRONTLINE Ukraine: Life Under Russia's Attack 60 minutes 08/02/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 A look inside the Russian assault on Ukraine's second-largest city, Kharkiv, told by displaced families, civilians caught in the fight and first responders.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013624 PBS NewsHour Episode 24 60 minutes 08/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:36 After a week of delay and debate in Congress, President Biden on Monday will sign legislation that makes it easier for veterans to get VA benefits after becoming sick from exposure to toxins in war zones. But it has been a very long and frustrating road for veterans. Nick Schifrin looks at the PACT Act and the families who have paid a heavy price.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013625 PBS NewsHour Episode 25 60 minutes 08/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:15 Russia bombed several key Ukrainian cities Thursday including Kharkiv. The country's second largest city has been under fire since the first day of the invasion, with its proximity to the border making it an easy target for Russia. But newly delivered Western weapons are helping Ukraine slow down the Russian advance. Special correspondent Volodymyr Solohub and videographer Bohdan Kinaschuk report.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013626 PBS NewsHour Episode 26 60 minutes 08/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:11 In our news wrap Friday, Israeli strikes pounded Gaza killing at least 10 including a militant commander, Russia's foreign minister says Moscow is open to discussing a prisoner exchange involving American WNBA star Brittany Griner, deadly house fire in Pennsylvania kills seven adults and three children, and Alex Jones is ordered to pay over $45 million for claiming Sandy Hook shooting was a hoax.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001812 PBS News Weekend Episode 12 30 minutes 08/07/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:31 In our news wrap Sunday, a cease-fire in Gaza has gone into effect after days of Israeli strikes and militant counterattacks, the U.S. Senate passed a sprawling bill to fight climate change and lower healthcare costs, Biden cleared from isolation at the White House after a second negative COVID test, and China carried out military drills near Taiwan for the fourth day in a row.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001812 PBS News Weekend Episode 12 30 minutes 08/07/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:41 Four more merchant ships left Black Sea ports carrying corn and other products from Ukraine today. They are part of a deal in which Russia temporarily lifted a blockade to alleviate global food shortages. Meanwhile, the first ship to leave Ukraine was set to arrive in Lebanon today, but has been delayed. Ali Rogin reports on the complicated choreography and delicate diplomacy of these voyages.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013627 PBS NewsHour Episode 27 60 minutes 08/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:02 In our news wrap Monday, the U.S. is sending $1 billion in military aid to Ukraine as Ukrainians warn the Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant is in jeopardy, a cease-fire between Israel and Gaza is holding after Israel killed 44 Palestinians, China is planning more military exercises around Taiwan, and investigators in New Mexico search for a car possibly connected to the murders of four Muslim men.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013629 PBS NewsHour Episode 29 60 minutes 08/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:44 Shortly after Russia invaded Ukraine in February, some Ukrainians got tattoos to show support for their country. But as the war drags on, those patriotic symbols have become a liability. Special correspondent Simon Ostrovsky reports.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001813 PBS News Weekend Episode 13 30 minutes 08/13/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:28 This month marks one year since the U.S. withdrawal of military forces from Afghanistan, leading to the evacuation of tens of thousands of Afghan nationals since last August. Now, one teen refugee is pursuing her musical dreams thanks to a guitar donated through a youth-led organization in Phoenix. PBS NewsHour Student Reporting Labs' Alexis Schmidt reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013632 PBS NewsHour Episode 32 60 minutes 08/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:03 It was a year ago on Monday that the Taliban completed its conquest of Afghanistan, capturing Kabul and sending the nation into yet another spiral of turmoil after the chaotic withdrawal of the U.S. and NATO allies. Now, one year on, we begin a series looking back at life under Taliban rule with the plight of Afghan women and girls, whose freedoms have been snatched away. Jane Ferguson reports.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005032 Amanpour and Company Episode 32 60 minutes 08/15/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 Poland’s prime minister gives an exclusive interview on the war in Ukraine. Chef José Andrés discusses the World Central Kitchen’s efforts to distribute hundreds of thousands of hot meals to Ukrainians. Georgian President Salome Zourabichvili compares the situation in Ukraine to Russia’s invasion of Georgia in 2008. Journalist Mike Giglio discusses the ongoing January 6 investigation.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013633 PBS NewsHour Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:53 For the second time in a week there were mysterious explosions in Russian-occupied Crimea. A Russian ammunition depot blew up Tuesday in the peninsula's northeast, less than a week after explosions destroyed multiple Russian jets at the Saki Air Base. Ukraine has not officially taken responsibility. This as violence continues near the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005033 Amanpour and Company Episode 33 60 minutes 08/16/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Benjamin Ferencz is the last surviving prosecutor from the Nuremberg trials. He speaks about his experience, and his thoughts about the war in Ukraine. Journalist Mark Follman has spent the past decade researching gun violence in America. His new book “Trigger Points” details how leaders could go beyond thoughts and prayers and actually address the problem.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013634 PBS NewsHour Episode 34 60 minutes 08/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:10 Hundreds of thousands of Afghans worked with the U.S. government and military, but most still remain in Afghanistan at risk of being persecuted by the Taliban. The U.S says many are trying to obtain special U.S. immigrant visas. Nick Schifrin spoke with a former translator for the U.S. military now in hiding and Matt Zeller, a veteran of the war in Afghanistan and co-founder of No One Left Behind.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013635 PBS NewsHour Episode 35 60 minutes 08/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:35 President Zelensky on Thursday hosted Turkey's President Erdogan and the UN Secretary-General Guterres, both architects of a deal last month that allows Ukraine to export food amid the war and a global food shortage. But has that UN-brokered deal been effective in achieving its goals? Joe Glauber, senior fellow at the International Food Policy Research Institute, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005035 Amanpour and Company Episode 35 60 minutes 08/18/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 We take a look at some of Christiane’s interviews with Secretary Madeleine Albright. Several towns and villages in the east have reportedly fallen to Russia. The International Monetary Fund is slashing global growth estimates, and the World Bank is warning that we’re in for the biggest commodity price shock in 50 years. Juliette Kayyem discusses what we can learn from dealing with catastrophe.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005036 Amanpour and Company Episode 36 60 minutes 08/19/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Russian propaganda expert Peter Pomerantsev discusses Kremlin strategy. Habib Khan, co-founder of Afghan Peace Watch, discusses recent brutal attacks in Afghan cities. “The Emergency” author Dr. Thomas Fisher reflects on the state of American healthcare.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001816 PBS News Weekend Episode 16 30 minutes 08/21/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:18 In our news wrap Sunday, Ukraine's president warns that Russian forces could escalate fighting this week and calls for strength ahead of Ukrainian Independence Day, a federal appeals court granted Sen. Lindsey Graham a temporary hold on testifying before a special grand jury in the Georgia election probe, and first lady Jill Biden has ended isolation after two negative COVID tests.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001816 PBS News Weekend Episode 16 30 minutes 08/21/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:31 In May 2017, Richard Collins III had just been commissioned into the U.S. Army when he was stabbed to death at a university bus stop. His killer had links to a white supremacist group and was sentenced to life in prison. For years, Rick and Dawn Collins have been pushing to bury their son with full military honors at Arlington National Cemetery. Geoff Bennett spoke with them about it.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005038 Amanpour and Company Episode 38 60 minutes 08/23/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 The Taliban’s deputy leader joins Christiane for his first-ever interview with a western news organization. Laurel Miller and Margot Wallström discuss the Taliban’s treatment of women and girls. David Gergen, author of “Hearts Touched With Fire,” explains why the torch of leadership must now be passed to the next generation.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013639 PBS NewsHour Episode 39 60 minutes 08/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:19 In our news wrap Wednesday, new fighting broke out in Ethiopia's Tigray region after a months-long cease-fire, the U.S. military carried out airstrikes in Syria against militias linked to Iran, a congressional report has more details on how the Trump White House interfered with the FDA early in the pandemic, Jill Biden has COVID-19 again, and football Hall of Famer Len Dawson died at age 87.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013639 PBS NewsHour Episode 39 60 minutes 08/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:46 A Russian attack on a train station in Ukraine killed more than a dozen people and left 50 others wounded. The attack coincided with Ukraine's Independence Day and came exactly six months after the start of the war. Amna Nawaz takes a look back at the brutal fight already waged and speaks with Keir Giles of Chatham House about what's next in the conflict.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013640 PBS NewsHour Episode 40 60 minutes 08/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:11:57 Last August, the Taliban swept into Kabul after conquering the country at a torrid pace. Afghan security forces did not resist, the American withdrawal was thrown into further chaos, and the Afghan government dissolved in hours. Ashraf Ghani, the country's former president who fled Kabul in a helicopter, joins with Nick Schifrin to discuss the withdrawal and the Taliban takeover.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013641 PBS NewsHour Episode 41 60 minutes 08/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:32 Afghanistan has been a country in chaos since the U.S. withdrawal last August. One year on, nearly half of its people are facing hunger, 6 million of them are at risk of famine. The freeze on assets and international sanctions have crippled the Afghan economy. Health centers are overburdened, children are malnourished and doctors are helpless. Jane Ferguson has the story.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013642 PBS NewsHour Episode 42 60 minutes 08/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:42 Ukrainian forces launched a counteroffensive to retake territory in the south currently occupied by Russian invaders. Fighting near the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant has raised concerns that the facility could be damaged in the crossfire. Edwin Lyman, director of nuclear power safety at the Union of Concerned Scientists, joined Nick Schifrin to discuss the risks.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013643 PBS NewsHour Episode 43 60 minutes 08/30/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:53 In our news wrap Tuesday, violence between rival factions in Iraq leaves 30 dead and dozens more wounded in Baghdad, the U.S. Navy says Iran tried to snatch its unmanned surveillance vessel in international waters, fighting raged in Ukraine as Kyiv claimed forces broke through Russian lines around Kherson and Taiwan says it fired warning shots at a Chinese drone flying near an island it controls.
Women APOC  005022 Amanpour and Company Episode 22 60 minutes 08/01/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:36 Political strategist Lis Smith has worked behind the scenes in 20 political campaigns – including that of former President Barack Obama. Now she’s hoping to help young women follow in her footsteps with her new book, "Any Given Tuesday: A Political Love Story." In it, the author charts the ups and downs of her professional and personal journey, as she explains to Michel Martin.
Women FRON  004020 FRONTLINE Afghanistan Undercover 60 minutes 08/09/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 An undercover investigation into the Taliban’s crackdown on women in Afghanistan. Correspondent Ramita Navai finds those being punished by the regime and confronts Taliban officials.
Women TTCY  003112 TO THE CONTRARY Episode 12 30 minutes 08/19/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:23 Jennifer Stojkovic, the founder of the Vegan Women Summit, talks to us about her new book, "The Future of Food is Female." We discuss why women entrepreneurs and consumers are turning to vegan products.
Women MLNH  013642 PBS NewsHour Episode 42 60 minutes 08/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:02 Ahead of the midterm election, there's growing concern among some Republicans that abortion, and the GOP candidates varying responses to it, could hurt them with voters this fall. But for some women, it's the latest front in the battle for women's rights. Judy Woodruff spoke with Elisabeth Griffith about her new book, "Formidable: American Women and the Fight for Equality: 1920-2020."
Youth ITOW  000103 In Their Own Words Jim Henson 60 minutes 08/14/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 01:00:00 Follow Jim Henson’s career, from his early television work with the Muppets in the 1950s to his commercial work and network appearances, his breakthrough with SESAME STREET and “The Muppet Show,” his fantasy films and his sudden death in 1990.
Youth INLE  001812 Independent Lens Newtown 90 minutes 08/29/22 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Explore the aftermath and resilience of a community devastated by the 2012 shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary, which took the lives of 20 children and six educators in Newtown, Connecticut.
Abortion MLNH  013655 PBS NewsHour Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:52 Conservative states continue to pass laws that restrict abortions. There are 14 states where bans are in effect and West Virginia will soon have a near-total abortion ban signed into law. Mary Ziegler, a law professor at the University of California, Davis and author of "Dollars for Life: the Anti-Abortion Movement and the Fall of the Republican Establishment," joined William Brangham to discuss.
Abortion APOC  005062 Amanpour and Company Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:55 Author Joshua Prager has spent a decade researching the life of “Jane Roe” — the woman at the heart of Roe v. Wade.
American History/Biography FIYO  000610 Finding Your Roots Criminal Kind 60 minutes 09/01/22 05:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the roots of actor Laura Linney and journalists Lisa Ling and Soledad O'Brien, telling them stories of tricksters, scoundrels and outright criminals, who nevertheless laid the groundwork for their success.
American History/Biography BIBU  000000 American Experience The Big Burn 60 minutes 09/07/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:51:10 In the summer of 1910, an unimaginable wildfire devoured more than three million acres across the Northern Rockies, confronting the fledgling U.S. Forest Service with a catastrophe that would define the agency and the nation’s fire policy for the rest of the 20th century and beyond. THE BIG BURN provides a cautionary tale of heroism and sacrifice, arrogance and greed, hubris and, ultimately, humility in the face of nature’s frightening power.
American History/Biography HIDR  000203 History with David Rubenstein Jia Lynn Yang 30 minutes 09/11/22 04:30:00 AM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 Jia Lynn Yang, a deputy national editor at The New York Times, discusses how lawmakers, activists, and presidents worked to undo the damage of the 1920s and establish a new fairer equality in the American immigration system. Framing the narrative with her family’s own immigration story, she uncovers just how much American immigration transformed during the twentieth century.
American History/Biography FIYO  000605 Finding Your Roots Beyond the Pale 60 minutes 09/13/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the Jewish heritages of actor Jeff Goldblum, radio host Terry Gross and comedian Marc Maron, uncovering previously unknown stories that show each shares much more with their ancestors than a religious tradition.
American History/Biography MLNH  013656 PBS NewsHour Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:04 A new documentary from Ken Burns and his colleagues premiers this Sunday on PBS. It is a different window into the Holocaust with a focus on the U.S. and raises troubling questions about this country’s history and actions. Burns is calling it the most important film he will ever make. Jeffrey Brown has a look for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
American History/Biography FLMH  000612 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Ken Burns and Sarah Botstein 30 minutes 09/16/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Ken Burns and Sarah Botstein discuss their new documentary series,“The U.S. and the Holocaust,” which examines America’s response to Nazi atrocities, why the U.S. failed to take in more refugees, and how themes from the past echo today.
American History/Biography USAH  000101 The U.S. and the Holocaust The Golden Door (Beginnings - 1938)120 minutes 09/18/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Congress passes its first laws restricting immigration after decades of maintaining open borders; in Germany, Hitler and the Nazis begin their persecution of Jewish people, causing many to flee to other countries including America.
American History/Biography USAH  000102 The U.S. and the Holocaust Yearning to Breathe Free (1938 - 1942)120 minutes 09/20/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 02:13:46 As the war begins, some Americans work tirelessly to help refugees, while others remain indifferent.



American History/Biography HIDR  000201 History with David Rubenstein Susan E. Rice 30 minutes 09/27/22 02:30:00 AM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 Ambassador Rice discusses her time serving on the frontlines of American diplomacy and national security. She also talks about her surprising family history and other pivotal moments in her career, including her time as National Security Advisor to President Barack Obama and U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations.
American History/Biography FIYO  000801 Finding Your Roots Hidden in the Genes 60 minutes 09/27/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps Rebecca Hall and Lee Daniels solve family mysteries through DNA detective work, illuminating both history and their own identities.
American History/Biography AMEX  003402 American Experience The American Diplomat 60 minutes 09/27/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Discover how three Black diplomats broke racial barriers at the US State Department during the Cold War. Asked to represent the best of American ideals abroad while facing discrimination at home, they left a lasting impact on the Foreign Service.
Arts NOVA  004713 NOVA | A to Z The First Alphabet 60 minutes 09/01/22 01:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Writing shaped civilization itself, from the trading of goods to tales of ancient goddesses and kings. Follow the evolution of the written word, from millennia-old carvings in an Egyptian turquoise mine to our modern-day alphabets.
Arts FLMH  000610 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Kenny Loggins 30 minutes 09/02/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Legendary singer-songwriter Kenny Loggins discusses writing enduring hits for films like “Top Gun” and “Footloose,” reuniting with Jim Messina, and other highs and lows of his 50-year career as he’s out with his memoir, “Still Alright.”
Arts PNWE  001820 PBS News Weekend Episode 20 30 minutes 09/04/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:13:31 Throughout his 20-year career, Michael Bublé has been known for the kind of music that seems to transcend generations. For our Weekend Spotlight, Geoff Bennett spoke with Bublé to learn more about the mind behind the voice.
Arts MLNH  013647 PBS NewsHour Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:11 Vera Hall is a quilter and seamstress based in Baltimore and for decades has crafted a wide array of items. Recently, she decided to combine her artistry with her desire to learn more about her ancestry by creating powerful quilts depicting Black history. Hall shares her Brief But Spectacular take on piecing the past to the future.
Arts MLNH  013649 PBS NewsHour Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:15 A new collaboration between the U.S. Army and the Smithsonian Institution is expanding the numbers and capabilities of monuments officers in times of war. Their mission is to advise military commanders on how to minimize damage to art and key sites and to aid foreign allies whose cultural heritage is at risk. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts NOVA  004714 NOVA | A to Z How Writing Changed the World 60 minutes 09/07/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Just as handwritten records changed how societies work, the printing press transformed the spread of information, igniting the Industrial Revolution. How did technologies -- from pen to paper to printing press -- make it all possible?
Arts PNWE  001821 PBS News Weekend Episode 21 30 minutes 09/10/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:46 The pandemic forced a lot of musicians to hit pause on their careers, but some artists took that time away from touring to create at home. Special correspondent Christopher Booker sat down with singer-songwriter Santigold about defying genres and addressing racial equity in "Spirituals," her latest album released Friday.
Arts PNWE  001822 PBS News Weekend Episode 22 30 minutes 09/11/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:54 "Old Country" is a debut horror-thriller novel gaining attention not just for its page-turning suspense, but also for the way its early draft found publishing success — on Reddit. Geoff Bennett spoke with authors Matt and Harrison Query to learn more.
Arts MLNH  013653 PBS NewsHour Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:40 At the Emmy Awards Monday night, Sheryl Lee Ralph won Best Supporting Actress for her role in the groundbreaking ABC series "Abbott Elementary," which uses humor to take on the issues confronting public education and equity. Geoff Bennett spoke with Ralph last spring for PBS Weekend as part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013661 PBS NewsHour Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:39 Hilary Mantel died Thursday at age 70 near her home in Exeter, England. She authored 17 books, but it was her trilogy of historical fiction based on the life of Thomas Cromwell and King Henry VIII that brought her worldwide fame and acclaim. Here’s an excerpt of a 2015 conversation between Mantel and Jeffrey Brown as part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013664 PBS NewsHour Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:31 Abdulrazak Gurnah is receiving worldwide attention after being awarded last year’s Nobel Prize in Literature. His latest novel “Afterlives” is set in colonial East Africa occupied by Germany in the early 20th century. Gurnah writes of individuals caught up in the sweep of history and the impact on their later lives. Jeffrey Brown caught up with him for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013664 PBS NewsHour Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:12 In recent decades, producers of movies, TV series and other forms of art have been trying not only to reach out to new audiences, but to make sure new audiences are represented in their stories. As Nicole Ellis reveals, 'Thomas and Friends' recently added its first character with autism.
Business/Industry MLNH  013660 PBS NewsHour Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:30 In 2015, the United Nations released 17 global goals to end poverty and hunger, increase economic opportunity and promote gender equity by 2030. To help world leaders get there, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation created and funded the Goalkeepers project. Melinda French Gates joined Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest on the effort.
Community Politics, Government APOC  005048 Amanpour and Company Episode 48 60 minutes 09/06/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:37 Valerie Amos and Peter Westmacott weigh in on Liz Truss, the U.K.’s new prime minister. Rafael Grossi, director-general of the International Atomic Energy Agency, discusses fighting around the Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant. Chokwe Antar Lumumba, mayor of Jackson, Mississippi, gives an update on his city’s water crisis.
Community Politics, Government INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 09/24/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013646 PBS NewsHour Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:58 In our news wrap Friday, the Justice Department says FBI agents found dozens of empty folders marked "classified" at former President Trump's estate in Florida. Pat Cipollone, Trump's White House counsel, went before a federal grand jury in its January 6 investigation. A bombing at a crowded mosque in western Afghanistan killed 18 people, including a prominent pro-Taliban cleric.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001819 PBS News Weekend Episode 19 30 minutes 09/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:54 A new court filing from the Justice Department reveals that more than 11,000 documents in 33 boxes were recovered from Donald Trump's Mar-a-Lago estate, and that 48 folders marked classified were completely empty. Special correspondent Jeff Greenfield and NPR justice correspondent Carrie Johnson join Geoff Bennett to discuss the ongoing investigation.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementLWIN  000101 Lucy Worsley Investigates Princes in the Tower 60 minutes 09/04/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 What really happened to the Princes in the Tower? Lucy Worsley uncovers the story of the two boys whose disappearance in 1483 has led to centuries of mystery and speculation.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013647 PBS NewsHour Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:13 In our news wrap Monday, a manhunt spreads across much of western Canada after a stabbing spree leaves ten people dead, Kenya's Supreme Court unanimously upholds William Ruto's narrow win in the presidential election and the Israeli military acknowledged "a high probability" that one of its soldiers killed journalist Shireen Abu Akleh in the West Bank last May.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013648 PBS NewsHour Episode 48 60 minutes 09/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:15 In our news wrap Tuesday, a manhunt in Canada continues for the remaining suspect in Sunday's stabbing spree that killed 10 people, electronic cigarette maker Juul Labs will pay nearly $440 million over allegations that its marketing triggered a surge in teen vaping and Liz Truss became the new prime minister in Britain today as the country faces soaring inflation and labor unrest.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013648 PBS NewsHour Episode 48 60 minutes 09/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:49 Former President Trump scored a legal victory when a federal judge announced she would appoint an outside legal expert to review files seized by law enforcement from Mar-a-Lago. John Yang discussed the legal implications of the decision with Barbara McQuade, a professor at the University of Michigan Law School and a former federal prosecutor.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013650 PBS NewsHour Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:33 In our news wrap Thursday, a gunman killed four and wounded three others in a shooting spree in Memphis, the legal fight over the search of former President Trump's home in Florida takes a new turn as the Justice Department appeals a ruling to appoint a special master and Steve Bannon surrendered to authorities in New York for alleged fraud in funding a southern border wall.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementINLE  002401 Independent Lens Hazing 90 minutes 09/12/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:26:46 Filmmaker Byron Hurt embarks on a deeply personal journey to understand the underground rituals of hazing, revealing the abuse and the lengths college students will go to fit in.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013654 PBS NewsHour Episode 54 60 minutes 09/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:33 An Iowa court sentenced a teenage victim of sex trafficking to five years probation and ordered her to pay $150,000 to her abuser’s family. The case is underscoring a serious issue of justice where hundreds of victims of sexual abuse and trafficking have faced similar legal consequences. Human trafficking survivor and criminal justice reform advocate Cyntoia Brown-Long joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013655 PBS NewsHour Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:47 In our ongoing coverage of America’s criminal justice system, we explore what’s called “gate money." That's the small sums that some states give to people when they walk out of prison. Advocates argue this money is too little to help people during those crucial days. As part of our series “Searching for Justice,” William Brangham looks at a California plan to dramatically increase this assistance.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013657 PBS NewsHour Episode 57 60 minutes 09/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:22 In our news wrap Monday, the Taliban freed American engineer Mark Frerichs in a prisoner swap, a judge in Pakistan ordered police to drop terrorism charges against former Prime Minister Imran Khan, Russian fire hit close to another nuclear power plant in southern Ukraine and a judge in Maryland ordered the release of Adnan Syed whose case was featured on the Serial podcast.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013658 PBS NewsHour Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:57 Anti-government protests swept across Iran after a 22-year-old woman died in the custody of the regime's morality police. She was arrested for not wearing an appropriate hijab, or head covering. Actor and human rights advocate Nazanin Boniadi joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013658 PBS NewsHour Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:58 After 23 years in prison, Adnan Syed was released Monday with a cheering crowd of supporters to greet him. A judge vacated his sentence after the state’s attorney for Baltimore said the original prosecutors did not turn over evidence that could have helped Syed, including information on other possible suspects. Syed's attorney Erica Suter joined Lisa Desjardins to discuss the case.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013658 PBS NewsHour Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:37 Colleges are gearing up for a spike of interest in prison education programs. That's because incarcerated people will soon be eligible for Pell Grants. It will be the first time in 28 years prisoners can access that federal funding for higher education. Stephanie Sy reports for our series, "Rethinking College."
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013659 PBS NewsHour Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:12 New York state sued former President Trump, his three eldest children and his company alleging business fraud. The civil lawsuit claims they inflated Trump's net worth by billions of dollars by exaggerating the value of his key real estate properties. New York Attorney General Letitia James announced the lawsuit in Manhattan. John Yang reports on the latest development in Trump’s legal battles.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001826 PBS News Weekend Episode 26 30 minutes 09/25/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:35 The House committee investigating the January 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol will hold at least one more public hearing this week before concluding its work. Rep. Zoe Lofgren, a member of that committee, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:53 After the 2020 killing of George Floyd and nationwide protests for Black lives, calls for police reform echoed through communities. Among America’s large police departments, Oklahoma City ranked second in the country for the rate of people killed by officers. In March of this year, they began implementing major reforms. Communities correspondent Adam Kemp reports on the changes.
Culture NOVA  004713 NOVA | A to Z The First Alphabet 60 minutes 09/01/22 01:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Writing shaped civilization itself, from the trading of goods to tales of ancient goddesses and kings. Follow the evolution of the written word, from millennia-old carvings in an Egyptian turquoise mine to our modern-day alphabets.
Culture AMDO  003506 POV Faya Dayi 120 minutes 09/03/22 03:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:00 Enter the world of Harar, Ethiopia where a euphoria-inducing plant holds sway over everyday life. See moments from the harvesters of the crop, people lost in its narcotic haze and the younger generation searching for an escape from political strife.
Culture FIYO  000605 Finding Your Roots Beyond the Pale 60 minutes 09/13/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the Jewish heritages of actor Jeff Goldblum, radio host Terry Gross and comedian Marc Maron, uncovering previously unknown stories that show each shares much more with their ancestors than a religious tradition.
Culture LATX  000101 The Latino Experience Episode 1 60 minutes 09/17/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Other 1 00:56:46 A little boy tries to help his sickly grandfather. Women grapple with life on the border. Latinx letterpress printers combine art with social practice. A sentimentalist works to fulfill her bucket list. LGBTQ dance couples blaze a trail.
Culture LATX  000102 The Latino Experience Episode 2 60 minutes 09/17/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 A young girl makes an image-altering decision. A Guatemalan truck driver and pastor copes with the pandemic. A mystical mechanic helps a boy fix his mother's car. A pregnant MBA student's due date and exam date conflict, forcing her to make a choice.
Culture LATX  000103 The Latino Experience Episode 3 60 minutes 09/17/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 An artist longs to paint a hillside community green. A single mother and veteran takes a new job that triggers her PTSD. A woman's deceased parents return to help her during the pandemic. A family grapples with politics during a holiday dinner.
Culture PNWE  001825 PBS News Weekend Episode 25 30 minutes 09/24/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:31 In our news wrap Saturday, Florida and the Gulf Coast brace for Tropical Storm Ian while communities from Puerto Rico to Canada deal with the aftermath of Hurricane Fiona, Albert Pujols became the fourth baseball player in MLB history to hit 700 home runs, Biden awarded the National Humanities Medal to singer Elton John, and jazz musician Pharoah Sanders and actress Louise Fletcher have died.
Culture LFPJ  000101 La Frontera with Pati Jinich Miles from Nowhere 60 minutes 09/24/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Demonstration/Instructional 1 00:56:46 Acclaimed chef and James Beard Award-winning host Pati Jinich, travels from El Paso and Juarez to Big Bend National Park. She discovers the people, places, and food -- from burritos to middle eastern cuisine, that make this region unique.
Culture LFPJ  000102 La Frontera with Pati Jinich From Dos Laredos to Mars 60 minutes 09/24/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Acclaimed chef and James Beard Award-winning host Pati Jinich, travels from El Paso and Juarez to Big Bend National Park. She discovers the people, places, and food -- from burritos to middle eastern cuisine, that make this region unique.
Culture HHES  000000 35th Hispanic Heritage Awards NULL 60 minutes 09/30/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Event Coverage 1 00:56:46 Celebrate the recipients of the Hispanic Heritage Awards. The evening includes performances and appearances by some of the country's most celebrated Hispanic artists and visionaries.
Economy MLNH  013646 PBS NewsHour Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:25 The U.S. job market showed steady growth again in August, but hiring slowed from a torrid pace. Unemployment ticked up to 3.7% even though employers added 315,000 new jobs. That's because more people tried to get back into the workforce. Even so, many employers say they still need more workers. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports.
Economy APOC  005046 Amanpour and Company Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:26 President Biden recently announced student loan debt relief for millions of Americans, attracting both praise and criticism. How did American students become so burdened with debt in the first place? Josh Mitchell is a reporter for The Wall Street Journal and his new book "The Debt Trap" traces the roots and explosive growth of the $1.7 trillion student debt behemoth.



Economy PNWE  001819 PBS News Weekend Episode 19 30 minutes 09/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:17 The total amount of student loan debt in the U.S. currently stands at $1.6 trillion — more than the debt from credit cards and car loans combined. Following President Biden's announcement on student loan forgiveness, many borrowers could soon see large portions of their debt burdens wiped out. Ali Rogin reports on the new policy's impact.
Economy MLNH  013653 PBS NewsHour Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:22 The August inflation report is out and the U.S. Labor Department says overall consumer prices rose 8.3% from a year ago. That's slightly lower than July's increase, but amid fears of more interest rate hikes, it led to Wall Street's worst day since June 2020. Economist Julia Coronado of MacroPolicy Perspectives joined Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy PNWE  001823 PBS News Weekend Episode 23 30 minutes 09/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:55 The high cost of diapers is an often invisible part of poverty in America. Although more than 5 million babies and toddlers in the U.S. live in low-income families, most government programs don't provide diapers or funding to purchase them. Ali Rogin reports on how some families are coping and how some organizations are stepping in to help.
Economy MLNH  013659 PBS NewsHour Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:51 The Federal Reserve raised interest rates once again, adding to the sharpest series of hikes since the 1980s. So far, the Fed has increased rates by three points this year and Chair Jerome Powell says there's more to come. Other countries are following suit, posing more risks. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports.
Economy MLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:05 In our news wrap Thursday, revised government data confirmed the U.S. economy shrank in the second quarter, U.K. Prime Minister Liz Truss defended her economic plan that includes billions in tax cuts for high earners without offsetting spending reductions and six Republican-led states sued over President Biden's student loan forgiveness plan saying the administration overstepped its authority.
Education MLNH  013645 PBS NewsHour Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:57 The long-term impact of school shutdowns and remote learning during the pandemic is becoming apparent as students return to the classroom. New test results show a significant drop in scores and learning for elementary school-aged children. NPR education reporter Anya Kamenetz joins John Yang to discuss her new book, “The Stolen Year: How COVID Changed Children's Lives and Where We Go Now.”
Education MLNH  013647 PBS NewsHour Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:41 As the fall semester begins at colleges and universities across the country, students, parents and higher education health officials are grappling with how to navigate new restrictions after the overturn of Roe v. Wade. Amna Nawaz spoke with Bayliss Fiddiman of the National Women's Law Center about how the post-Roe landscape impacts students and their choices as they go back to school.
Education MLNH  013648 PBS NewsHour Episode 48 60 minutes 09/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:30 Students and teachers returned to school in Uvalde for the first time since the massacre at Robb Elementary that left 21 dead. The new year comes with new concerns as parents, teachers and students worry if their schools are safe. Tony Plohetski of the Austin American-Statesman joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Education MLNH  013652 PBS NewsHour Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:03 As millions of students return to school across the country, we take a look at how a gift from a founding father helped spark a movement to make public education a reality. Pamela Watts of Rhode Island PBS Weekly reports for our arts and culture series, “CANVAS.”
Education APOC  005059 Amanpour and Company Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:27 Jennifer Berkshire, co-author of “A Wolf at the Schoolhouse Door,” offers an insider perspective on America’s teacher shortage.
Education MLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:38 As four-year colleges and universities look for ways to boost enrollment and reach underrepresented students, a growing number are focused on community college transfer students. At some of the nation’s most selective colleges, transfer acceptance rates are now higher than first-year acceptance rates. Special correspondent Hari Sreenivasan reports for our series, "Rethinking College."
Education WWET  000000 Wild Weather NULL 60 minutes 09/28/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Watch an innovative documentary that illustrates how weather works by performing brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments that show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.
Employment TTCY  003127 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 27 30 minutes 09/02/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:47 We continue our Woman Thought Leader Series with Liz Shuler, the first female president of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO). She discusses the rights of labor workers, the organization’s fight for equal pay among women and men, the current presidential administration's stance on labor unions, and much more.
Employment PNWE  001820 PBS News Weekend Episode 20 30 minutes 09/04/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:14 Labor Day this year comes after a pandemic-induced rollercoaster of historically high unemployment followed by very low unemployment numbers. What has this meant for workers themselves? Maximillian Alvaraz of the Real News Network and the Working People podcast and Tsedal Neely, professor at Harvard Business School, join Lisa Desjardins to talk about this complicated moment for American workers.
Employment MLNH  013655 PBS NewsHour Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:23 Railroads and labor unions reached a tentative agreement Thursday preventing a strike that would have made supply chain issues even worse. The five-year deal includes raises for workers and addresses union concerns about working conditions, time off and schedules. Secretary of Labor Marty Walsh was heavily involved in the negotiations and joined Amna Nawaz to discuss the deal.
Employment TTCY  003129 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 29 30 minutes 09/16/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 We speak with Lori Garver, a former Deputy Administrator for NASA. In her new book “Escaping Gravity: My Quest to Transform NASA and Launch a New Space Age,”  Garver explains what it's like to be a woman shaking up the predominantly male aerospace field.  She also talks about her work with Elon Musk and has some surprises about what NASA does and can cost.
Employment PNWE  001824 PBS News Weekend Episode 24 30 minutes 09/18/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:11 Nurses in Minnesota organized the largest strike of private sector nurses in U.S. history this past week, with 15,000 nurses walking off the job for three days. And while the pandemic pushed many nurses to the brink, some say the burnout was years in the making. Kelley Anaas, a nurse from the Minnesota strike, and Jean Ross, president of National Nurses United, join Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Employment APOC  005064 Amanpour and Company Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:40 Labor unions are back in the spotlight, with President Biden recently reaching a deal to avert a potentially damaging rail strike. Liz Shuler is the president of the AFL-CIO, which represents over 12 million workers, and she joins Michel Martin to discuss what lies ahead for America’s labor force.
Employment MLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:09 Our own Judy Woodruff was honored with the Emmy Award for Lifetime Achievement in Television News. She shared some words of wisdom as she accepted the award at the News and Documentary Emmys ceremony in New York on Wednesday.
Energy MLNH  013649 PBS NewsHour Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:30 A record-setting heat wave has pushed California to the brink with the state facing its highest chance of rolling blackouts this year. Electricity demand forced the power grid operator to urge residents to conserve energy for an eighth straight day. Katherine Blunt of the Wall Street Journal joined Stephanie Sy to discuss the grid and what's being done to deal with the demands.
Energy WWET  000000 Wild Weather NULL 60 minutes 09/28/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Watch an innovative documentary that illustrates how weather works by performing brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments that show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003713 NATURE Cuba's Wild Revolution 60 minutes 09/01/22 12:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In the crystal-clear waters of the Caribbean, Cuba is an island teeming with exotic biodiversity: from coral reefs pulsating with life to five-foot-long Cuban rock iguanas. As international relations thaw, what will become of this wildlife sanctuary?
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAMEX  001008 American Experience Surviving the Dust Bowl 60 minutes 09/01/22 02:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 2 00:00:00 They were called "Black Blizzards," dark clouds reaching miles into the sky, churning millions of tons of dirt into torrents of destruction. For ten years beginning in 1930, dust storms ravaged the parched and overplowed southern plains, turning bountiful wheat fields into desert. Disease, hardship and death followed, yet the majority of people stayed on, steadfastly refusing to give up on the land and a way of life.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013646 PBS NewsHour Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:33 China’s record-breaking heat wave, which lasted more than two months, has finally begun to ease. But the power shortages that came with the searing temperatures have raised questions about the region’s heavy reliance on hydropower and China’s ambitions to end its use of fossil fuels. Special correspondent Patrick Fok reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013648 PBS NewsHour Episode 48 60 minutes 09/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:51 California is no stranger to extreme weather. It typically comes in the form of severe drought and wildfires, but a new study suggests the Golden State should also be preparing for a mega storm it hasn't seen the likes of since 1862. UCLA climate scientist Daniel Swain joined Stephanie Sy to discuss how the potential storm could flood parts of the state with 30 days of continuous rain.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003703 Nature Undercover in the Jungle 60 minutes 09/07/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Go undercover with a film crew on a perilous journey to the untouched wilderness of biodiversity in the Amazon rainforest. Meet some of the most incredible creatures, from pygmy marmosets to pumas, as the wild secrets of the jungle are revealed.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersBIBU  000000 American Experience The Big Burn 60 minutes 09/07/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:51:10 In the summer of 1910, an unimaginable wildfire devoured more than three million acres across the Northern Rockies, confronting the fledgling U.S. Forest Service with a catastrophe that would define the agency and the nation’s fire policy for the rest of the 20th century and beyond. THE BIG BURN provides a cautionary tale of heroism and sacrifice, arrogance and greed, hubris and, ultimately, humility in the face of nature’s frightening power.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001821 PBS News Weekend Episode 21 30 minutes 09/10/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:37 For more than a week now, at least 50 million people in the Western U.S. have been living with the devastating consequences of a record-shattering heat wave. Climate change is making the duration and intensity of heat waves worse, and more common. Sammy Roth, energy and environment reporter for the LA Times, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001822 PBS News Weekend Episode 22 30 minutes 09/11/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:50 One-third of Pakistan remains underwater after the deadliest floods the country has ever seen. Nearly 1,400 people have died, 13,000 injured and millions left homeless since unprecedented monsoon rains started in mid-June. Ali Rogin spoke with Somini Sengupta, The New York Times' international climate reporter, about the extent of the destruction.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013652 PBS NewsHour Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:59 Residents in Jackson, Mississippi have gone without safe drinking water for weeks after flooding and a failure at the city’s largest water treatment plant. While water pressure has been restored, videos show dirty water is still coming through faucets. Amna Nawaz spoke with Dr. Robert Bullard of Texas Southern University about other majority Black and brown cities that face similar ongoing issues.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013654 PBS NewsHour Episode 54 60 minutes 09/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:28 For years, scientists have warned about the dangerous consequences of climate change, and many dire outcomes are more urgent than most people realize. A new report shows sea-level rise will threaten homes and properties in hundreds of counties along the coast of the United States. As William Brangham reports, it could make many places unlivable and take an enormous economic toll.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003905 Nature The Leopard Legacy 60 minutes 09/14/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Follow the story of a leopard mother as she raises her cubs near the Luangwa River, facing a constant battle to hunt successfully, defend her territory and protect her cubs against enemies.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersLNMP  000000 Lion: The Rise and Fall of the Marsh PrideNULL 90 minutes 09/14/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:24:52 Follow the epic story of the Marsh pride as it battles for survival in Kenya’s Maasai Mara Reserve.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004709 NOVA Nature?s Fear Factor 60 minutes 09/14/22 10:30:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 When top predators disappeared from Mozambique’s Gorongosa National Park, other animals fell into unusual patterns. Now scientists are reintroducing wild dogs to restore the park’s “landscape of fear” and with it the natural balance of the ecosystem.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  005055 Amanpour and Company Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:25 Record floods have recently swept through Pakistan, and now people are attempting to rebuild their lives while officials warn it may take months for the water to recede. Environmental expert Aisha Khan speaks with Hari Sreenivasan about the devastation and impact of these floods.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  005056 Amanpour and Company Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:10 The NAE’s Walter Kim on why climate change is a religious issue.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001823 PBS News Weekend Episode 23 30 minutes 09/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:17 Jackson, Mississippi's boil water notice was lifted Thursday, nearly seven weeks after a failure at the city's main water treatment plant left residents without access to clean running water. But many residents say problems with Jackson's water system have persisted for years. Lt. Gen. Russel Honoré, who led military relief efforts after Hurricane Katrina, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001824 PBS News Weekend Episode 24 30 minutes 09/18/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:12 The concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere today is more than 50 percent higher than it was during the pre-industrial era. In an effort to fight climate change, many industries are grappling with how to reduce or offset their carbon emissions. Illinois Public Media's Dana Cronin reports on how farms are becoming a frontrunner in the race to reduce carbon.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013657 PBS NewsHour Episode 57 60 minutes 09/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:04 Hurricane Fiona knocked out power and water to up to one million people in Puerto Rico. President Biden issued an emergency declaration for the island making federal aid available for rescue efforts during and after the storm. Dr. Michelle Carlo of Direct Relief joined William Brangham to discuss the extent of the damage.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013658 PBS NewsHour Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:04 Parts of the northern Caribbean washed away as heavy rains and winds from Hurricane Fiona bombarded islands. The storm hit the Turks and Caicos on Tuesday and may grow stronger as it heads to Bermuda. Puerto Rico saw some of the worst as homes, roads and businesses were still underwater after days of rain. William Brangham reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013659 PBS NewsHour Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:18 Hurricane Fiona is expected to hit Bermuda hard as a Category 4 storm. But when it saturated Puerto Rico earlier this week, it did plenty of damage as a Category 1 storm and set back the modest progress made in the five years since Hurricane Maria. William Brangham reports on the impact the storm has had on communities across the island.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013660 PBS NewsHour Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:26 Days after Hurricane Fiona swept across Puerto Rico, people there are still dealing with intense heat, a water shortage and a difficult history that has left the territory short on power and crucial needs. Yarimar Bonilla, the director of the Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter College in New York, joined William Brangham to discuss the recovery.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003710 Nature Hippos: Africa's River Giants 60 minutes 09/23/22 04:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Go beneath the surface and meet Africa's river giants, the hippos. Discover an unexpected side of these aquatic mammals that can't even swim as hippos protect their families, face their enemies and suffer in a drought. Narrated by David Attenborough.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013661 PBS NewsHour Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:57 Outdoor enthusiasts know well the physical and restorative benefits of spending a beautiful day in the woods on a trail. But for many people, there are a lot of barriers to taking a simple hike because of a disability or difficulty with balance. A new grassroots movement aims to change that and make trails accessible to all. Jennifer Rooks of Maine Public Television reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001825 PBS News Weekend Episode 25 30 minutes 09/24/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:11 Puerto Ricans continue to struggle in the aftermath of Hurricane Fiona. Widespread power outages, washed out roads and homes toppled by flooding have left residents frustrated and scared. We hear from people on different sides of the island and Associated Press correspondent Dánica Coto about Puerto Rico’s recovery after the storm.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001825 PBS News Weekend Episode 25 30 minutes 09/24/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:31 To prevent catastrophic global warming, international groups say there should be no new investment in fossil fuel projects. The world's biggest energy companies support those goals publicly, but their spending and lobbying suggest they have no plans to slow down oil and gas development. Ali Rogin explores new data showing a disconnect between what major industry players are saying and doing.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013662 PBS NewsHour Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:14 Hurricane Ian is on a collision course with Cuba and will threaten Florida after that. The storm is growing rapidly and could become a Category 4 with winds of 140 miles an hour before it reaches the U.S. mainland this week. Stephanie Sy reports.



Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAMDO  003508 POV Delikado 90 minutes 09/26/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:26:25 Follow ecological crusaders protecting the island of Palawan, one of Asia's tourist hotspots.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:39 Hurricane Ian is bulking up again and bearing down on Florida’s west coast. It could bring 130 mph winds, 18 inches of rain and a 12-foot storm surge. Acting National Director of the National Hurricane Center Jamie Rhome joined Judy Woodruff to talk about the storm's projected path and the risks ahead.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:26 The city of Tampa is getting ready for Hurricane Ian. Evacuations have been ordered in flood-prone areas as officials warn about a significant storm surge threat. Tampa Mayor Jane Castor joined William Brangham to discuss her city's storm preparations.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:55 More than a week after Hurricane Fiona hit, Puerto Rico’s electric utility says two-thirds of its customers’ power has now been restored. But for the hundreds of thousands still in the dark, patience is wearing thin. Laura Barrón-López reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013664 PBS NewsHour Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:08 Hurricane Ian blasted ashore Wednesday afternoon near Fort Myers, Florida and the damage is likely to be catastrophic. At landfall, its sustained winds hit 150 mph after pulling power from the gulf's warm waters. John Yang reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013664 PBS NewsHour Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:27 Hurricane Ian made landfall in Florida on Wednesday bringing fierce winds, heavy rain and storm surges. For the millions of people in the storm’s path, the impact could be catastrophic and life-changing. FEMA Administrator Deanne Criswell joined Amna Nawaz to outline the federal government's response.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersRIVL  000201 Rivers of Life Zambezi 60 minutes 09/28/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 From surfers riding mysterious waves in deep gorges, to elephants battling rapids above Victoria falls, explore the largest curtain of water on earth in this story on the wildlife and people of the Zambezi, Africa’s extraordinary shape -shifting river.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004912 NOVA Saving Venice 60 minutes 09/28/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Rising seas and sinking land threaten to destroy Venice. Can the city’s new hi-tech flood barrier save it? Discover the innovative projects and feats of engineering designed to stop this historic city from being lost to future generations.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersWWET  000000 Wild Weather NULL 60 minutes 09/28/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Watch an innovative documentary that illustrates how weather works by performing brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments that show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:03 Hurricane Ian left behind massive damage and widespread power outages after tearing through Florida. President Biden declared the storm a major disaster, paving the way for federal funds to support rescue and rebuilding efforts. After crossing the Florida Peninsula, the storm is now back over the water and expected to make a second landfall in the Carolinas. John Yang reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:59 The city of Venice, Florida is about an hour south of Tampa and took its share of damage from Hurricane Ian. Vice Mayor Nick Pachota joined Amna Nawaz to describe what happened in his city.
Family/Marriage BOSF  000102 The Boleyns: A Scandalous Family Desire 60 minutes 09/04/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Meet a more sophisticated Anne Boleyn as she returns to England from France having grown into a real beauty. Anne dazzles the Tudor Court while her family plays the long game to catch a king.
Family/Marriage AMDO  003507 POV Love & Stuff 90 minutes 09/05/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 02:26:46 Experience Judith’s multigenerational love story. As a daughter caring for her terminally ill mother and an “old-new mom” adopting a baby in her 50s, this film ultimately asks: “what do we really want to leave our children?”
Family/Marriage BOSF  000103 The Boleyns: A Scandalous Family The Fall 60 minutes 09/11/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Follow Anne’s journey as she becomes queen and changes the course of British history. This is a dangerous game and the Boleyns have no idea of the high price they will have to pay.
Family/Marriage MLNH  013655 PBS NewsHour Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:33 The U.S. Senate is pushing off voting on a bill to protect same-sex marriage until after the midterms. The Respect for Marriage Act already passed the House with support from dozens of Republicans, but Senate negotiators could not get the ten GOP votes needed to pass the bill. Republican Sen. Rob Portman of Ohio, one of the key supporters of the plan, joined Lisa Desjardins to discuss the delay.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013645 PBS NewsHour Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:22 Americans could start getting doses of new COVID shots as early as next week. The government says the boosters to fight omicron are key to protecting against severe illness this winter. But questions remain over how effective these shots will be. Dr. Céline Gounder, an infectious disease specialist and epidemiologist at NYU's Grossman School Of Medicine, joined Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013646 PBS NewsHour Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:51 Americans twelve and older should be able to start getting updated boosters for COVID within days. The CDC and FDA approved new Pfizer and Moderna shots that will hopefully provide more protection against the latest variants this coming winter. Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, joined Judy Woodruff to discuss the developments.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001819 PBS News Weekend Episode 19 30 minutes 09/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:59 This past week, the FDA and CDC signed off on updated COVID-19 vaccines to boost protection against newer variants of the virus, in an effort to limit an anticipated seasonal surge in infections this fall. Dr. Peter Hotez, co-director of the Center for Vaccine Development at Texas Children's Hospital, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Health/Health Care HIPS  000101 Hiding in Plain Sight The Storm 120 minutes 09/03/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:46 The Storm, the first two-hour episode of Hiding in Plain Sight, focuses on the lived experience of more than twenty young people with mental health challenges, along with the observations and insights of families, providers, and advocates.
Health/Health Care HIPS  000102 Hiding in Plain Sight Resilience 120 minutes 09/03/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:46 In this episode, our “heroes” speak about finding help, inpatient and outpatient therapy, the added stigma of racial or gender discrimination, the criminalization of mental illness, and youth suicide.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001820 PBS News Weekend Episode 20 30 minutes 09/04/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:55 In many parts of the country, there are fewer places to give birth. Obstetric units have closed in New Hampshire, New York, Delaware, Florida, Mississippi, Texas, Wyoming and other states — creating maternity care deserts for millions of Americans. Alecia McGregor of Harvard University and Aubre Tompkins, president of the American Association of Birth Centers, join Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013649 PBS NewsHour Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:54 Chris Evert dominated women's tennis in the 1970s and 80s. Her win-loss record in singles play is the best of any pro player, male or female, in history. But her toughest match was taking on ovarian cancer, often known as ”the silent killer.” Evert joined Amna Nawaz for a discussion about her journey, her health and what's ahead.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013649 PBS NewsHour Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:51 Nearly 20,000 women will receive a new diagnosis of ovarian cancer this year and more than 12,000 will die from the disease. Dr. Carol Brown, a gynecologic cancer surgeon and chief health equity officer at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, joined Amna Nawaz to discuss who should consider themselves at the greatest risk of ovarian cancer.
Health/Health Care LWIN  000102 Lucy Worsley Investigates Madness of King George 60 minutes 09/11/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 A close look at the life of George III, including the effect of his mental illness on Britain and how the assassination attempt on his life changed psychiatry.
Health/Health Care FASU  000000 Facing Suicide NULL 90 minutes 09/13/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 02:26:46 Explore the powerful stories of those impacted by suicide—one of America's most urgent health crises—alongside leading researchers uncovering insights for better prevention and treatment. Together, they offer a message of hope and healing.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013656 PBS NewsHour Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:12 At a time when misinformation is rampant, the NewsHour's Student Reporting Labs is producing a series of conversations called "Moments of Truth" that explore why people believe false information and what causes them to change their minds. This is a story about a mother who hesitated to give her child a common childhood vaccine that fights against measles, mumps and rubella.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013660 PBS NewsHour Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:58 Alongside the United Nations General Assembly this week, a push for the fight against infectious diseases. Most countries signed on, but the U.K. is a holdout. As special correspondent Dr. Alok Patel reports, with governments’ budgets tightening, there is concern that life saving programs might have to be scaled back. This story was produced in partnership with the Global Health Reporting Center.
Health/Health Care NOVA  004705 NOVA Cuba's Cancer Hope 60 minutes 09/23/22 05:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:56:46 When the U.S. trade embargo left Cuba isolated from medical resources, Cuban scientists developed their own biotech industry -- and promising lung cancer vaccines. Can they now team up with U.S. partners to make the treatments available to all?
Health/Health Care LWIN  000103 Lucy Worsley Investigates The Black Death 60 minutes 09/25/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 How did the Black Death change Britain? Lucy Worsley examines the latest science and explores how the vast death toll affected religious beliefs, class structure, work and women.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013664 PBS NewsHour Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:32 The life expectancy for firefighters is ten years less than the average person and it’s not just the fires themselves that present dangers. Firefighters are frequently exposed to toxic chemicals, and according to recent research, even their protective gear may carry health risks. Stephanie Sy looked into so-called “forever chemicals” and their possible effects on these essential workers.
Homosexuality MLNH  013658 PBS NewsHour Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:03 In Florida, school boards have implemented policies that critics say are ostracizing LGBTQ students. In some districts, teachers have removed certain books and rainbow flags from classrooms and others are obligated to report openly LGBTQ students to their parents. High school senior Will Larkins and recent graduate Javier Gomez joined William Brangham to discuss what it means for teenagers there.
Housing, Shelter PNWE  001821 PBS News Weekend Episode 21 30 minutes 09/10/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:13 Home prices in the U.S. have risen around 20% year-over-year, making homeownership unaffordable for millions of Americans. A historic housing shortage is causing rental rates to spike, too, and experts say it's unlikely prices will drop significantly any time soon. Marcia Fudge, Secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Housing, Shelter INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 09/24/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
Immigration/Refugees PNWE  001819 PBS News Weekend Episode 19 30 minutes 09/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:57 In our news wrap Saturday, NASA's Artemis moon mission has been postponed a second time, excessive heat is scorching the West Coast and fueling wildfires, nine migrants were found dead after trying to cross the Rio Grande into Texas, former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev was laid to rest in Moscow, and Serena Williams played what was likely her final match at the U.S. Open Friday night.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013649 PBS NewsHour Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:08 Hundreds of elderly Holocaust survivors have been forced to flee Ukraine, facing life as refugees again. As Nick Schifrin discovered, some are fleeing to Germany, decades after escaping the same nation. This story was produced in partnership with Retro Report, the Pulitzer Center and Exploring Hate from the WNET Group.
Immigration/Refugees APOC  005049 Amanpour and Company Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:19 The Trump administration’s forced family separation policy was a failed attempt to prevent illegal immigration. Thousands of children were deliberately separated from their parents at the U.S.-Mexico border, with no plan in place to reunite families in the future. The Atlantic’s Caitlin Dickerson discovered the true horror of what actually happened. She discusses her report.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013650 PBS NewsHour Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:37 Washington, D.C. mayor Muriel Bowser declared a public emergency Thursday as thousands of migrants have been sent to the nation's capital from Texas and Arizona over the last several months. Buses are going to New York City and Chicago as well. It's part of a battle between some Republican governors and the Biden administration over immigration policy. Amna Nawaz reports.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013655 PBS NewsHour Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:48 The national conversation on immigration is once again at the forefront with Republicans and Democrats at odds over how to handle thousands of migrants at the southern border. Republican leaders have implemented a new strategy sending immigrants to Democratic-led cities, further escalating tensions. Theresa Cardinal Brown of the Bipartisan Policy Center joined Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013656 PBS NewsHour Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:45 Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart and Washington Post opinion columnist Michael Gerson join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including controversies over immigration and how access to abortion is likely to play into the midterm elections.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013658 PBS NewsHour Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:06 To bring awareness to the global crisis of migration and refugees, a theater project is using a different kind of stage. They built a giant puppet of a young Syrian girl to stand in for millions and silently speak on their behalf. She has come to the U.S. amid an annual gathering of the world’s leaders at the United Nations. Jeffrey Brown has the story for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013659 PBS NewsHour Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:27 Outrage over Florida Governor Ron Desantis' decision to fly dozens of migrants to Martha's Vineyard last week has led to legal battles. Investigators in Texas say they believe the migrants were lured under false pretenses into boarding charter planes that left San Antonio and eventually arrived in Massachusetts. Javier Salazar, the Texas sheriff leading the inquiry, joined Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Immigration/Refugees USAH  000103 The U.S. and the Holocaust The Homeless, The Tempest-Tossed (1942 - )120 minutes 09/21/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 02:00:58 A group of dedicated government officials fights red tape to support rescue operations. As the Allies liberate German camps, the public sees for the first time the sheer scale of the Holocaust and begins to reckon with its reverberations.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013660 PBS NewsHour Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:38 The new Netflix comedy "Mo" is gaining acclaim for its portrayal of Arab American life rarely presented in popular culture. Mo Amer, the comedian who wrote and stars in the show, based it on his own story as a refugee in Houston. Jeffrey Brown talked to him for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Immigration/Refugees PNWE  001825 PBS News Weekend Episode 25 30 minutes 09/24/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:23 Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis is facing a class action lawsuit for flying roughly 50 migrants unannounced from Texas to Martha's Vineyard, without food, shelter or resources planned. The suit says that DeSantis and other individuals defrauded vulnerable immigrants to advance a political agenda. Oren Sellstrom, one of the attorneys involved in the lawsuit, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Media APOC  005046 Amanpour and Company Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:42 Political commentator S.E. Cupp analyzes Biden's recent speech at Philadelphia's Independence Hall. "The Debt Trap" author Josh Mitchell discusses the student debt crisis. Activist Prem Rawat explains his mission for global peace. Pop duo Sylvan Esso discuss their new album "No Rules Sandy."
Media PNWE  001820 PBS News Weekend Episode 20 30 minutes 09/04/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:03 In our news wrap Sunday, Donald Trump lashed out at President Biden and the FBI in his first rally since the Mar-a-Lago search, most residents in Jackson, Mississippi now have water pressure but the city still does not have drinkable water, NASA's moon mission is on pause after two scrubbed test launches, and 8.1 million moviegoers hit the theaters on National Cinema Day Saturday.
Media MLNH  013649 PBS NewsHour Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:04 In our news wrap Wednesday, Russian President Vladimir Putin is defying pressure to halt the war in Ukraine and insisting Moscow will forge ahead, former President Obama and former First Lady Michelle Obama unveiled their official portraits at the White House and public schools in Seattle canceled classes in the face of a strike as teachers demand higher pay and mental health support.



Media APOC  005049 Amanpour and Company Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:41 The emergency around Ukraine’s largest nuclear plant intensifies and Kyiv now says it’s considering shutting down the Zaporizhzhia complex. This week the Kenyan Supreme Court unanimously upheld William Ruto’s election victory. The Atlantic’s Caitlin Dickerson discovered the truth behind Trump's family separation policy. The indie band MUNA discusses their success and plays one of their tracks.
Media MLNH  013652 PBS NewsHour Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:31 In our news wrap Monday, thousands in Scotland turned out for final tributes to Queen Elizabeth, former President Trump's lawyers urged a federal judge to continue barring investigators from reviewing White House documents found at his Florida home, Sweden's elections give a populist party a new voice and 15,000 nurses in Minnesota launched a three-day strike over issues of pay and understaffing.
Media MLNH  013655 PBS NewsHour Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:16 In our news wrap Thursday, a boil-water notice in Jackson, Mississippi has been after nearly seven weeks, mortgage rates in America rose above 6% for the first time since the 2008 financial crisis, mourners pay their respects to the late Queen Elizabeth II and former White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows has complied with a Justice Department subpoena as part of the January 6 investigation.
Media APOC  005055 Amanpour and Company Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:42 Historian Simon Schama discusses how Queen Elizabeth II reinvented the British monarchy over her 70-year reign. NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg weighs in on the latest developments in the Ukraine-Russia war. Aisha Khan, Aisha Khan, chief executive of Pakistan’s Civil Society Coalition for Climate Change, explains the impacts of devastating floods in her country.
Media PNWE  001823 PBS News Weekend Episode 23 30 minutes 09/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:08 In our news wrap Saturday, the Justice Department asked a federal appeals court to restore its access to the classified materials found at Mar-a-Lago while an independent arbiter conducts his review, Puerto Rico is under a hurricane warning as Tropical Storm Fiona approaches, violent protests have broken out in Haiti's capital, and Queen Elizabeth II lies in state for a final two days in London.
Media MLNH  013658 PBS NewsHour Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:29 In our news wrap Tuesday, New York City is lifting its vaccine mandate for private sector workers as of November 1, federal authorities in Minnesota charged 47 people in a fraud scheme taking advantage of pandemic relief funds and the fight over documents seized from former President Trump went before a special master.
Media MLNH  013661 PBS NewsHour Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:51 In our news wrap Friday, a sell-off swept Wall Street and the world as rising interest rates intensify fears of a recession, counter-protesters marched in support of Iran's Islamic regime following growing unrest over a young woman's death in the custody of so-called morality police and officials in Lebanon and Syria say at least 77 are dead after a boat carrying migrants capsized.
Media PNWE  001826 PBS News Weekend Episode 26 30 minutes 09/25/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:35 In our news wrap Sunday, Tropical Storm Ian is forecast to reach hurricane strength as it approaches Cuba and Florida, Canada mobilized its military to help in the recovery after Fiona, Italy held an election that could pivot the country's leadership to the far-right, violent anti-government protests continue in Iran, and Kenyan Eliud Kipchoge broke his own world record in the Berlin Marathon.
Media MLNH  013664 PBS NewsHour Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:06 In our news wrap Wednesday, the European Union says it will retaliate against attacks on its energy networks after explosions damaged two pipelines in the Baltic Sea, Palestinian authorities say Israeli forces killed four Palestinians and wounded more than 40 during a raid in the occupied West Bank and the president of Iran is warning people there against any further violent protests.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013648 PBS NewsHour Episode 48 60 minutes 09/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:50 The new memoir "Daughter of Auschwitz" tells the harrowing story of one young girl's survival through the Holocaust. Tova Friedman co-wrote the book with correspondent Malcolm Brabant. They joined Judy Woodruff to discuss Friedman's life story.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013650 PBS NewsHour Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:04 Legendary news anchor and pioneer Bernard Shaw has died at the age of 82. He was CNN's first chief anchor when the channel launched and covered some of the biggest stories of his time. Judy Woodruff takes a look at Shaw's career and how he inspired a generation of Black journalists.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013651 PBS NewsHour Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:19 Americans with disabilities say state efforts to tighten voting laws are making it harder for eligible voters like them to cast their ballots. The debate recently played out in Wisconsin after voters there sued, prompting a federal judge to order the state to rewrite its guidance for election officials. Scott Thompson, an attorney for four of those plaintiffs, joined Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013651 PBS NewsHour Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:27 Albert Bender is a writer, activist and attorney of Cherokee descent. Currently based in Tennessee, he has long been an advocate for Native American cultural preservation and justice. He shares his Brief But Spectacular take on Indigenous cultures and struggles.
Minorities/Civil Rights PNWE  001824 PBS News Weekend Episode 24 30 minutes 09/18/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:17 For Dallas Mavericks CEO Cynt Marshall, the path to success has been anything but easy. For our Weekend Spotlight, Geoff Bennett spoke with Marshall about her new memoir, "You've Been Chosen: Thriving Through the Unexpected," and her personal and professional journey to becoming the NBA's first Black woman CEO.
Minorities/Civil Rights USAH  000103 The U.S. and the Holocaust The Homeless, The Tempest-Tossed (1942 - )120 minutes 09/21/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 02:00:58 A group of dedicated government officials fights red tape to support rescue operations. As the Allies liberate German camps, the public sees for the first time the sheer scale of the Holocaust and begins to reckon with its reverberations.
Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 09/24/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
National Politics/Government BLSN  000000 Rise of the Bolsonaros NULL 120 minutes 09/01/22 03:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:46 Since his landslide victory in 2018, Brazil's President Jair Bolsonaro has rarely been out of the headlines, with his controversial views on gender, indigenous rights and the Amazon. Yet, despite the increasingly vocal demands for his impeachment, Bolsonaro continues to have millions of supporters. This is the story of a remarkable rise from obscurity to the ultimate seat of power.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013645 PBS NewsHour Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:46 A major political upset in Alaska as a Democrat won the state’s only seat in the U.S. House. Former state lawmaker Mary Peltola defeated former Republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin in a special election to replace former Congressman Don Young, who died earlier this year. Rep.-elect Peltola joined Judy Woodruff to discuss her victory.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013645 PBS NewsHour Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:48 In our news wrap Thursday, President Biden is set to step up his attack on what he calls "extremist" threats to democracy by former President Trump and his most zealous supporters. A federal judge heard arguments on whether an outside expert should review government documents found at Mar-a-Lago. The U.S. military says reports of sexual assaults rose 13 percent last year over the year before.
National Politics/Government APOC  005045 Amanpour and Company Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:18 China may have committed crimes against humanity in Xinjiang, according to a long-awaited report from the United Nations. As a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Sen. Shaheen has been championing the rights of Afghan women and girls. Historian Nicole Hemmer’s latest book “Partisans” focuses on the conservatives who remade U.S. politics in the 1990s.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013646 PBS NewsHour Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:32 The 2022 midterm election season is in full swing and President Biden says existential dangers are looming large. In a speech Thursday night, Biden raised the alarm about extremist forces within the Republican Party and the escalating threat they pose to democracy. The GOP criticized the president's speech, accusing him of doom and gloom theatrics. Laura Barrón-López reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013646 PBS NewsHour Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:49 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden calling "MAGA Republicans" a direct threat to democracy, the investigation into former President Trump's handling of top secret documents and an upset in Alaska alters midterm forecasts.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006210 Washington Week Episode 10 30 minutes 09/02/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 President Biden sharpens his attacks on former President Trump’s MAGA political movement as the former president also faces new challenges in the Justice Department’s investigation of his handling of classified documents. Join moderator Yamiche Alcindor, Yasmeen Abutaleb of The Washington Post, Laura Barrón-López of PBS NewsHour, Jonathan Martin of The New York Times and Evan Pérez of CNN to discuss these stories and more.
National Politics/Government BOSF  000102 The Boleyns: A Scandalous Family Desire 60 minutes 09/04/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Meet a more sophisticated Anne Boleyn as she returns to England from France having grown into a real beauty. Anne dazzles the Tudor Court while her family plays the long game to catch a king.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013647 PBS NewsHour Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:01 A federal judge approved former President Trump’s request for an outside legal expert to review the files that were seized by the FBI from his Florida home. The decision temporarily blocks federal prosecutors from using any of that evidence as they investigate whether Trump broke the law. NPR's Carrie Johnson joined William Brangham to discuss what this means for the investigation.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013647 PBS NewsHour Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:55 The ruling Conservative Party in the United Kingdom made Liz Truss their new leader, setting her up to replace Boris Johnson as prime minister. Truss is currently foreign secretary and strongly backs lower taxes and a smaller government. As Laura Barrón-López reports, the shift in leadership comes as the country braces for an acute economic and cost of living crisis.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013647 PBS NewsHour Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:33 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join William Brangham to discuss the latest political news, including the investigation into former President Trump’s handling of top secret documents, President Biden’s warnings about threats to democracy, the resurgence of labor unions and how it's all playing into this year’s midterm elections.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013648 PBS NewsHour Episode 48 60 minutes 09/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:02 As lawmakers return from their summer recess, their focus is turning to the midterm elections. Democrats currently hold a slight majority in the House and Republicans are aiming to reclaim control. But a fluid political environment impacted by a confluence of social and political issues has tempered hopes of a red wave. David Wasserman of the Cook Political Report joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013649 PBS NewsHour Episode 49 60 minutes 09/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:04 Midterm campaigns are in full swing and both parties are vying for control over what is now an evenly-divided Senate. The 35 midterm contests this year could sway that balance of power. Jessica Taylor of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter joined Judy Woodruff to discuss the closest Senate races ahead of the November election.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013650 PBS NewsHour Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:03 Queen Elizabeth II, the longest-serving British monarch in history, has died at the age of 96. Elizabeth was 25 years old when she assumed the throne in 1952 following the death of her father, King George VI. This year marked the queen's platinum jubilee, celebrating 70 years on the throne. During that time, the queen has seen the world go through times of war and great turmoil and change.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013650 PBS NewsHour Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:22 Shortly after Queen Elizabeth II's death was announced, large crowds gathered outside of royal residences to mourn. Special correspondent Willem Marx joined Judy Woodruff from Buckingham Palace where a sparkling rainbow appeared after the queen's passing and Malcolm Brabant traveled to Windsor Castle and was there as Britons absorbed the news.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013650 PBS NewsHour Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:40 Queen Elizabeth II was the longest-serving monarch in Britain's history, but it was a decision by her uncle that cleared Elizabeth's path to the throne. King Edward abdicated in 1936 so he could marry American divorcee Wallis Simpson, making Elizabeth's father the new king. Anne Sebba, the author of "That Woman: The Life of Wallis Simpson, Duchess of Windsor,” joined Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013650 PBS NewsHour Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:52 Secretary of State Antony Blinken made a surprise visit to Kyiv Thursday as a 20th package of U.S. aid for Ukraine was unveiled. The announcement came as the country launches a critical counteroffensive against Russian invaders in the south. Nick Schifrin reports from southern Ukraine where he spoke with Petro Kotin, the president of the state nuclear authority, about the Zaporizhzhya plant.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013650 PBS NewsHour Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:20 A PBS NewsHour/NPR/Marist poll out Thursday is providing a new snapshot of how Americans view the economy, abortion and former President Trump ahead of November's midterm elections. Lisa Desjardins breaks down the numbers.
National Politics/Government QENH  000000 Queen Elizabeth: A Royal Life - a PBS NewsHour SpecialNULL 60 minutes 09/08/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Exploring Queen Elizabeth’s life, legacy, and her influence within the royal family, across the United Kingdom, and around the world.
National Politics/Government APOC  005050 Amanpour and Company Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:33 The Queen recently celebrated her Platinum Jubilee, marking 70 years of service to her people. To discuss the Queen’s extraordinary life and legacy, Poppy was joined by historian Simon Schama.
National Politics/Government APOC  005050 Amanpour and Company Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:45 The White House has sent its condolences to the Windsor family. The Queen was of course Britain’s top diplomat and much more — she represented 14 other nations as head of state as well as carrying the responsibility to safeguard the “Special Relationship” that exists between the U.K. and the United States. Sir Kim Darroch, Britain’s former ambassador to the United States, reflects on the monarch.
National Politics/Government APOC  005050 Amanpour and Company Episode 50 60 minutes 09/08/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:03:01 British journalist Walter Bagehot famously wrote that the constitution needed two parts: the dignified and the efficient. Queen Elizabeth arguably represented both — having just two days ago appointed Liz Truss as prime minister. Former U.K. MP Alistair Burt joined the show to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013651 PBS NewsHour Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:07 Britain awoke to its first day in 70 years with a new monarch as King Charles III returned to London from the side of his mother's deathbed in Scotland. The mourning period that began with the passing of Queen Elizabeth II continued as thousands gathered outside Buckingham Palace and across the world, tributes poured in for the late queen. Special correspondent Willem Marx reports from London.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013651 PBS NewsHour Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:10 King Charles III's ascension to the throne heralds a new chapter in the lengthy and turbulent history of the British monarchy. His reign starts amid high inflation, war in Europe, an energy supply problem and a new prime minister. Malcolm Brabant spoke to people outside of London about the challenges facing the new king.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013651 PBS NewsHour Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:44 In our news wrap Friday: The Memphis mass shooting suspect will remain jailed on first-degree murder charges as investigators try to piece together a motive, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un insists his regime will never give up its nuclear weapons and U.N. Secretary-General António Guterres renewed his appeal to help Pakistan recover from catastrophic flooding that has killed at least 1,400.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013651 PBS NewsHour Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:32 This midterm cycle there are high stakes in campaigns for governors' mansions and the winners will impact everything from state elections to reproductive rights. Republicans have dominated the gubernatorial landscape but there are 36 races that could change the breakdown. Kyle Kondik of Sabato’s Crystal Ball at the University of Virginia Center for Politics joined Geoff Bennet to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013651 PBS NewsHour Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:13:21 Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart and Washington Post opinion columnist Michael Gerson join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Queen Elizabeth's impact on the American political landscape and a look at new polls that paint a fresh picture of the electorate just two months ahead of the midterm elections.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006211 Washington Week Episode 11 30 minutes 09/09/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:10:30 With less than nine weeks until the midterms, candidates are in the home stretch of the campaign season. Can Democrats hold on to power, or will Republicans pull off a red wave? And with President Biden and former President Trump continuing their dueling rallies, what effect will they have on their party’s election chances, and which races are the ones to watch?
National Politics/Government VZEL  000000 Zelenskyy: The Man Who Took on PutinNULL 30 minutes 09/09/22 10:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:26:46 This documentary charts the rise of the comedian, actor and entertainer who became the improbable wartime leader. For some he was the political lightweight, whose approval ratings had slipped and was not trusted to deal with the rising tensions with Russia. But in the last few weeks Zelenskyy's uncompromising stand -which has led to this current face off with Vladimir Putin -has transformed his image and popularity, both at home and abroad. The film explores the man behind the series of game changing social media and TV appearances which have encapsulated the defiant response of a nation. What motivates him? How did he transform from joker to leader and what is the next chapter of his story?
National Politics/Government APOC  005051 Amanpour and Company Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:39 In her 70 year reign, Queen Elizabeth developed a close relationship with the US, meeting 12 of the 14 serving presidents during her reign. Following the death of President John F. Kennedy, she shared a particularly moving tribute. Historian Jon Meacham speaks with Walter Isaacson about Her Majesty’s relationship with America and its presidents.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001822 PBS News Weekend Episode 22 30 minutes 09/11/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:16 In our news wrap Sunday, the hearse carrying Queen Elizabeth II's coffin arrived in Edinburgh, Scotland where she will lie in state through Tuesday. And, two U.S. military planes loaded with about 70 tons of supplies for Pakistan's flood victims landed in the hard-hit Sindh province today.



National Politics/Government PNWE  001822 PBS News Weekend Episode 22 30 minutes 09/11/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:51 A case before the U.S. Supreme Court could radically reshape presidential and congressional elections in this country. At the heart of Moore v. Harper is a disputed legal theory that claims the Constitution gives state legislatures almost unchecked power over how federal elections are run. Rick Hasen, director of UCLA Law's Safeguarding Democracy Project, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
National Politics/Government BOSF  000103 The Boleyns: A Scandalous Family The Fall 60 minutes 09/11/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Follow Anne’s journey as she becomes queen and changes the course of British history. This is a dangerous game and the Boleyns have no idea of the high price they will have to pay.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013652 PBS NewsHour Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:58 In primary contests in New Hampshire, money is pouring in for Republican candidates from an unusual source. Democratic groups are spending millions of dollars in an attempt to ensure their candidates face less appealing opponents in the general election. Laura Barrón-López reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013652 PBS NewsHour Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:55 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including what's next for Republicans and Democrats as primary season comes to a close and they turn their midterm messaging toward the general election.
National Politics/Government APOC  005052 Amanpour and Company Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:04 Tributes to the late Queen Elizabeth II have not silenced the calls for devolution around the U.K. and overseas. Following a Ukrainian counteroffensive, Putin is facing criticism from his own side. The Queen's death has seen an outpouring of tributes from leaders of many faiths. The queen was a cultural icon and a rock of stability for a family dogged by celebrity and haunted by scandal.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013653 PBS NewsHour Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:23 In our news wrap Tuesday, King Charles III traveled to Northern Ireland where he spoke of the late Queen Elizabeth's hopes for healing the region's Protestant and Catholic divisions, alleged security flaws at Twitter were discussed at a U.S. Senate hearing and cleanup is underway in Southern California after tropical storm remnants triggered mudslides.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013653 PBS NewsHour Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:49 Legendary French filmmaker Jean-Luc Godard died Tuesday at his home in Switzerland. Beginning in the late 1950s and into the 60s, he and other young filmmakers became known as the "French New Wave." Jeffrey Brown looks back at the career of one of cinema's great innovators.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013653 PBS NewsHour Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:13 The number of undergraduate students has dropped by almost 10% during the pandemic. But it's been a different story for some time at many historically Black colleges and universities. Applications are up nearly 30% at many of these schools and top-tier HBCUs are increasingly becoming the first choice for some of the most sought-after students. Special correspondent Hari Sreenivasan reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013653 PBS NewsHour Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:08 Nina Totenberg has been covering the Supreme Court for NPR since the 1970s. It was early in her reporting career that she formed what would become a decades-long friendship with the late Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Totenberg joined Judy Woodruff to discuss her new book, "Dinners with Ruth: A Memoir on the Power of Friendships."
National Politics/Government APOC  005053 Amanpour and Company Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:42 Few people had the experience of one-on-one time with the Queen. For Theresa May, it was a weekly occurrence. May was the 13th of 15 prime ministers who served under the Queen, and was the last to hold office before the COVID-19 pandemic. She experienced many in-person moments with the monarch during what is known as the weekly audience. May joins Christiane to discuss her memories.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013654 PBS NewsHour Episode 54 60 minutes 09/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:37 In our news wrap Wednesday, unions and some of the largest freight railroads are still negotiating with a strike deadline fast approaching, the war in Ukraine has energy costs soaring in Europe with leaders calling for a cap on electric utility revenues and the World Health Organization says the end of the pandemic is in sight with global deaths at the lowest level since March 2020.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013654 PBS NewsHour Episode 54 60 minutes 09/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:17 Historical trends and months of polling previously predicted that Democrats will face trouble in the midterms. But recent data shows that a red wave may not be the tsunami that Republicans were hoping for. Democratic strategist Joel Benenson and Republican pollster Neil Newhouse join Amna Nawaz to discuss what they’re watching ahead of Election Day.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013654 PBS NewsHour Episode 54 60 minutes 09/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:51 Former President Trump is at the center of several ongoing investigations. From missing classified government documents to influencing 2020 election results, the probes loom over a contentious midterm season. Andrea Bernstein is a reporter covering democracy for Pro-Publica and is a contributing writer to NPR. She joined William Brangham to discuss the developments.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013654 PBS NewsHour Episode 54 60 minutes 09/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:13 Following elections in Sweden, a right-wing coalition with an anti-immigrant agenda has a narrow enough majority to form a government. The seismic shift in Swedish politics could have serious implications for dozens of Kurds in the country who fear extradition to Turkey. It's also a potential obstacle to the Nordic nation joining NATO. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013656 PBS NewsHour Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:39 In our news wrap Friday, President Biden met with relatives of Brittney Griner and Paul Whelan, two Americans jailed in Russia. In Pakistan, officials say floodwaters are now rapidly receding in the hard-hit Sindh province. Plus, the line in London to view Queen Elizabeth's coffin grew so long that the government warned it could take 24 hours to get into Westminster Hall.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013656 PBS NewsHour Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:14 A federal judge rejected the Justice Department’s access to classified documents seized by the FBI in the raid of former President Trump’s home. The judge also appointed a veteran New York jurist to serve as a special master who will independently review the records. University of Michigan law professor and former U.S. Attorney Barbara McQuade joined Judy Woodruff to discuss the developments.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013656 PBS NewsHour Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:06 World leaders are preparing to gather in London for the queen’s funeral on Monday. While glowing tributes continue to pour in, her death has also sparked painful memories and anger among several former British colonies and prompted a wider conversation about the role the British monarchy has had in their oppression. Special correspondent Isabel Nakirya reports from Kenya.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006212 Washington Week Episode 12 30 minutes 09/16/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:47 The Justice Department issues dozens of subpoenas connected to election lies and the Capitol attack. Plus, Republican Senator Lindsey Graham introduces a bill to federally ban abortions. Join moderator Yamiche Alcindor, Marianna Sotomayor of The Washington Post, Zolan Kanno-Youngs of The New York Times, Susan Page of USA Today and Josh Gerstein of POLITICO to discuss these stories and more.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001824 PBS News Weekend Episode 24 30 minutes 09/18/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:33 In our news wrap Sunday, the Bidens paid their respects to Queen Elizabeth II in London, Ukraine made strategic gains against Russian forces to the south, Nancy Pelosi led a congressional delegation to Armenia amid a cease-fire with Azerbaijan, Hurricane Fiona made landfall in Puerto Rico and knocked out power to the whole island, and the remnants of a typhoon caused widespread flooding in Alaska.
National Politics/Government QEFL  000000 The State Funeral of HM Queen Elizabeth IINULL 540 minutes 09/19/22 03:00:00 AM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 04:18:56 Britain and the world said a final goodbye to Queen Elizabeth II at a state funeral Monday that drew presidents and kings, princes and prime ministers — and crowds who massed along the streets of London to honor a monarch whose 70-year reign defined an age.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013657 PBS NewsHour Episode 57 60 minutes 09/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:20 Queen Elizabeth II was honored Monday with an elaborate and poignant state funeral in London before being taken to her final resting place at Windsor Castle. Malcolm Brabant reports on the sights and the sounds of a remarkable day.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013657 PBS NewsHour Episode 57 60 minutes 09/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:25 World leaders have begun assembling in New York for the United Nations General Assembly. Among the leaders who sit at the crossroads of many issues of global importance is Turkey's Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. From Ukraine, to Russia, to NATO, he wields outsized influence in both the east and west. Judy Woodruff sat down with Erdoğan in New York.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013657 PBS NewsHour Episode 57 60 minutes 09/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:50 Election Day is less than two months away, yet there's a critical missing element that could slow down the voting process. It takes more than a million people working the polls to make American elections run smoothly. Between retirements and concerns about COVID, tens of thousands of poll workers have left the job over the past several election cycles. William Brangham reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013657 PBS NewsHour Episode 57 60 minutes 09/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:50 Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter and Asma Khalid of NPR join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including Republicans pushing to make immigration and the southern border a key issue and a new poll of Hispanic voters ahead of the midterms.
National Politics/Government APOC  005057 Amanpour and Company Episode 57 60 minutes 09/19/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:58 Queen Elizabeth II is laid to rest. Experts reflect on her legacy.
National Politics/Government APOC  005058 Amanpour and Company Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:40 To assess the state of U.S.-China relations, Michael Beckley joins the program. Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, a growing number of countries are hoping to come under NATO’s protective umbrella – among them Kosovo, in the Balkans. Peniel E. Joseph is offering a new perspective on the years between Barack Obama’s election in 2008 and last year’s attack on the Capitol.
National Politics/Government APOC  005058 Amanpour and Company Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:12 Peniel Joseph is offering a new perspective on the years between Barack Obama’s election in 2008 and last year’s attack on the Capitol. In his latest book, Joseph calls the period “the Third Reconstruction,” and argues it amounts to a new stage in the struggle for justice and equality for Black Americans. Joseph discusses periods of struggle in American history and the crucial role women played.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013659 PBS NewsHour Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:01 In our news wrap Wednesday, the House approved a bill to block future attempts at subverting presidential elections and close loopholes in the law, medical workers struggled to contain malaria outbreaks as mosquitoes breed in the wake of flooding in Pakistan and Phoenix Suns and Mercury owner Robert Sarver announced he's selling both teams after allegations of racist and anti-female speech.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013660 PBS NewsHour Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:29 In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S. imposes sanctions on Iran's morality police as protests continue over the death of a young woman in custody, Republicans in the Senate blocked action on forcing the disclosure of "dark money" donors to political causes and average rates on 30-year mortgage rates have hit their highest level since 2007.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013660 PBS NewsHour Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:22 With less than 50 days until the midterms, Congress is in its final push to approve legislation ahead of Election Day. The U.S. House of Representatives passed a bill to make it harder to overthrow an election while the Senate debated Sen. Joe Manchin's energy permitting proposal. All of this as yet another government shutdown deadline looms. Lisa Desjardins joined Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013660 PBS NewsHour Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:04 A new book by two veteran journalists takes a look behind the scenes of Donald Trump's presidency. Husband and wife reporting team Peter Baker of The New York Times and Susan Glasser of The New Yorker say that to understand what happened on January 6, it is necessary to understand what happened the day Trump took office and all the days in between. That is the focus of their book, "The Divider."
National Politics/Government APOC  005060 Amanpour and Company Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:25 Demonstrators are mourning and protesting the death of Mahsa Amini, the 22-year-old woman who died after being arrested by Iran’s morality police. Christiane sits down with the head of the International Monetary Fund in New York. In the “The Diver” authors Susan Glasser and Peter Baker go behind the scenes of the Trump White House, speaking to many key players, including the man himself.
National Politics/Government TTCY  003130 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 30 30 minutes 09/23/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Trump Lawsuit: NY AG Letitia James accuses the Trump family of a pattern of financial fraud. SCOTUS & Midterms: Will the reversal of Roe v. Wade handed down by the court motivate women to turn out?
National Politics/Government MLNH  013661 PBS NewsHour Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:21 Former President Donald Trump is back on the campaign trail stumping for Republican candidates who will be on the ballot this November. Amna Nawaz and Lisa Desjardins discuss his latest rally in Wilmington, North Carolina where Trump is supporting Senate candidate Ted Budd.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013661 PBS NewsHour Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:43 Former President Trump appears to be embracing the unfounded theories of the extremely far-right QAnon community and it's raising concerns about future political violence. Mike Rothschild, author of "The Storm Is Upon Us: How QAnon Became a Movement, Cult, and Conspiracy Theory of Everything," joined Amna Nawaz to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013661 PBS NewsHour Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:59 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Karen Tumulty join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden's rebuke of Russia and Putin at the U.N. and the state of Republican politics.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006213 Washington Week Episode 13 30 minutes 09/23/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 New York's attorney general announces a lawsuit against former President Trump and his children. Russian President Putin issues a threat and escalates the war as Ukraine’s military makes gains. Join moderator Yamiche Alcindor, Peter Baker of The New York Times, Hugo Lowell of The Guardian, Vivian Salama of The Wall Street Journal and Nancy Cordes of CBS News to discuss these stories and more.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000613 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Ivan Duque Marquez 30 minutes 09/23/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Former Colombian President Iván Duque Márquez warns against the rise of left-wing populism in Colombia and across Latin America. He also discusses the war on drugs, the crisis in Venezuela, and the global impact of threats to democracy in the U.S.
National Politics/Government APOC  005061 Amanpour and Company Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:20 Australia’s foreign minister explains why her government is considering expelling the Russian ambassador over Putin’s nuclear threats. Vadym Prystaiko, Ukrainian ambassador to the U.K., discusses the potential for new sanctions on Moscow. Andy Borowitz explains why he believes anti-intellectualism is endangering the U.S. Amir Nizar Zuabi discusses Little Amal and "The Walk."
National Politics/Government APOC  005061 Amanpour and Company Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:52 Humorist Andy Borowitz believes good leadership is increasingly hard to find these days. His new book, “Profiles in Ignorance: How America’s Politicians Got Dumber and Dumber,” looks at America’s embrace of anti-intellectualism. He joins Walter Isaacson to talk about the danger this trend poses to our democracy.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001826 PBS News Weekend Episode 26 30 minutes 09/25/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:56 With the midterms 44 days away, we're taking a closer look at some of the most competitive races around the country. Democrat and Republican political strategists Steve Schale and Al Cardenas join Geoff Bennett to discuss Florida’s hotly contested races for Senate and governor.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013662 PBS NewsHour Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:55 Italians have chosen their first far-right government since World War II. Giorgia Meloni is expected to become the first female prime minister to lead Europe’s third largest economy. Her party, Brothers of Italy, draws its roots from the country’s fascist history. Monday, she sounded a moderate tone, but as Nick Schifrin reports, her recent rhetoric has many in Italy and Europe concerned.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013662 PBS NewsHour Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:52 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including the upcoming January 6 Committee hearing, its impact on the midterms and how both parties are trying to lure voters.
National Politics/Government APOC  005062 Amanpour and Company Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:50 In her illustrated memoir “Persepolis” author Marjane Satrapi recounts growing up in Iran during the revolution.
National Politics/Government APOC  005062 Amanpour and Company Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:22 In an exclusive interview, Christiane speaks to Chile’s new president, Gabriel Boric, who recently made an impassioned call to fight for democracy at the U.N.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:12 In our news wrap Tuesday, voting orchestrated by the Kremlin and rejected by most other countries concluded in Russian-occupied regions of Ukraine, natural gas leaks along Russian pipelines in the Baltic Sea trigger questions of possible sabotage and the U.S. Transportation Department gave final approval to build the first nationwide network of electric vehicle charging stations.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:10 A short-term funding bill was unveiled late Monday night as the deadline to fund the federal government fast approaches. Preventing a shutdown is just one of a laundry list of items lawmakers are scrambling to tackle before leaving town for the midterm election season. Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins joined Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest.



National Politics/Government APOC  005063 Amanpour and Company Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:07 Sen. Patrick Leahy weighs in on the midterm elections. Italian ambassador to the U.K. Raffaele Trombetta discusses his country’s possible new prime minister, Giorgia Meloni. Journalist Luke Mogelson discusses his new book, “The Storm Is Here,” which looks inside the mindset of January 6 insurrectionists.
National Politics/Government APOC  005064 Amanpour and Company Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:55:16 Fiona Hill says that Putin is “determined to shape the future to look like his version of the past” and that he “craves legitimacy." Hill has studied the Russian president for many years and joins the show. Jennifer Egan's "The Candy House" takes a thought-provoking look at ways in which we deal with life-changing technology. President of the AFL-CIO Liz Shuler discusses labor unions.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:57 This year, Latino voters will be critical in deciding a number of key races that could determine the balance of power in Congress. For years, they have voted solidly Democratic, but the preferences of this diverse group are shifting. Progressive pollster Carlos Odio and Republican strategist Mike Madrid join Laura Barrón-López to discuss.
National Politics/Government APOC  005065 Amanpour and Company Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:49 Will 2022 be the year of the Black Republican? It could be, with a record number of African American candidates in the GOP. What is driving this trend? Ted Johnson from the Brennan Center for Justice explains to Michel Martin.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013645 PBS NewsHour Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:40 U.N. inspectors made it to Europe's largest nuclear plant on a mission to avert disaster. The Zaporizhzhia plant is caught in the crossfire of Ukrainian and Russian fighting. Lisa Desjardins reports.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013648 PBS NewsHour Episode 48 60 minutes 09/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:21 The International Atomic Energy Agency called for a demilitarized zone around Europe’s largest nuclear plant. The Zaporizhzhia plant is caught in the crossfire between Ukrainian forces and Russian invaders who have controlled the site for six months. Tuesday's IAEA report arrives amid increasing concerns about the plant's safety and security. Nick Schifrin reports from Ukraine.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013651 PBS NewsHour Episode 51 60 minutes 09/09/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:59 The U.N.'s nuclear watchdog made its strongest warning yet of the possibility of an accident at the Russian-held Zaporizhzhia plant in Ukraine. The IAEA said a lack of external power and staff access to the plant made this moment critical. This week, Nick Schifrin and his team traveled to the nearby village of Nikopol and discovered Russia has turned the nuclear plant into a combat zone.
Nuclear Issues/WMD WWIR  006211 Washington Week Episode 11 30 minutes 09/09/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:12:20 New reporting from the Washington Post revealed the FBI recovered top secret information about a foreign nation’s nuclear capabilities during its search of former President Trump’s home. And the Department of Justice files an appeal after a Federal Judge grants former President Trump’s request for a third-party special master to review the classified documents recovered from Mar-a-Lago.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013652 PBS NewsHour Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:31 The new school year brings the end of universal free meals for many students. In 2020, Congress gave schools waivers to provide free breakfast and lunches regardless of income, but that expired at the start of September. Students and families still can apply for free meals if they meet income thresholds. Elaine Waxman of the Urban Institute joined Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013653 PBS NewsHour Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:47 The child poverty rate in the U.S. fell last year to the lowest level on record. Families were helped as cash benefits, tax credits and other types of non-cash assistance increased during the pandemic. Dana Thomson of Child Trends is one of the lead researchers on the analysis. She joined Judy Woodruff to discuss their study.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013664 PBS NewsHour Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:41 President Biden unveiled a series of proposals to try and end hunger by 2030, expand nutritional assistance and reduce obesity. The plan calls for more free school meals, new labels on food and would have the government offer medically tailored meals for those on Medicare. Sen. Cory Booker joined William Brangham to discuss the president's proposal.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports PNWE  001819 PBS News Weekend Episode 19 30 minutes 09/03/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:57 In our news wrap Saturday, NASA's Artemis moon mission has been postponed a second time, excessive heat is scorching the West Coast and fueling wildfires, nine migrants were found dead after trying to cross the Rio Grande into Texas, former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev was laid to rest in Moscow, and Serena Williams played what was likely her final match at the U.S. Open Friday night.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports APOC  005047 Amanpour and Company Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:53 Walter Isaacson speaks with Jackie Robinson’s son David about his father’s incredible legacy.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013655 PBS NewsHour Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:32 Swiss tennis champion Roger Federer announced he is retiring from the game after a legendary career. He's a 20-time Grand Slam champion, including eight Wimbledon titles and five consecutive U.S. Opens. Federer will play his final competitive matches next week at the Laver Cup in London. Tennis star and broadcaster Patrick McEnroe joined Geoff Bennett to discuss the impact of Federer's career.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports PNWE  001826 PBS News Weekend Episode 26 30 minutes 09/25/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:56 Olivia Moultrie started her professional soccer career at the age of 13. For our Weekend Spotlight, Geoff Bennett spoke with Moultrie about making and setting goals both on and off the field.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013662 PBS NewsHour Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:34 In Mississippi, political corruption, celebrity and power combined to fleece the state’s most vulnerable residents. Tens of millions of dollars meant to assist families in need were instead used for personal expenses and pet projects. Former NFL quarterback Brett Favre has been connected to the scheme. Mississippi Today reporter Anna Wolfe broke the story and joined Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:43 It's the biggest scandal chess has seen in decades. Magnus Carlsen, the current world champion, accused American Hans Niemann of cheating in past games and lying about it. Niemann admitted to cheating when he was 12 and 16 in what he said were inconsequential games, but denies foul play when he played and beat Carlsen recently. Chess Grandmaster Maurice Ashley joined William Brangham to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:50 It's turning into a historic September for Major League Baseball. Two of the game's great hitters, Aaron Judge and Albert Pujols, are moving toward remarkable batting records. Judge hit his 61st home run of the season, tying the American League record, while Pujols hit his 700th career home run. ESPN's Jeff Passan joined William Brangham to discuss the milestones.
Religion/Ethics MLNH  013645 PBS NewsHour Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:00 The U.N. released a report accusing the Chinese government of possibly committing crimes against humanity against minority Muslim Uyghurs. The report reiterated much of what the U.S. and independent researchers have said about Beijing’s campaign, but it was the first time the accusations were leveled by the U.N. Nick Schifrin discussed the report with Sophie Richardson of Human Rights Watch.
Science/Technology MLNH  013646 PBS NewsHour Episode 46 60 minutes 09/02/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:22 If all goes as planned, NASA will launch a rocket to return to the moon Saturday afternoon. This first phase will send an unmanned capsule to lunar orbit and back, but NASA wants humans to land on the moon in 2024 or 2025. As science correspondent Miles O'Brien reports, it has taken a long time and a lot of money to get Artemis going, an approach that has been the subject of some criticism.
Science/Technology PNWE  001823 PBS News Weekend Episode 23 30 minutes 09/17/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:35 NASA's James Webb Space Telescope launched last Christmas and released its first image in July, providing the deepest and sharpest view we've ever seen of the universe. Since then, it has captured faraway star nurseries, cosmic cliffs and galactic clusters. PBS NewsHour science correspondent Miles O'Brien joins Geoff Bennett to discuss what these images can tell us.
Science/Technology MLNH  013661 PBS NewsHour Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:35 The Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medals, or Sammies, are given out each year to celebrate our nation's public servants. NASA's Greg Robinson received the flagship award of Federal Employee of the Year for his work managing the construction and implementation of the James Webb Space Telescope. Robinson joined Judy Woodruff before this week's ceremony to talk about his journey to stardom.
Science/Technology MLNH  013662 PBS NewsHour Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:11:38 NASA is trying an experiment to answer a question that’s straight out of science fiction. What could we do if a large object was hurtling through space on a collision course with Earth? Science Correspondent Miles O’Brien joined William Brangham to discuss the Double Asteroid Redirection Test, or DART.
Science/Technology WWET  000000 Wild Weather NULL 60 minutes 09/28/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Watch an innovative documentary that illustrates how weather works by performing brave, ambitious (even unlikely) experiments that show how nature transforms simple ingredients like wind, water and temperature into something spectacular and powerful.
Science/Technology MLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:18 As demand grows for seafood, the business of fish farming is growing. Companies are raising and harvesting salmon on land, sparking pushback over sustainability and genetic engineering. Science correspondent Miles O'Brien has the second of a two-part look at what's known as "aquaculture."
Sexuality AMDO  003405 POV Pier Kids 90 minutes 09/10/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Follow the Black, homeless queer and trans youth who call NYC's Christopher Street Pier their home as they withstand tremendous amounts of homophobia and discrimination while working to carve out autonomy and security in their lives.
Transportation MLNH  013647 PBS NewsHour Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:56 In a historic vote in August, California regulators agreed to ban the sale of new gasoline-fueled cars by 2035. Because the state is the largest auto market in the U.S., the move could lead to a nationwide shift. But as Amna Nawaz reports, there are still many barriers to American drivers going fully electric.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013645 PBS NewsHour Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:41 A major overhaul of Veterans Affairs is making it easier for veterans who are sick from exposure to burn pit smoke and other toxins to get treatment. In the past, veterans had to prove their sicknesses were connected to their service in the military. But with the passage of the PACT Act, that has changed. VA Secretary Denis McDonough joined Amna Nawaz to discuss the reform.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013645 PBS NewsHour Episode 45 60 minutes 09/01/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:46 The U.S. Military is intensifying its efforts to meet young people where they spend their time: online and on their devices. But, as John Yang reports, there are critics who say these new recruiting methods also raise new concerns.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013647 PBS NewsHour Episode 47 60 minutes 09/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:38 Sweden is on high alert for Russian meddling in their election which takes place next week. Russian President Putin has warned NATO against beefing up its presence in both Sweden and Finland, which are both joining the alliance. As special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports, Putin’s threats against the Nordic nations have special significance for the Swedish island of Gotland in the Baltic Sea.
War/Veterans/National Security FLMH  000611 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Elliot Ackerman 30 minutes 09/09/22 08:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 One year after U.S. troops left Afghanistan and 21 years after 9/11, Marine veteran and author Elliot Ackerman reflects on the war’s strategic failures, his own efforts to get Afghans out, and the dangers of America’s growing civil-military divide.
War/Veterans/National Security QWAR  000000 The Queen at War NULL 60 minutes 09/10/22 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Princess Elizabeth was a child of thirteen on September 3, 1939, when her father King George VI informed the people that Britain was at war. This revelatory documentary tells the story of the Queen’s experiences during WWII and how the longest-reigning monarch in British history was shaped by the war.
War/Veterans/National Security QUEC  000000 The Queen and the Coup NULL 60 minutes 09/10/22 04:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Documentary 1 00:00:00 The Queen and The Coup' - the almost unbelievable story of how the current Queen of England was deployed by the US State Department/C.I.A. as a secret weapon in the coup which destroyed Iran's last democracy, leading eventually to the establishment of the Islamic Republic and the disastrous US/Iranian relations which follow today.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001821 PBS News Weekend Episode 21 30 minutes 09/10/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:14 In our news wrap Saturday, a Ukrainian counteroffensive has made major gains against Russian forces in the northeastern part of the country, Charles III was ceremonially proclaimed king in the U.K., the DOJ and Donald Trump's legal team have each proposed independent arbiter candidates to review the material found at Mar-a-Lago, and Carlos Alcaraz defeated American Frances Tiafoe at the U.S. Open.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001822 PBS News Weekend Episode 22 30 minutes 09/11/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:45 Today, the nation mourned the nearly 3,000 lives lost on Sept. 11, 2001, in the deadliest terror attack on U.S. soil. We look at how Americans marked this somber anniversary.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001822 PBS News Weekend Episode 22 30 minutes 09/11/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:46 As the war in Ukraine reaches 200 days, Ukrainian forces staging a massive counteroffensive in the eastern region of Kharkiv have taken back large swaths of territory previously under Russian control. Tonight, Russia retaliated by attacking the region’s power grid. Nick Schifrin joins Geoff Bennett from Kharkiv to discuss the implications of these developments.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013652 PBS NewsHour Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:40 Ukraine is in the midst of a lightning counteroffensive and has retaken territory both in the country’s northeast and south. The move has taken Russian troops by surprise and provoked outrage in Moscow among supporters of the war. Nick Schifrin reports from Kharkiv.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005052 Amanpour and Company Episode 52 60 minutes 09/12/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:01:43 Following a stunning Ukrainian counteroffensive in Kharkiv , Putin is facing mounting criticism from his own side. Loyal commentators have asked whether he miscalculated or was misinformed. Deputies from 18 municipal districts in Moscow, St. Petersburg and elsewhere are now calling on Putin to resign. The former commander of American forces in Europe, General Ben Hodges (Ret.), joins the show.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013653 PBS NewsHour Episode 53 60 minutes 09/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:24 Legendary French filmmaker Jean-Luc Godard died Tuesday at his home in Switzerland. Beginning in the late 1950s and into the 60s, he and other young filmmakers became known as the "French New Wave." Jeffrey Brown looks back at the career of one of cinema's great innovators.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013654 PBS NewsHour Episode 54 60 minutes 09/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:51 The Ukrainian counteroffensive continues at a great pace across the eastern and southern parts of the country. President Zelenskyy and top members of his war council visited troops and the traumatized civilians liberated from Russian rule. It is a time of relief for most, tempered by deprivation and great sadness. Nick Schifrin was there and reports from Balakliya.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  005054 Amanpour and Company Episode 54 60 minutes 09/14/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:50 The Commonwealth’s secretary-general discusses the organization’s member nations’ complex relationships. Timothy Garton Ash discusses how the Queen charted the choppy waters of the 20th and 21st centuries. To try and get inside the mind of Putin, Christiane speaks with his former speechwriter. Zelensky’s press secretary discusses Ukraine’s recent military advances and her time with Zelensky.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013655 PBS NewsHour Episode 55 60 minutes 09/15/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:03 Ukrainian troops are working to consolidate gains in the country’s east. With Russian soldiers gone, newly liberated Kharkiv residents are coming to terms with what they endured. Nick Schifrin visited a small town north of Kharkiv which is now in ruins after six months of Russian occupation.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013656 PBS NewsHour Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:28 A gruesome scene played out in Ukraine on Friday as authorities began examining bodies buried in what Kyiv calls the largest mass grave of the war. It was discovered near the city of Izium which is in the Kharkiv region just liberated from Russian occupation. Nick Schifrin reports from Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013656 PBS NewsHour Episode 56 60 minutes 09/16/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:13 The revelations of more mass graves in Ukraine and potential Russian war crimes have horrified many. Ukrainian forces are running an effective counteroffensive in the east and south as we near seven months since the start of Russia's invasion. Nick Schifrin sat down with Ukraine Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba to discuss the tenuous state of the war.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013658 PBS NewsHour Episode 58 60 minutes 09/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:13 Attorney General Merrick Garland signed an agreement with his Ukrainian counterpart formalizing U.S. support for war crimes investigations against Russia. But finding justice in war is a long and difficult process. Nick Schifrin sits down with Ukraine's prosecutor general as the world witnesses the horrific discovery of mass graves.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013659 PBS NewsHour Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:18 In the largest escalation of the war in Ukraine since Russia invaded, President Vladimir Putin announced a partial mobilization of reservists. Moscow vows to send 300,000 additional troops into Ukraine and support sham referenda in Ukrainian territory that Russian troops currently occupy. President Biden and the world is responding at the United Nations General Assembly. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013659 PBS NewsHour Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:42 Ukraine's largest neighbor on its western border is Poland, a NATO and European Union member that has its own long and violent history with Russia. Judy Woodruff sat down in New York with Poland's president, Andrzej Duda, as Vladimir Putin looks to accelerate the war and makes overt threats of nuclear weaponry.



War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013659 PBS NewsHour Episode 59 60 minutes 09/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:42 In a rare television address to his nation, Russian President Vladimir Putin doubled down on his war in Ukraine and ordered Russia's first mobilization since World War II. He's calling up hundreds of thousands of reserves and retired fighters. Putin said more manpower is needed to win a war not just against Ukraine, but against its western backers. Nataliya Bugayova joined Amna Nawaz to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security USAH  000103 The U.S. and the Holocaust The Homeless, The Tempest-Tossed (1942 - )120 minutes 09/21/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 02:00:58 A group of dedicated government officials fights red tape to support rescue operations. As the Allies liberate German camps, the public sees for the first time the sheer scale of the Holocaust and begins to reckon with its reverberations.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013660 PBS NewsHour Episode 60 60 minutes 09/22/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:58 The war in Ukraine took center stage at the U.N. Security Council as leading players on opposite sides came face-to-face for the first time since Russia's invasion. They waged verbal battle as the war claimed more casualties. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013661 PBS NewsHour Episode 61 60 minutes 09/23/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:14 In an escalation of the war, Moscow launched what the U.S. and others call illegal referenda in the Russian-occupied regions of Ukraine. Meanwhile, the United Nations said it has found new evidence of war crimes and many Russians appear to be fleeing the country instead of signing up for a new military draft. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013662 PBS NewsHour Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:36 In our news wrap Monday, new protests flared in Russia over military call-ups for the war in Ukraine, Vladimir Putin granted Russian citizenship to Edward Snowden, Iran attacked Kurdish separatists in northern Iraq and accused them of instigating protests across Iran and a 90-year-old Roman Catholic Cardinal is on trial in Hong Kong over anti-government protests there in 2019.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013662 PBS NewsHour Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:21 Recent threats from Russian President Putin and the COVID pandemic are showing the world how swiftly society can grind to a halt. In Sweden, with its bid to join NATO and the war in Ukraine, citizens are being encouraged to get ready just in case. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013664 PBS NewsHour Episode 64 60 minutes 09/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:16 The Russian-installed leaders of occupied regions of Ukraine formerly announced the results of so-called referendums and said they wanted to join Russia. Erik Møse, the official in charge of the U.N. Independent International Commission of Inquiry on Ukraine, joined Nick Schifrin to discuss crimes Russian forces committed in occupied territories.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013665 PBS NewsHour Episode 65 60 minutes 09/29/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:02 Russian President Vladimir Putin admitted mistakes in the mobilization of 300,000 Russians to fight in Ukraine. His announcement last week sparked an exodus of Russians fleeing across the border to avoid being conscripted. Despite a troubled history, Russia’s neighbor Georgia has accepted the largest number of Russians. Nick Schifrin reports.
Women TTCY  003128 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 28 30 minutes 09/09/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Post-Pandemic Work: Women employees step back into the office. Burn outs, overwhelming workloads and lack of advancement opportunities all play a factor in the hybrid work environment. Juvenile Justice System: We speak with advocates for change in Louisiana. PANEL: Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-DC), Erin Matson, Rina Shah and Ann Stone
Women MLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:10 Protests mostly led by women are spreading in Iran and around the world. They were sparked by the death of a young woman in the custody of the so-called "morality police." Over the last ten days, images have emerged of women burning their headscarves, cutting off their hair and marching in the thousands, chanting “death to the dictator.” Reza Sayah joined Amna Nawaz to discuss the demonstrations.
Women AMEX  003301 American Experience The Codebreaker 60 minutes 09/27/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Discover the fascinating story of Elizebeth Smith Friedman, the groundbreaking cryptanalyst who helped bring down Al Capone and break up a Nazi spy ring in South America. Her work help lay the foundation for modern codebreaking today.
Youth MLNH  013662 PBS NewsHour Episode 62 60 minutes 09/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:09 As students are getting into the swing of things this fall, high-schooler Solyana Mesfin has a very unusual role. She's sitting on Kentucky's board of education and works to bridge conversations between the state's 600,000 public school students and policymakers. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on the importance of student representation.
Youth MLNH  013663 PBS NewsHour Episode 63 60 minutes 09/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:32 Like millions of Americans, Karen Robertson of Iuka, Mississippi believed in conspiracy theories. But one day she had an experience that convinced her to challenge her beliefs. She spoke about that moment with student reporter Makenna Mead of Mississippi Public Broadcasting’s Youth Media Project. Their conversation is part of our Student Reporting Labs series on misinformation, "Moments of Truth."


